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Thesis Summary 
Biofuels from microalgae have become established as a key contender for a 

renewable transportation fuel. With their relatively high growth rate and 

lipid content, compared to terrestrial crops, microalgae represent an ideal 

feedstock for biofuels.  

Systems biology and ‘omic’ techniques have provided potent tools to 

interrogate an organism under various conditions. One of the most powerful 

of these tools is proteomics. By quantitatively assessing proteins, the 

fundamental functional component of biology, greater understanding of the 

investigated organism can be gained.  

This thesis reviews the process of biofuel production from microalgae and 

the current techniques in proteomics before providing a comprehensive list 

of previous proteomic investigations in microalgae.  

The proteomics data pipeline is then reviewed and adapted to combine 

multiple proteomic search engine results. This merging process increased 

the information extractable from the mass spectrometry data by 17% and was 

subsequently utilised throughout the three iTRAQ based proteomic 

investigations which form the remainder of the thesis.  

The first proteomic investigation was on the model alga Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii under nitrogen stress. Within which 58 and 280 proteins were 

confidently identified as being significantly changed during nitrogen stress 

induced carbohydrate and lipid production respectively. Key trends 

observed were an increase in energy metabolism, a decrease in translation 

machinery, an increase in cell wall production and a change of balance 

between photosystems I and II. 

The second, again conducted on C. reinhardtii, assessed the effect of carbon 

source and availability. Utilising a turbidostatic bioreactor, algae were 

cultured photoautotrophically and mixotrophically with and without CO2 
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supplementation. From the 995 confidently identified proteins the major 

observation was the distinction between carbon un-supplemented versus 

supplemented growth. Otherwise, the changes associated with the type of 

supplementation, CO2 or acetate were minimal. 

The third investigation assessed nitrogen stress in the diatom 

Phaeodactylum tricornutum. This facilitated a comparison of nitrogen stress 

in two microalgae from two distinct Divisions of life. Some 645 proteins were 

confidently identified as being significantly changed 24 h post nitrogen 

stress induction. Key trends observed were decreased translation, 

photosynthesis and fatty acid catabolism whilst observing increased central 

metabolism, fatty acid biosynthesis, antioxidants, endocytosis and 

phagocytosis. 

The descriptive understanding gained from each of these postgenomic 

investigations provides greater insight into the effect of culture 

perturbations on algal culture. These insights can be the basis of new 

hypotheses and help in identifying possible targets for future manipulation 

and control of algal culture. The work contained in this thesis has increased 

the descriptive knowledge of 1028 proteins and described the culture 

conditions under which they are perturbed. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1: Research Impact 

“We are like tenant farmers chopping down the fence around our house for 

fuel when we should be using Nature's inexhaustible sources of energy — 

sun, wind and tide. I'd put my money on the sun and solar energy. What a 

source of power! I hope we don't have to wait until oil and coal run out 

before we tackle that.” 

Thomas Edison (1847-1931)1 

As noted by Thomas Edison in conversation with Henry Ford, our current 

energy usage is unsustainable. The use of fossil fuels which are effectively 

derived from ancient sunlight harnessed  millions of years ago is inherently 

unsustainable. Further, the disruption of the carbon balance caused by 

releasing stored carbon to the atmosphere as CO2, a greenhouse gas, is 

believed to be the predominant cause of man-made climate change. For these 

reasons we should strive to, as Edison states, tackle solar energy, preferably 

without waiting for oil and coal to run out. 

The derivation of energy from current solar emissions can take a variety of 

forms. It can be indirectly harvested, such as by wind and wave, or directly 

absorbed by photovoltaic. One promising harvest strategy is to utilise 

naturally occurring photosynthesis. Photosynthesis converts solar radiation 

to energy storage molecules. By optimising the cultivation and retrieval of 

these energy storage molecules a renewable energy source can be derived. 

The use of algae as the photosynthesis organisms is supported by their 

relatively fast growth compared to arable plants and high lipid contents, 

even when grown photoautotrophically. They, unlike other biofuel crops, 

should not compete with food and textile production.  
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Stress induction has become a common tool for the increase in cellular 

carbon storage, such as carbohydrate and lipid. Though not universal many 

algae will hyper-accumulate lipid under stress condition. Observed stresses 

include: nitrogen limitation, iron limitation, sulphur limitation, phosphorus 

limitation, silicon limitation, salt increase and UV exposure. Whilst these 

stresses may increase carbon storage they typically have a negative effect on 

cell growth. Whether this combines to an overall increase in culture carbon 

source accumulation is dependent on the species and stress involved. 

The optimisation of the carbon source accumulation is desired by the algal 

biofuel community, in particular, lipid accumulation. Such optimisation 

would be benefitted by greater understanding of the internal mechanism 

within the cell. It could also be advantageous to identify an artificial 

induction mechanism with reduced negative effect on growth.  

1.2: Systems biology 

To optimise the use of algae, more is needed to be understood of the various 

organisms which comprise this wide ranging term. Taking a top down 

approach, such as an ‘omics’ based investigations, can provide an overview of 

an organism.  Such systems biology investigations can be conducted at many 

‘omic’ levels including: proteomics, metabolomics, transcriptomics, and 

posttranslational modification investigations, such as those on the 

acetylome and phosphoproteome. However it is the proteome that 

represents the best starting point of a systems biology investigation. This is 

best accomplished at the proteomic level, given that proteins are the active 

machinery of the majority of life, the mode by which the cell attempts to 

influence its internal and external environment. Unlike transcriptomics, 

proteomics gives insight into active cell protein content directly rather than 

by inference. 

In an ideal situation a proteomic investigation would provide a list showing 

the absolute quantity of each protein. However, due to the complexity of the 
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proteome and limitations of the techniques and time this is rarely 

achievable. As a compromise to the ideal each protein is reported with three 

key figures the significance of identity, the significance of change and the 

degree of change (absolute or relative).  

 Such a list of proteins is in essence the results content of any 

proteomic investigation. From this there are three main ways in 

which the results can be utilised: Direct observation: Identifying 

proteins which are of interest due to the particular nature of the 

investigation based on the background literature and data of the 

protein. 

 Trend analysis: Using classifications systems such as Gene Ontology or 

Pathway mapping such as KEGG the overall trend of multiple 

observed proteins can be commented on. 

 Data release: By supplying the observed proteomic changes in the 

correct interrogable manner to the appropriate repositories third 

party investigations can be supported. This can be through additional 

descriptive data relating to the protein held of various repositories or 

investigations which source data from multiple previously reported 

investigations. 

Given the lack of a predefined hypothesis, proteomic investigations can 

often be defined as a “fishing trip”. Whilst it can be argued this can lead to an 

untargeted investigation it also allows for an unrestricted investigation. 

Such lack of restriction improves their usefulness as hypothesis deriving 

investigations. It is this ability to derive unpredicted hypothesis which is the 

strength of proteomic and indeed omic investigations in general. Due to the 

specific resources and skills required for proteomics investigations it is not 

uncommon for targeted investigations hypothesised as a result of a 

proteomic investigation to be conducted within different research group to 

that of the proteomic investigation itself. 
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1.3: This Investigation 

Within proteomic investigations there are a variety of tools which can be 

used. As will be discussed in the literature review these include intrinsic 

isotopic labelling of peptides themselves, extrinsic labelling with isotopic 

tags and label free methodologies. Isobaric tags for relative and absolute 

quantitation (iTRAQ) is an extrinsic isotopic tag methodology. It has become 

popular in proteomics due to its, lack of need of special culture regimes, 

ability to be processed on a reasonable quality mass spectrometer without 

the need of run to run reproducibility that is essential for label free  

proteomic methods and with the 8-plex variant eight channels of 

investigations can be run simultaneously. As such multiple conditions or 

increased numbers of replicates can be assessed simultaneously. To attain 

the most information out of this technique an initial investigation into the 

data processing methodologies available will be conducted. 

Within current investigation of algae one species and culture perturbation 

stand out as being of extremely high interest to the community. This is the 

Chlorophyta Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and nitrogen stress. C. reinhardtii 

as the predominant model alga has been sequenced and is the most 

characterised alga. Nitrogen limitation is the most noted of lipid induction 

stress and usually derives the greatest carbon source accumulation. For this 

reason this organism and this stress were selected for the initial 

investigation.  

A noted query with many investigations into C. reinhardtii is the carbon 

source. Able to grow on acetate, mixotrophic culture of this alga is common 

laboratory practice. It is expected however any culture grown for energy 

harvest will be grown photoautotrophically. Hence the effect of carbon 

source is selected as the second investigation.  

The term algae covers a wide range of species. The assumption that trends 

from one will also be found in others is often made, erroneously. To further 
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the understanding of the proteomic effect of nitrogen stress, further studies 

were desired in other species of algae. The diatom species Phaeodactylum 

tricornutum was chosen as a divergent species from C. reinhardtii with the 

necessary genomic sequence required for proteomic investigation.  

Aims and Objectives 

Aim 

To increase understanding of microalgae and their potential use as a biofuel 

feedstock, through the use of quantitative proteomics. 

Objectives 

1. To optimise the processing of mass spectrometry data to maximise 

proteomic information. 

2. To assess the proteomic changes in C. reinhardtii when grown 

photoautotrophically and mixotrophically. 

3. To assess the proteomic changes in two divergent microalgal species 

under nitrogen induced lipid accumulation. 
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review 

2.1: Microalgal based biofuels 

2.1.1: Problem with fossil fuel 

The need to migrate to an energy economy based on renewable energy 

production rather than non-renewable fossil fuels has become established. 

This has been described for a variety of reasons including social economic 

and environmental. 

Regarding social economic concerns, the need for energy security has been 

shown with fossil fuels producing countries able to project financial and 

political pressure on fossil fuels dependent countries.2–6 Despite the recent 

extensions and denials,7,8 ‘Peak oil’ is still an inevitable reality. It may be 

better understood as ‘Peak cheap oil’9,10 which incorporates the 

understanding that though identification of potential resources increases 

with improved extraction technology, the cost to retrieve such resources 

also increases.  

Environmental issues revolve around the effect of burning fossil fuels on 

climate change.11 Climate change as a phenomenon has been overwhelmingly 

supported in the literature as a man-made phenomenon with 97% of peer 

reviewed papers supporting such a link.12,13 The major contributing factor, 

the burning of fossil fuels. Such combustion releases CO2 into the 

atmosphere. CO2 is a known greenhouse gas,14 and its increase in the 

atmosphere is therefore linked to perturbations of climate. The increase in 

atmospheric CO2  has been monitored over the past 50 years with the Keeling 

data15
 (Figure 2.1Bp31) and using geological observations can be observed over 

the past 1000 years (Figure 2.1Ap31). In addition to CO2, burning of fossil fuels 

releases methane, nitrous oxide, ozone-depleting substances, 

hydrofluorocarbons, sulphur hexafluoride and perfluorocarbons, all of 

which have been linked to climate change.16 
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Figure 2.1: Graph of atmospheric CO2 levels over time given for an extended 1000 year 
span and a recent 50 year span. (A) was created using Wolphram Alpha B) using 
Keeling data

15
)  

2.1.2: Alternative energy sources 

There are several alternatives to fossil fuels. This includes nuclear, solar, 

tidal/wave, geothermal, wind and biofuels. Apart from biofuels all these 

methods are, however, designed for electricity as the medium of energy. 

Given that 66%17 of world energy demand is in the form of fuels (i.e. gaseous 

natural gas, liquid petroleum and solid coal) rather than electricity a suitable 

replacement for fuels is also desirable. Possible candidates for this fuel are 
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biodiesel and bioethanol. Biodiesel and bioethanol being produced from lipid 

and carbohydrate content of photosynthetic organisms.  

2.1.3: 3rd generation biofuels 

Biofuels can be classified as first, second or third generation.18 First 

generation biofuels refer to those derived from high energy components of 

biomass. These generally fall into two types: corn and sugar cane, which are 

typically processed to provide ethanol as the transportable fuel or 

oleaginous crops such as palm and Jatropha processed into biodiesel. These 

sources frequently require the displacement of food production, thus causing 

the food/fuel dilemma,19 an increasing source of humanitarian concern. 

Second generation biofuels have focused on waste and low energy biomass 

material, typically lignocellulose material such as that obtained from corn 

stalks and Miscanthus.20 These second generation biofuel feedstocks are 

superior to first generation sources with reduced impact on food and textile 

cultivation.21 However, they require the conversion of complicated energy 

stores such as lignocellulose and starch. Though considerable research is 

being conducted to increase the efficiency22–25 of such conversions, it is 

currently still energy intensive and both energetically and financially 

uneconomical.26–29 Third generation biofuels have mainly focused on 

production from algae and in particular microalgae. Like second generation 

biofuels, these feedstocks are envisaged not to contribute to the food/fuel 

dilemma taking advantage of the microalgae’s ability to grow on non-arable 

land. Energy from microalgae is in the form of high energy storage 

compounds naturally found in algae, namely lipids and carbohydrates,30 thus 

do not have the conversion problem associated with second generation fuels. 

2.1.4: From microalgae to biofuel 

The processing of microalgae into biofuels has been repeatedly reviewed.17,31–

45 The major cycle is shown in Figure 2.2p33 and can be envisaged as four 

steps: 
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1. Cultivation: The microalgal culture is grown, typically in 

photobioreactors46,47 or open ponds.48,49 This growth should be 

photoautotrophic, converting CO2 to biomass to be a truly cyclical 

fuel.  

2. Harvest: The microalgal culture being >90% water must be de-watered 

and refined before being utilised as a biofuel.44,50,51 This involves de-

watering52 and lipid extraction.53 Though typically conducted in this 

order there are proposals which involve lipid extraction from the 

cells prior to de-watering.54,55  

3. Conversion: Upon extraction of the lipid content, processing is still 

required to convert the lipid to a fuel such as biodiesel suitable for 

combustion in standard or modified engines. This can be achieved by 

transesterification with methanol, though other processes are being 

developed.56 

4. Combustion: Using either a standard or modified internal 

combustion engine the derived biodiesel is used, returning CO2 to the 

atmosphere and completing the cycle. 

 
Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the cyclical nature of microalgae derived biofuels (image 
was self-modified 

31,57–59
). 
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Lipid production rates of these single-celled photosynthetic organisms 

exceed that of traditional terrestrial crops,60 and can be grown 

photoautotrophically without the need for organic sources of energy or 

carbon.61 Microalgae are typically cultivated either in photobioreactors or 

open raceway ponds.46 The major cost of production is in the dewatering of 

the culture and extraction of lipid from the microalgae.51 Yields of lipid from 

algae can be as high as 66%,62 but these vary vastly between different species 

and different growth conditions.63 

Estimates of land requirement and cost vary dramatically. For land 

requirement, Borowitzka and Moheimani64 estimate between 245 and 653 ha 

for the production of 100,000 bbl per year (depending on productivity and 

lipid content). With global oil demand in 2008 at 84.3 x 106 per day a growing 

area between 750 thousand and 2 million square kilometres would be 

required to meet 2008 levels of consumption. Typically estimates of cost are 

between $0.4265 and 2.8066,67 per litre of biodiesel. This is suggestive that the 

price may become competitive with the $0.84 per litre for wholesale diesel68, 

and if given non punitive tax would likely be able to compete with the post-

tax at pump price of $2.17.68 

2.1.5: Species selection 

The single term microalgae is often used as a collective classification of 

microscopic photosynthetic organisms. It is important however not to 

misinterpret this collective as a similar group of organisms. Microalgae can 

refer to a wide variety of different single celled photosynthetic species 

including prokaryotic cyanobacteria and eukaryotic Chlorophyta, 

Rhodophyta and Bacillariophyceae (also known as diatoms). The eukaryotic 

algae are generally classified based on their photosynthetic pigments, but 

represent considerable evolutionary separation. Various terms are used to 

name sub-groups of algae including; blue-green algae referring to 

cyanobacteria, Chlorophyta (green algae) referring to those belonging to the 
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Plantae kingdom and diatoms referring to those algae containing silica cell 

walls.69 

As noted by Klein-Marcuschamber et al.,70 it is important not to rely on 

observations from one algal species being applicable to all algal species. The 

diversity between even relatively similar Chlorophyta such as 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and Chlorella vulgaris is considerable.71,72  To 

compare, humans, mice and zebra fish share a 52.8% orthologarity, whilst C. 

reinhardtii, Thalassiosira pseudonana and Cyanidoschyzon merolae share 

only a 16.3% orthologarity.73  

Given the wide variety of algae to choose from, an important decision is 

which species to use for production of biofuels. There are many factors 

which affect the suitability of a particular species for production. These can 

include whether the species is a fresh water species or marine, the degree 

light penetrates through culture, factors affecting its harvesting and the 

lipid profile. Perhaps one of the most important factors however is the lipid 

production rate, a product of the microalgal growth rate and the lipid 

content. This question of species selection was one of the goals for the 

Aquatic Species Programme,36 a large research effort that operated for 

almost 20 years. Conducted by the USA Department of Energy, the 

programme investigated the feasibility of biodiesel production from 

microalgae and CO2 sequestration. Despite extensive research effort, no clear 

candidate species was identified and species selection remains a key research 

goal in many current algal research projects.74–76 Despite the uncertainty, 

there are some general trends, such as the preference for eukaryotic algae 

rather than cyanobacteria which typically have lipid contents below 10% 

DCW (dry cell weight).39 Amongst the Eukaryotic species, there have 

emerged some common contenders, either for production or as a model to 

understand the use and manipulation of microalgae for lipid production 

(Table 2.1p36). 
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Table 2.1: Table of various microalgae species and the genomic availability, typical 
growth rate, oil content and nitrogen effect. (Phylum: He-Heterokontophyta; Ha-
Haptophyta; C –Chlorophyta; R-Rhodophyta) (Class): Ch –Chlorophyceae; Pr-
Prymnesiophycea E-Eustigmatophyceae; Ba-Bacillariophyceae (Diatoms); tr-
Trebouxiophyceae; Pra- Prasinophyceae; Cya-Cyanidiophyceae) 

P
h

yl
u

m
 

C
la

ss
 

Genus Degree of 
genomic 
data

77
 

~Doubling 
time (h) 

Fresh/ 
Marine 

Lipid  
% DCW 

Nitrogen 
stressed 
Lipid  
% DCW 

C Ch Botryococcus Partial 72.
36

 Fresh 23
78

11
79

38.
6

80
25

31 
55

36
21

79
61.4

8

0
75

31
 braunii 

C Ch Chlamydomonas Complete 8
63 

Fresh 21
63

 Non-
increasing

3

6
 

reinhardtii 

C Ch Dunaliella Soon to be 
published

81
 

72.6
82

 Marine 19
63

28.1
78

 
33

82
 

10
63

 

salina 

C Ch Dunaliella None  Marine 15
63 

18
63

 

tertiolecta 

C Ch Neochloris  None  Fresh 17
83

 37
83

 

oleoabundans 

C Ch Haematococcus none 21
84 

Fresh 15.61
84 

 

pluvialis 

C Ch Scenedesmus Partial  Fresh 21
63

 42
63

 

obliquus 

C Ch Tetraselmis None 36
63

 Marine 17
63

 26
63

 

suecica 

C Ch Volvo Complete
85

  Fresh   

carteri 

C Pra Ostreococcus Partial  Marine 27
63

 27
86

 50
63

 49.5
86

 

Sp. 

C Pra Ostreococcus Complete  Marine   

lucimarinus 

C Pra Ostreococcus Complete ~34
87

 Marine   

tauri 

C Pra Micromonas Complete  Marine 13.3
88

  

pusilla 

C Tr Chlorella Partial 17-28
62

 Fresh 18.7
89

32
62

 66
62

 

Sp. 

C Tr Chlorella Partial 20
63

 Fresh 25
63

 42
63

 

vulgaris 

Ha E Pleurochrysis None 45
82

 Marine 32
82

  

carterae 

Ha Pr Emiliania Partial  Marine 23
78

  

huxleyi 

Ha Pr Isochrysis Partial 48
90

22
63

 Marine 25
63

 29
63

 

galbana 

Ha Pr Pavlova Partial 13.3
91

 Marine 35
63

 
12,8.8

78
 

 

lutheri 

He Ba Phaeodactylum Partial 27
63

 Marine 21
63

 26
63

 

tricornutum 

He Ba Thalassiosira Complete 12
63

 Marine 24.3
86

16
63

 26.6
86

26
63
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pseudonana 

He E Nannochloropsis None 28
63

 Marine 31
63

 41
63

 

Sp. 

He E Nannochloropsis In 
progress

81 
 Marine 13.2

78
  

oculata 

He E Nannochloropsis None 18.5
91

 Marine 16.9
78

,27
63

 46
63

 

salina 

R Cya Cyanidioschyzon Complete
92

  Fresh   

merolae 

2.1.6: Lipid profile  

When discussing lipid production from microalgae, it is not only important 

to consider the quantity, but also the type of lipids. Not all lipids are suitable 

for biodiesel production. Various chain lengths and degrees of unsaturation 

are required to provide the correct ignition quality, cold flow and oxidative 

stability.39 To regulate these properties, both the USA and EU have limits on 

aspects such as amount of unsaturated fatty acids allowable in biodiesel 

measured by its iodine value (e.g. EN 14214 and EN 14213).61  

The lipid profile of different species of microalgae varies significantly 

between species and modification such as nitrogen stress will also induce 

dramatic changes in the lipid profile. Typically microalgae lipids have a 

chain length of between C16 and C18 with high levels of saturated and mono-

unsaturated C16 and C18.39 If these profiles could be manipulated to contain 

shorter chain fatty acids between C12:0 and C14:0 it would improve the 

quality of biodiesel produced.39,61 This could theoretically be achieved by 

manipulation of the acyl carrier proteins and acyl carrier protein 

thioesterases.93  

2.1.7: Biochemical manipulation of microalgae 

For over twenty five years, it has been recognised that a simple method to 

improve lipid content of microalgae and thus biodiesel production was to 

limit the nitrogen source within the culture.94 This nitrogen limitation effect 

has since been demonstrated to be a general but not universal trend within 

microalgae, with it being observed more in Chlorophyta than diatoms.86 The 

lipid content of several algal species, both under nitrogen replete and deplete 
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conditions, is included in Table 2.1p36. As well as nitrogen starvation, similar 

perturbations of the culture medium such as phosphorous limitation,95 iron 

limitation,96 silicon limitation,63,97 salt stress98 and UV radiation99 have also 

been shown to increase lipid content.  

These culture based modifications to the algal product can be classified as 

biochemical engineering.100 Whilst being relatively simple to implement and 

potentially less regulated compared to genetic engineering, there are 

numerous negative side effects. Stressed cells may produce greater lipid 

content but will often have reduced cell growth rates.101  As lipid productivity 

is a product of lipid content and growth rate both influence total culture 

productivity. So whilst nitrogen stress may increase lipid content its side 

effect of decreased growth rate is greater commonly leading to an overall 

reduction in culture productivity. It is envisaged that through better 

understanding of how biochemical manipulations work an optimal balance 

between lipid content and growth rate could be developed. 

Increases in lipid content under stress could be a possible survival 

mechanism. Given an environment limiting propagation, cells may have 

evolved to increase energy stores. These would then give the cell a boost 

upon return to conditions favourable for propagation.  Another hypothesis 

for the storage of lipids beyond that of simple carbon storage is that the 

accumulation of long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids aids the rapid 

construction of polyunsaturated fatty acid rich chloroplast membranes 

required upon return to normal reproductive levels.102 Further still, the 

increase in lipid can affect the buoyancy of the organism and thus their 

location within the water column103. Such a movement may potentially 

increase nutrient supply of the deprived component. 

2.1.8: Genetic manipulation of microalgae 

Beyond crude biochemical manipulation, it is often suggested that genetic 

engineering could increase lipid production rates.19,32,93,100 This, it is 
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envisaged, will provide the increased levels of lipid with reduced negative 

growth aspects experienced in biochemical engineering. Maximal 

productivity therefore is a balance between lipid content and growth rate. 

Genetic engineering has been performed in a various microalgae species.104 

Though it is more advanced in Chlorophyta,105–108 manipulations have also 

been achieved in diatoms109,110 and red algae.111,112 

There are multiple possibilities for the modification of microalgae to 

improve the production of the desired biodiesel product. These can be 

broken down into those which increase: 

 the rate of solar energy conversion and thus energy available for 

storage. 

 the rate of carbon fixation 

 the lipid concentration of the algae. 

 quality of the produced lipid. 

 secondary factors affecting the cost of production such as ease of 

harvest. 

Increases in energy conversion can be attempted by increasing the 

productivity of the photosynthetic apparatus and optimisation of metabolic 

pathways such as increasing the levels of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate 

carboxylase.46 Whilst increased productivity for a given alga may be achieved 

by increasing the number of photosystems, for the collective culture 

decreasing the number of photosystems may be more productive. This is due 

to the effect photosystem number and type has on light penetration. The 

light penetration within a dense culture, which is preferable for harvesting 

purposes, can be a limiting factor for growth.113 This would be 

inconsequential if the culture depth is shallow enough in raceway ponds or 

culture chambers thin enough in photobioreactors. However, culturing 

apparatus with shallow depth may have other related problems such as 

culture flow and increased footprint requirements.   Reduction of the algae’s 
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antenna size and pigment production has been demonstrated to increase 

such light penetration.114,115 

As well as providing sufficient solar energy throughout the culture, tolerance 

to excess irradiation can increase productivity by preventing 

photoinhibition. Photoinhibition,116 an effect caused by oxidative damage 

from the oxygen produced during photosynthesis, can also be manipulated 

to increase the energy available for conversion to lipid. Due to 

photoinhibition, even at a relatively low illumination levels, photosynthetic 

productivity decreases.31 If this effect could be reduced, the energy 

conversion of sunlight could be increased.  

Limited investigations have been conducted to manipulate the lipid content 

of microalgae as the understanding of lipid synthesis in microalgae is 

incomplete. Some investigations117–120 have been conducted using inferences 

based on understanding of lipid synthesis in other organisms such as higher 

plants and yeast.93 Three strategies, which could be used to increase lipid 

content, are detailed in the following paragraphs. 

Firstly, the synthesis of lipids can be increased metabolically as was done by 

Dunahay et al.120 Acetyl-CoA carboxylase, hypothesised to be a key enzyme in 

the fatty acid biosynthesis pathway, was over-expressed. Despite successful 

transformation of the diatom Cyclotella cryptica, where a 2-3 fold increase in 

acetyl-CoA carboxylase expression was achieved, no significant increases in 

lipid levels were identified.120 Other attempts that modified enzyme 

expression in organisms other than microalgae, such as increasing glycerol-

3-phosphate dehydrogenase in Brassica napus (oil seed rape) has been shown 

to increase lipid content by 40%.121 

The second method is to decrease the use of alternative energy stores, such 

as starch. This has been demonstrated with significant success in C. 

reinhardtii using the starch synthesis mutant sta6, which lacks glucose-1-

phosphate adenylyltransferase an enzyme involved in starch synthesis. 
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Wang et al. 119 demonstrated a 30 fold increase in lipid bodies 48 hours after 

nitrogen stress opposed to a 15 fold increase in non-sta6 mutants after 

nitrogen stress.  

The third method to increase lipid content is to decrease lipid catabolism. 

Though not demonstrated in microalgae, this has been achieved in the 

higher plant, Arabidopsis thaliana. Fluda et al. 122 demonstrated an increase 

in lipid content on inactivation of the peroxisomal long-chain acyl-CoA 

synthetase. Though this has potential to increase lipid content, 

manipulation of lipid catabolism genes may have deleterious side effects, 

such as the improper seedling development seen in Fluda et al.’s study.93 

There are also various manipulations that might be desired to decrease the 

cost of microalgae production. These include manipulating properties such 

as flocculation which can dramatically reduce de-watering costs, a 

considerable portion of production costs.51 In the future, it might be 

desirable to develop the microalgae to actively secrete lipids themselves 

such has been demonstrated in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. 

PCC6803.123  

When considering genetic manipulations, it should be noted that lipid 

productivity is a product of the lipid content and growth rate under any 

given condition. Thus, when considering the genetic manipulation of 

microalgae for the reasons discussed thus far the effect on growth rate must 

also be considered. Total culture yield may not, however, be the optimum as 

considerable cost is involved in de-watering and extraction. Thus, a lower 

total lipid yield per cell in a higher concentration may be more profitable. 

It is still unknown to what effect governmental regulation may have on the 

use of genetically modified (GM) algae for biodiesel production. This is a 

complex legal area, especially when considered on the global scale, though 

perhaps not as controversial as GM food crops. Without the concern of 

introduction into the food chain GM fuel crops may be better received. 
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However, GM fuel crops will still come under criticism due to the difficulty of 

containment.124,125 This regulatory hurdle is one reason why identification of 

natural species and utilisation of biochemical manipulation could be 

favoured. However, greater understanding of the biochemical manipulation 

may lead to optimised implementation without the need for genetically 

modified organisms and the resultant regulation.  

2.2: Proteomics 

2.2.1: Case for increased systems level understanding of microalgae 

From the literature, it is clear that biochemical engineering approaches can 

be used to increase lipid contents. However, this is commonly linked to 

decreases in growth rates. The degree to which the increase in lipid is a 

simple re-direction of consequential excess energy production is unknown. 

To aid advances in both biochemical and genetic engineering methodologies, 

further understanding of the microalgae on a molecular biology level is 

desired. 

Transcriptomic126 (study of all mRNA transcripts within the cell typically to 

make inference on proteomic changes), proteomic127 (study of all proteins 

within the culture) and metabolomic128 (study of all the low molecular weight 

(<1500 Da) metabolites within the cell) investigations, the bases of systems 

biology, allow for increased understanding of the changes occurring to the 

functional entities within the cell itself rather than observing changes on a 

culture and bulk biomass level. Systems investigations provide a broad level 

of understanding that can then facilitate numerous hypothesis driven 

investigations. 

Transcriptomics is often used to quantitatively predict the relative 

abundance of the corresponding proteins, inferring that protein abundance 

is predominantly a product of transcriptional changes. Protein abundances 

however, are also affected by variations on the translation level, splice 
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variants as well as degradation rates. This can lead to incorrect assumptions 

of protein abundances based on transcription abundance data.129,130 Further 

still, the protein presence does not directly demonstrate protein activity as 

many post-translational modifications are used to regulate protein function.  

Modern quantitative proteomics techniques largely based on mass 

spectrometry (MS), are allowing direct quantitative assessment of protein 

abundances rather than relying on inferences from the transcriptional 

level.131 It should be noted though, that the decreased coverage132 of these 

proteomic techniques means that transcriptomics can sometimes provide 

insight not observed in limited coverage proteomic investigations. The 

choice of which method to employ is often a matter of equipment and 

particulars of the condition under investigation. 

Metabolomics investigations attempt to identify all low molecular weight 

components (< 1500 Da) of a cell.133 This can give insight into the processes 

within the cell134. Transcriptomics and proteomics use the genomic sequence 

to derive theoretical transcript and protein sequences. Further, though 

extremely varied the base unit of all transcripts is a chain of only 4 possible 

bases and for proteins a chain of only 20 possible amino acids. Metabolomics 

however, can be an extremely heterogeneous135 mix of thousands of 

compounds. Metabolome data can be used to derive flux balance analysis, 

such as Boyle et al.136 Metabolomics technologies are developing,137 but are 

best used in conjunction with targeted studies or in transcriptomic and 

proteomic investigations which have better predisposition to pathway 

mapping.  

By understanding the changes within the proteome and metabolome that 

regularly occur, under lipid inducing stress conditions, several hypotheses 

should present themselves. For example, proteins whose abundance  under a 

particular stress condition is changed are presumably involved with the 

stress response itself or involved in the increased lipid accumulation. Whilst 
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proteins with hypothesised function may be identified as relating to lipid 

accumulation or general stress undescribed or ambiguously described 

proteins may be more challenging. If however, these proteins are seen in 

multiple perturbations which induce higher lipid contents then this will 

suggest the proteins are related to lipid synthesis rather than the individual 

stress response. 

Understanding which proteins are required for increased lipid accumulation, 

which are likely to be homologous in multiple strains of algae, could 

facilitate in their manipulation to induce over expression in the lipid 

production pathways. This may be possible without or with reduced negative 

effects observed with crude biochemical manipulation.  

Furthermore, a reverse engineering approach to genetic engineering based 

on proteomic understanding can often identify which proteins are 

bottlenecks.138,139 Increasing a specific protein will often not result in an 

increase in the pathway product. Instead, a subsequent or previous 

metabolite or protein becomes the rate limiter to the pathway.140 Such a 

situation is a possible cause of failure in the investigation by Dunahay et 

al.,120 which was based on modification of acetyl-CoA carboxylase to increase 

lipid levels.  

With a systems biology approach utilising comparative proteomics, 

theoretically all the protein changes that occur to increase lipid levels can be 

identified. This can identify multiple changes that may be required to 

perform the desired manipulation without any preconception of their 

involvement. Proteomics offers the ability to better understand the complex 

dynamic nature of cellular metabolism, allowing identification of the 

multiple, rather than single modifications, which may be needed to achieve 

the desired manipulation.  

The use of proteomics for the work described in this thesis was selected over 

transcriptomics due to the poor accuracy of the transcriptome to reflect true 
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protein conent.132,141 This was predicted to be especially problematic during 

nitrogen stress with re-allocation of nitrogen from existing protein content a 

potential mechanism of regulation. Further, proteomics was selected over 

metabolomics as proteins can be described as drivers of cellular changes and 

as such have a greater potential for understanding the processes in the cell 

whilst under active modification. This is not to suggest that transcriptomics 

and metabolomics are not able to provide significant insights in such 

investigation but rather the proteomic level is often the best omic level to 

process first. Further, from review of the field at the start of this project it 

was evident that modern proteomics within algae had only had limited use 

and as such investigations of this sort would provide important information 

for the algal community. 

2.2.3: Proteomic technologies 

With the advent of the post genomic era, the investigation of proteins could 

shift from a reductionist approach to a systems biology approach based on 

‘omic’ level investigations. Reductionist biology had previously investigated 

the protein content of pre-selected proteins under various conditions. This 

was often achieved with the use of antibody labelling techniques such as 

western blots142,143 and ELISA assays.144 In the post-genome era, theoretically 

the entire proteome, or a sub proteome, can be investigated without any 

preconceptions of which proteins to investigate. Though in theory any given 

protein can be identified, the realistic coverage varies greatly depending on: 

the level of expression in the organism under any given condition, the 

amenability of any protein to the extraction methods used and the dynamic 

range of proteins within the extracted proteome.145 

2.2.4: Gel based proteomics 

Initial proteomic studies largely derive from the two dimensional gel 

electrophoresis (2D-gel) investigations first described 35 years ago.146 2D gel 

studies involve the use of separation on an acrylamide gel in two 

dimensions, typically by pI and molecular weight. This separates a collection 
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of proteins so that upon staining single or a small number of proteins can be 

identified as a distinct spot. By comparison of the spots, intensities from one 

condition to another, the changes in protein abundance can be deduced with 

spots being identified by various sequencing techniques. In these, low 

throughput, 2D gel investigations only a limited number of proteins are 

taken forward for identification each being run sequentially such that 2D gel 

proteomics is labour-intensive and has a relatively low throughput.147  

2.2.5: Modern proteomics 

Modern proteomics refers to techniques that utilise the mass spectrometer 

both for identification and for quantitation, either absolute or relative.148,149 

This combination can increase the accuracy of quantitation, and sensitivity 

of detection for proteins with relatively lower abundance proteins. With 

modern proteomics, multiple proteins can be analysed in a mixed manner 

(i.e. multiple samples run together with different labels) reducing mass 

spectrometer run time.  Modern proteomic techniques can be broken down 

into three types;150 isotope labelling,151 chemical tag152 and label free.150  

Isotope labelling relies on the identification of heavy and light isotopes of 

various elements (e.g. 12C/13C, 14N/15N, 1H/2H for each incorporation in the 

reported m/z). Isotope labelling can be further divided into sub-groups: 

metabolic labelling151 and stable isotope labelling with amino acid in culture 

(SILAC).153 Metabolic labelling, aims to replace all instances of a given 

element within an organism and thus all amino acids.  This can be achieved 

by growth of the culture on labelled feedstocks, such as [13C]glucose or 

[15N]H4Cl.151 SILAC153 however, is targeted to labelling only proteins. By 

supplementation of the culture medium with isotopic amino acids each 

protein can be identified with a variation of 1 mass unit for each of the 

relevant amino acids in the peptide m/z. When used with cultures 

auxotrophic to the given amino acid, suitably complete incorporation can be 

achieved. Both these methods allow for a two sample comparison in a given 

mass spectrometry run. They provide relative assessments of proteins but 
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can also be combined with a spiked standard to give absolute 

quantifications.  

Chemical tags typically also use isotopes but rather than labelling being 

conducted in-vivo as with isotopic labelling the labelling is completed 

subsequent to protein harvest in-vitro. There are multiple labelling varieties 

available, but four commonly used are di-methyl labelling,154 isotope-coded 

affinity tags (ICAT),155 tandem mass tags (TMT(s)),156 and isobaric tags for 

absolute and relative quantitation (iTRAQ).157 These four can then be further 

separated into fragmenting and non-fragmenting. 

Dimethyl labelling and ICAT are non-fragmenting chemical tags. They 

consist of a linker, which binds to the peptide and the isotopically varied 

reporter. In the case of dimethyl labelling (Figure 2.3Ap48), there are three 

versions; standard isotopes, two 2H and three 2H two 13C. In the case of ICAT 

(Figure 2.3Bp48), there are two versions heavy ‘d8’ and light ‘d0’.  ‘d8’ having 8 

deuterium with ‘d0’ having 8 regular hydrogen atoms. In addition, ICAT has a 

biotin label allowing labelled peptides to be purified and enriched.  

Being non-fragmenting when analysed by mass spectrometry, the precursors 

are isotopically different altering the ion’s m/z depending on the isotopic 

version of the tag applied. Thus by comparing the intensity (e.g. area under 

peak or centroid) of the mass shifted peak to the non-shifted peak a relative 

difference between two samples can be determined. 
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Figure 2.3: Structure of A) dimethyl labelling reproduced from Boersema et al. 154

 and 
B) ICAT labels reproduced from Gygi et al.155

  

 

TMT and iTRAQ are fragmenting chemical tags. They consist of a linker, 

which binds to the peptide, a balancer and the isotopically varied reporter.  

Fragmented tags are identified at the post fragmentation MS/MS level. Prior 

to fragmentation the tags are linked to a balancer. This balancer has an 

isotopic difference to the various reports such that pre fragmentation the 

tags are isotopically indistinguishable. Post fragmentation, the reporter ion 

is released from the balancer and peptide such that each variant can be 

identified as isotopically distinct. In the case of TMT (Figure 2.4Ap49), a 

Thermo Scientific (Thermo scientific, Northumberland, UK) product, there 

are three versions; a TMTduplex*, TMTsixplex* and TMT10plex*.158 In the 

case of iTRAQ (Figure 2.4Bp49) a AB Sciex (ABSciex , Framingham, MA, USA) 

product there are four varieties; mTRAQ duplex and triplex as well as the 

iTRAQ 4plex and 8plex.159  TMT reporters have a mass between 126 and 131 m 
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whilst iTRAQ reports are between 113 and 121 m. The need for resolution 

within this range, whilst maintaining resolution at the higher m/z typical of 

most peptide fragments, limits the mass spectrometers usable for these 

mythologies.  Further with the new TMT, 10-plex differentiation is achieved 

with the subtle difference between an isotopically heavy nitrogen and an 

isotopically heavy carbon. Use of these tags thus requires instrumentation 

capable of resolving to 0.006 m/z. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4: Structure of A) TMT reproduced from Thompson et al. 156

 and B) iTRAQ 
reproduced from Ross et al. 157

  

With the advancements in mass spectrometer precision and resolution, the  

label-free workflow has been developed. There are two broad types of label 

free methods available; spectral count and peak intensity. 150  
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In spectral counting, the number of observations matching to a given 

protein are counted and compared between conditions.150 Within a LC-

MS/MS dataset, multiple proteins, or rather peptides arising from given 

proteins, will be repeatedly observed. This number of repeated observations 

will be correlated with the relative abundance of the protein in the given 

sample.  Spectral counting is however only reliable for proteins with 

significant number of observations as these observation are the basis of the 

quantification. Old et al160. demonstrates that a minimum of 10 counts is 

required to provide a statistically significant (p ¸0.05) fold changes of 2.  Thus 

proteins identified by only a few spectra cannot be quantified to a high 

precision. In peak intensity, the strength of signal observed for precursor 

peptides is taken as an indicator of the intensity of the peptide and thus 

protein in the sample mix.  For peak intensity to be reliable a balance is 

required such that the peptide is significantly observed in both samples but 

does not saturate the mass spectrometer. 

Label free quantitative proteomics is gaining increased interest in the field 

of proteomics,161 but its effective use is still largely based on the availability 

and quantity of mass spectrometer used. Given that each sample must be run 

separately, including separate runs to derive statistical repeats, the mass 

spectrometer run time for label-free techniques is therefore longer than a 

multiplexed investigation. Furthermore, the run-to-run consistency required 

means label free techniques are best utilised when control of an instrument 

can be dedicated to a single investigation at a time.150  

A significant advantage of the chemical labelling techniques is the increased 

number of investigatory channels able to be assessed simultaneously. These 

channels can thus be used to facilitate replicates analysis, as well as 

assessment of multiple conditions with limited mass spectrometer run time.  

For this work, iTRAQ 8-plex was chosen as the analysis methodology. iTRAQ 

8-plex was selected for several reasons including: 
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 Labelling is post digest such that, no modifications to the media 

composition is required. Preferable given the media manipulation 

aspect of most proposed investigations. 

 Considerable previous experience within the research group with this 

technique. 

 Availability of a QStar XL. Suitable for chemical tag proteomics 

techniques. 

 The availability of maximum number of channels to allow replicate 

and multiple condition experiments, (TMT 10-plex was not available 

at the start of this work). 

2.2.6: iTRAQ 

The typical workflow for iTRAQ is outlined in Figure 2.5Ap52 and is provided 

by the manufacturers protocol.159 In a typical iTRAQ study, proteins are 

extracted from the samples under investigation. This can be achieved by a 

variety of techniques such as chemical extraction, french press, bead beating, 

liquid nitrogen grinding, etc. The protein must then be quantified and may 

be purified from contaminants through methods such as acetone 

precipitation. Proteins are then reduced and alkylated breaking sulphur 

bonds to open up compact proteins. These are then digested to peptides 

often using trypsin. The peptides can then be labelled with the iTRAQ 

reagent. Once labelled, the sample will typically be dried, allowing re-

suspension in appropriate solution for fractionation. Typically, two 

orthologous fractionations are used. The first fractionation is typically 

conducted off-line and the second on-line with the mass spectrometer.  

MS/MS is them performed with the first round conducting a broad 

assessment spanning a wide m/z window of interest (termed a survey scan). 

From this, a limited number of ions will be selected for isolation and 

fragmentation (Figure 2.5Bp52). The mass spectrum profile of this second scan 

is used to determine the peptide. In addition, during the fragmentation, the 

labels will typically fragment, separating the reporter ions from the balancer. 
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These are observed between 113 and 121m/z (Figure 2.5Cp52). 120 m/z is 

omitted as phenylalanine immonium ion can commonly be found at 120 m/z 

and would otherwise disrupt the results. 

 
Figure 2.5: A) Flow diagram  showing the steps involved in an iTRAQ investigation 
(here an 8-plex investigation is shown). B) Mass spectrum of product ions post 
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fragmentation of a selected precursor ion. C) Zoom in of 113-121 m/z region of the 
mass spectrum shown in part B. 

2.2.7: Data processing options 

Once an iTRAQ labelled peptide mix has been run on a mass spectrometer, 

the data must be processed. This processing can be referred to as the 

proteomics pipeline. It typically entails four stages; 

 Conversion of data to an interchangeable format 

 Peptide spectral matching 

 Identification analysis 

 Quantitation analysis 

Further details of these steps and the options available are given in Chapter 

4.  

2.2.8: Examples of species engineering based on proteomics studies 

From the literature, there are examples where the use of high throughput 

comparative investigations, have led to improved manipulation of a species, 

aiding in increased productivity. One such example is a study conducted in a 

series of papers by Pham et al., on the production of ethanol in yeast. 

An iTRAQ study conducted on the effect of high glucose levels on the growth 

and ethanol production of Saccharomyces cerevisiae162 revealed insight into 

the metabolism of S. cerevisiae under such conditions. One key insight was 

the down regulation of amino acid production genes. From this insight, 

investigations were conducted into the effect of amino acid supplementation 

on the growth and ethanol production of S. cerevisiae.163,164  This 

supplementation led to an increase in production rates under high glucose 

conditions achieving 40 g of ethanol per gram of glucose compared to 30 g of 

ethanol per gram of glucose for non-amino acid supplemented cultures. 

Another example of successful use of proteomics based forward engineering 

is Jagroop et al.’s165 study of glycosylation in recombinant E. coli. Within this 

study an iTRAQ investigation was conducted on induced cell. From the 
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resultant changes observed target for modification to improve N-

Glycosylation were identified. These modifications gave a 300% increase in 

glycosylated proteins. Improved glycosylation, being the driving force of the 

proteomic investigation. 

2.2.9: Previous proteomic investigations in microalgae 

Modern research techniques take full advantage of techniques available in 

sequenced organisms including; transcriptomics, proteomics and 

metabolomics. Research into algae and their potential as a biofuel feedstock 

is no different. Jamers et al. 166 provides a good review of how microalgae 

have been investigated on various omics levels. This review focuses in much 

greater detail on the proteomic investigations in microalgae. To understand 

the current state of proteomic investigation, a table of publications 

investigating proteomics in microalgae was compiled (Table 2.2p55).  

To derive this table, the genus names of several species were searched using 

Scopus. These findings were then reduced to those matching ‘proteo*’. These 

resultant matches were then further refined to identify those conducting a 

proteomic investigation. Each investigation is grouped by the genus. For 

each, a brief description of the purpose of the study is given along with the 

method of quantification (if used) and identification (if used). Each was also 

given a category type 1-5 as described below: 

1. High throughput quantitative proteomics. Investigations that attempt 

to quantify proteins within a sample without pre selection. These 

include isotope labelling, chemical tag and label free investigations. 

2. Low throughput proteomics. Investigations which use visual 

quantitative assessment, typically a 2D SDS-page gel, to select specific 

proteins to be identified by mass spectrometry.  

3. Identification investigations where mass spectrometry techniques are 

used to identify but not quantify proteins within the sample which 

may represent the entire proteome or some selected sub-proteome.  

4. Reviews and in-silico analysis of proteomic data. 
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5. Method development studies. 

Table 2.2: Reported proteomic investigations in eukaryotic microalgae. Organised by 
species the objective of the investigation, method of separation and identification 
and the type of investigation as defined above are reported for each. 

Genera Objective of investigation Method 
of 
quantita-
tion  

Method 
of 
identifi
c-ation 

T
y

p
e

 

R
efere

n
ce

 

Chlamydomo
nas 

Investigation of cold stress adapted 
culture 

Intensity 
based 
label free 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 167 

 Analysis of copper, iron, zinc, and 
manganese micronutrient 
deficiency 

Intensity 
based 
label free 
(MS

E
) 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 168 

 Comparison of wild type and two 
random mutagenesis derived lipid 
overproducers 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 169 

 Identification of glutathionylated 
proteins  

 LC-
MS/MS 

3 170 

 Investigation of salt stress, 300 mM 
NaCl for 2 h 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

2 171 

 Identification investigation 
focussing on the nuclear proteome 

 LC-
MS/MS 

3 172 

 Comparison of iTRAQ and intensity 
based label free using late-log cw15 
vs. star6 as the model comparison. 

iTRAQ & 
Intensity 
based 
label free 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 173 

 Comparison of the effect of using 
different drafts of the C. reinhardtii 
proteome on the effect of 
proteomics investigations 

  4 174 

 Profiling the proteome of oil bodies   LC-
MS/MS 

1 175 

 Assessment of the proteomic 
response to herbicides paraquat, 
diuron, and norflurazon 

Spectral 
count 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 176 

 Investigation into protein turnover 
and salt stress 

SILAC LC-
MS/MS 

1 177 

 Comparison of changes following 
high light exposure for 1.5, 3 & 6 h 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

2 178 

 Investigation into Nitrogen stress 
cells during carbohydrate and lipid 
induction 

iTRAQ LC-
MS/MS 

1 179 

 Investigation into ammonium 
stress  

Spectral 
count 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 180 

 Identification of Casein Kinase 1 
targets in flagellum 

 LC-
MS/MS 

3 181 

 Proteomic Analysis of Thylakoid 
Membranes 

2D DIGE  MALDI-
MS/MS 

3 182 

 Review of the chloroplast proteome   4 183 
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 Report of automated annotation of 
the C. reinhardtii proteome using 
genomic peptide finder & 
AUGUSTUS  

  4 184 

 Comparison of duration of a heat 
stress treatments (42⁰C for 0, 60 & 
180 min) with a 

15
N ladled mix as 

reference  

Metabolic 
labelling 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 185 

 Investigation into protein turnover 
within the stroma 

Metabolic 
labelling  
& 2D gel 

LC- 
MS/MS 

2 186 

 Evaluation of the extracellular 
proteins induced under high-CO2 
conditions 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

2 187 

 Investigation into the absolute 
protein abundances when grown 
mixotrophically vs. autotrophically. 

Metabolic 
labelling 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 188 

 Investigation of the anaerobic 
response focusing on the 
chloroplast and mitochondrion 

Spectral 
count & 
SILAC 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 189 

 Comparison of the ‘mitochondrial 
alternative oxidase mutant’ with 
wild type 

2D DIGE  MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 190 

 Comparison of mitochondrion 
proteome under different nitrogen 
source NH4CL & KNO3 

2D DIGE MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 191 

 Investigation of proteome changes 
of an acidophilic strain under BG-11 
and metal rich acidic water 

2D DIGE MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 192 

 Analysis of the proteomic changes 
under sulphur deprivation (0, 24, 32 
h), known to increase hydrogen 
production. 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 193 

 Analysis of the basic proteins  at 
various points after establishing a 
12hr day/night cycle 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

2 194 

 Review of sub-proteome 
experiments (eyespot, flagella, 
mitochondrion, etc…) 

  4 195 

 Investigation into the 
stoichiometric relationship 
between various Light harvesting 
complexes an and photosystems 

SILAC LC-
MS/MS 

1 196 

 General review of proteomics in 
Chlamydomonas 

  4 197 

 Investigation into the use of 1+ 
charge state ions in mass 
spectrometry based proteomics 
investigations 

 LC-
MS/MS 

5 198 

 Review of tools available on 
ChlamyC web resource 

  4 199 

 Review of the eye spot proteomics   4 20
0 

 Investigation into the interacting SILAC LC- 3 201 
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partners of the protein Vesicle-
inducing protein in plastids 1 using 
QUICK (Quantitative 
Immunoprecipi-tation Combined 
with Knockdown) 

MS/MS 

 Review of proteomic bases insight 
into iron and cadmium 
homeostasis  

  4 202 

 Identification assessment of the 
mitochondrial proteome  

1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 203 

 Mini-review of the use of LC-MS  for 
analysis of phosphorylation in the 
eye spot apparatus 

  4 204 

 Identification of phosphoproteins 
with in the eyespot 

 LC-
MS/MS 

4 205 

 Analysis of s-thiolated proteins Radiolab
eling & 
2D gel 

MALDI-
MS/MS 

4 206 

 Annotation of the proteome 
creating an annotated MapMan  

 LC-
MS/MS 

4 207 

 Investigation of the proteins 
involved in the centriole 

  3 208 

 Review of the phosphorylation in 
the thylakoid membrane 

  4 209 

 Evaluation under iron stress Intensity 
based 
label free 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 210 

 Analysis of the level of 
phosphorylation in C. reinhardtii 
compared to A. thaliana with 
assessment of phosphopetide 
enrichment 

1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3/5 211 

 Identification of the 
phosphoproteome 

 LC-
MS/MS 

3 212 

 Identification of  phosphorylation 
on exposed photosynthetic 
membrane proteins under various 
light and aerobic conditions 

1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 213 

 Identification of phosphorylation 
in thylakoid membrane under 
varied CO2 

1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 214 

 Identification of eye spot apparatus 
proteins 

1D & 2D 
gel  

LC-
MS/MS 

3 215 

 Method development of a MALDI 
proteomic method 

ionic 
copolyme
r array 

MALDI-
MS/MS 

5 216 

 Investigation of the Antarctic Ice 
Microalga Chlamydomonas sp. 
proteome under low temperature  
stress 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 217 

 Review of the circadian rhythm 
proteins 

  4 218 

 Comparison of the proteome under 
cadmium stress (150 µM) 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 219 
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 Comparison of wild type and two 
high light resistant mutants under 
normal and high light conditions. 

2D gel MS/MS 2 220 

 Investigation of pyruvate format-
lyase proteins in the mitochondrion 

1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 221 

 Investigation aimed at increasing 
identification coverage. Utilised a 
SILAC labelled thylakoid dataset 

1D gel  & 
SILAC 

LC-
MS/MS 

3 222 

 Review of the circadian rhythm 
proteome 

  4 223 

 Identification of flagella proteins 1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 224 

 Comparison under iron stress, 
focusing of light harvesting 
proteins. 

SILAC LC-
MS/MS 

1 225 

 Analysis of the 80 S cytosolic 
ribosome proteins  

1D & 2D 
gel 

LC-
MS/MS 
& 
Edman 

3 226 

 Analysis and identification of 
centriole proteins associated with 
the basal body. Separated by 
centrifugation. 

Sucrose 
gradient 

MS with 
MudPIT 
analysis 

3 227 

 In-silico deduction of the 
Mitochondrial Oxidative 
Phosphorylation Proteome 

   228 

 Analysis of functional proteins 
involved in the circadian rhythm 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

4 229 

 Review of proteomics in 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

  4 230 

 Identification of Thioredoxin 
reducible proteins 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

3 231 

 Establishment of a two-dimensional 
protein map of light-harvesting 
protein 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 232 

 Comparison within the Thylakoid 
membrane of cultures grown 
autotrophically with salt or 
mixotrophically without 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 233 

 Identification of proteins in the 
chloroplast ribosome 

1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 234 

 Abundant mitochondria proteins 
were separated and identified 

2D gel  3 235 

 Characterization of the Small 
Subunit of  
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
Chloroplast Ribosome 

1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 236 

 Identification of thylakoid 
membrane proteins and copper 
stress 

2D gel MS/MS 2/3 237 

      

Chlorella Comparison of inoculum 
concentration effect on the 
proteome (1*10

4
, 1*10

5
, 1*10

6
 and 

iTRAQ LC-
MS/MS 

1  
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1*10
7 
cells mL

-1
) 

 Investigation of cultures under 
nitrogen starvation 

2D DIGE MALDI-
TOF–
TOF 

2 238 

 Investigation of cultures under 
nitrogen starvation 24, 72 & 144h 
deprivation. 

Spectral 
count 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 239 

 Investigation of cultures under 
nitrogen starvation using 
transcriptomic as a proxy 
quantification 

1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

2 240 

      

Dunaliella Comparison of proteome under salt 
stress (3.5 vs. 1.5 M)  

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

2 241 

 Identification of the proteins 
within discarded flagella 

 LC-
MS/MS 

3 242 

 Comparison of membrane proteins 
under high vs. low salt conditions (3 
vs. 0.5 M) 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

2 243 

 Investigation into the ability to 
identify MS results from a non-
sequenced organism through 
homology. 

 LC-
MS/MS 

3 244 

 Comparison of high vs. low salt 
conditions (3 vs. 0.5 M) 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

2 245 

      

Haematococcu
s 
 

Proteome comparison under 
oxidative stress induced by sodium 
orthovanadate 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 246 

 Comparison of proteome under 
nitrogen stress and high irradiance 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 247 

 Comparison of proteome under 
astaxanthin inducing high light 
stress 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 248 

 Investigation of the proteomic 
differences between a wild type and 
two cell wall mutants 

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 249 

 Analysis of the proteome under 
oxidative stress induced by 
addition of acetate, Fe

2+
 and excess 

light.  

2D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

2 250 

 Comparison of the cell wall 
proteins at different stages of the 
cell cycle 

1D gel MALDI-
MS/MS 

3 251 

 Method development for separation 
of proteins on 2D gels 

2D gel N/A 5 252 

      

Ostreococcus Investigation of the synthesis and 
degradation rate of proteins  

Metabolic 
labelling 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 253 

 Shotgun proteomic analysis of dial 
cycle and various nitrogen source 
supply levels 

Intensity 
and 
metabolic 
labelling  

LC-
MS/MS 

1 254 

 Investigation of the effect of Reductiv LC- 1 255 
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glufosinate e 
Isotopic 
Di-
Ethylatio
n 

MS/MS 

 Database based comparison of the 
proteome of two Ostreococcus 
species 

  4 256 

 Review of the  selenoproteomics in 
Ostreococcus and Thalassiosira 

  4 257 

      

Thalassiosira Comparison of Phosphorus replete 
and deplete cultures 

Spectral 
count 

LC-
MS/MS  

1 258 

 Analysis upon exposure to 
benzo(a)pyrene 

iTRAQ LC-
MS/MS 

1 259 

 Identification study of the 
thylakoid membrane proteome of T. 
pseudonana and P.  tricornutum 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 260 

 Analysis of the T .pseudonana 
proteome upon bloom degradation 

Spectral 
count 
(limited) 

LC-
MS/MS 

3 261 

 Review of the  selenoproteomics in 
Ostreococcus and Thalassiosira 

  4 
 

257 
(*) 

 Identification of Proteins from a 
Cell Wall Fraction 

1D  gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 262 

      

Nannochlorop
sis 

Investigation of Long-Term 
Nitrogen Starvation and Recovery 

2D gel MALDI 
TOF-
TOF 

2 
 

263 

 Comparison of the proteome under 
cadmium stress 

2D gel ESI- 
MS/MS 

2 264 

      

Phaeodactylu
m 

Analysis of 48h nitrogen stress 2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

2 265 

 Identification study of the 
thylakoid membrane proteome of T. 
pseudonana and P.  tricornutum 

2D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3 260 
(*) 

      

Emiliania Comparison of growth under sub-
optimal and  supraoptimal light 

Spectral 
count 

LC-
MS/MS 

1 26
6 

 Comparison of culture under 
current and increased CO2 

(395ppmv vs. 1340 ppmv) 

iTRAQ LC-
MS/MS 

1 267 

 Initial identification and extraction 
report facilitating further 
proteomics studies 

1D gel LC-
MS/MS 

3/4 268 

      

Cyanidioschyz
on 

Comparison between interphase 
and metaphase of isolated 
chloroplasts 

2D gel MALDI 
TOF-MS 

2 269 

 Analysis of plastid-targeted 
proteins shared between 
Cyanidioschyzon and Arabidopsis 

  4 270 
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Alexandrium Used proteomics comparisons in an 
attempt to classify different 
samplings 

2D DIGE MALDI-
TOF–
TOF 

2 271 

 Comparison of a loss of toxicity 
mutant with wild type 

2D DIGE MALDI-
TOF–
TOF 

2 272 

 Investigation of extraction 
techniques using light stress as a 
comparative example 

2D gel MALDI 
TOF–
TOF 

5 273 

 

Figure 2.6p61 shows a pie chart representing the predominance of various 

genera within Table 2.2p55. From this, it is clear to see Chlamydomonas is the 

dominant organism representing 65% of proteomic investigations. Further, 

Chlorophyta represent 83% of investigations.  This predominance of 

Chlamydomonas supports its common description as a model eukaryotic 

alga. It has been used to investigate several research areas including 

eukaryotic locomotion, eyespot development and phototrophic growth.274 

For this reason, also two in depth reviews of the proteomic studies in 

Chlamydomonas are available.197,230 

 
Figure 2.6: Pie chart showing the relative representation of different genera within 
the proteomic studies on the selected algae. 
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Figure 2.7p62 shows the distribution of papers included in Table 2.2p55 by 

publication year. Though a general increase in investigations can be 

observed, this isn’t consistent with periodic spikes and dips in publications. 

 

 
Figure 2.7: Graph of proteomics investigation in algae over time. Current year of 2013 
shown only as a point. 

2.3: Conclusions 

The ability to produce alternative fuels from algae is an intriguing prospect, 

but requires considerable optimisation before being competitive. There are 

many areas in which better biological understanding of these organisms 

could be used to optimise production. This could be achieved through 

development of genetically modified strains or better application of 

biochemical manipulations. To identify targets for genetic manipulation or 

achieve this increased understanding for biochemical manipulation, the use 

of ‘-omic’ research techniques, particularly comparative proteomics, could be 

invaluable.  

Prior to 2011, comparative proteomics in eukaryotic microalgae was largely 

based on traditional low throughput techniques and was not been conducted 

with the aim to optimise microalgae for biofuel use. Increasingly, as with this 
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thesis, both the use of high-throughput technologies and the aim of biofuel 

understanding has become a primary focus. 

This literature review has covered background of algae for biofuel and use of 

proteomics as a study tool including a broad overview of the literature as it 

stands on proteomics in microalgae. 

Investigation of microalgae of multiple types under multiple conditions has 

merit to facilitate improvements in biodiesel production. Furthermore, the 

use of post genomic and in particular proteomic investigations techniques to 

conduct such an investigation has been established. However, there are 

various combinations of organism and condition which could provide 

insight. A cumulative effect of multiple such investigations is desirable. 

In this work we chose to investigate three combinations of organism and 

perturbation: nitrogen stress in C. reinhardtii, Carbon source in C. 

reinhardtii and nitrogen stress in Phaeodactylum tricornutum. 

 C. reinhardtii was selected as it has been demonstrated to be the 

predominant model organism with the greatest level of genomic 

description. 

 Nitrogen stress as it has been repeatedly demonstrated to induce lipid 

overproduction. 

 Carbon source was selected to better understand the effect of using 

mixotrophically grown C. reinhardtii as a model for photoautotrophic 

growth. 

 P. tricornutum was selected as a divergent algal model from the 

Chlorophyta C. reinhardtii. This facilitates comparison between the 

divergent species. Further, the comparisons could be facilitated by 

comparison of silicon stress lipid induction in this silicon facultative 

species.   
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Whilst these are by no means the only investigations that could be 

conducted in algae, those selected present some of the more intriguing and 

currently relevant investigations which can be combined for comparative 

analysis.  
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods 
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Chapter 3 – Common Materials and 
Methods 

3.1: TAP medium 

Tris Acetate Phosphate (TAP) medium was prepared as described 

elsewhere275 For 1 L medium 2.42 g Trizma base, 25 mL TAP salts solution  (1 

L dH2O with 5 g MgSO4.7H2O and 2.5 g CaCl2.2H2O), 0.375  mL Phosphate 

solution  (100 mL dH2O with 28.2 g K2HPO4 and 14.4 g KH2PO4), 1  mL Hutners 

Elements (detailed below), 2 mL Nitrogen solution (100 mL with 18.75 g 

NH4Cl) and 1 mL glacial acetic acid. Medium was then made to 1 L with dH2O. 

(note1: for N free media Ammonia solution was omitted.)(note2: For 

autotrophic culture glacial acetic acid was omitted with pH of the media 

adjusted to 7 with HCl.)  

Hutners Elements  

Hutners Elements was prepared as described elsewhere.276 For 1 L each of the 

following was dissolve in the volume of water indicated: 

(EDTA was dissolved in boiling water, and the FeSO4 was prepared last to 

avoid oxidation) 

 50g EDTA disodium salt in 250 mL 

 22g ZnSO4.7 H2O in 100 mL 

 11.4g H3BO3 in 200 mL 

 5.06g MnCl2.4 H2O in 50 mL 

 1.61g CoCl2. 6 H2O in 50 mL 

 1.57g CuSO4 . 5 H2O in 50 mL 

 1.1g (NH4)6Mo7O24. 4 H2O in 50 mL 

 4.99g  FeSO4. 7 H2O in 50 mL 
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All solutions were mixed together except EDTA. The mix was heated to 

boiling before addition of EDTA solution. The mix was then cooled to 70 ⁰C 

and 85 mL 20% KOH solution (Also 70 ⁰C) was added. This was then made to 

1L using dH2O. The mixture was then bubbled for 24h with air before 

returning volume to 1L and filtering through GFC filter paper.  

3.2: F/2+Si media 

To make F/2+Si the following stocks were prepared: 

 Trace elements - 4.16 g of Na2EDTA, 3.15 g of FeCl3.6H2O, 0.01 g of 

CuSO4.5H2O, 0.022 g of ZnSO4.7H2O, 0.01 g of CoCl2.6H2O, 0.18 g of 

MnCl2.4H2O and 0.006 g of Na2Mo4.2H2O were dissolved in 1 L dH2O. 

 Vitamin mix – 0.0005 g of Cyanocobalamin (Vitamin B12) 0.1 g of 

Thiamine HCl (Vitamin B1) and 0.0005 g of Biotin were dissolved in 1 

Litre.  

 Sodium Metasilicate – 30 g of  Na2SiO3.9H2O was dissolved in 1 L. 

To make the final media, 0.075 g NaNO3, 0.00565 g NaH2PO4.2H2O and 33.6 g 

Ultramarine synthetic salts (Waterlife Research Industries Ltd. Middlesex, 

U.K.) were dissolved in 997 mL of dH2O with 1 mL of each of the three stocks 

added. 

This was pH adjusted to 8.0 using NaOH and HCL before sterilising by 

autoclaving. 

3.3: Microscopy 

Samples for microscopy were prepared by centrifugation of 1 mL sample at 

3000g for 5 min before removing 950 µL and resuspending pellet in 

remaining 50 µL. 10 µL was then place on a glass slide with a cover slip 

placed on top. This was then visualised on an Olympus BX51 (Olympys, 

Southend-on-Sea, U.K.) and image capture conducted using ProgRes 

CapturePro 2.6 (PandA, Berkshire, U.K.).  
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3.4: Freeze drying  

Samples used for biochemical analysis were centrifuged to form a pellet in a 

pre-weighed 1.5 mL eppendorf tube. These were then frozen to –20 ⁰C before 

placing in a Modulyo freeze drier (Edwards, Crawley, U.K.) where they were 

kept for >12h. The dried biomass and eppendorf were then weighed and 

compared to the pre-weight to give the dried cell weight. These samples were 

then stored at -20⁰C. 

3.5: Pigment assay 

Pigments were extracted by agitation of 0.5 mg biomass resuspended in 200 

µL phosphate buffer (37.5 mM H3PO4 (pH 7.4)) with glass beads (425-600 µm 

(Sigma, Dorset, U.K.) for 10 min. Samples were diluted with 800 µL acetone 

before incubation in dark for 10 min and centrifugation at 10,000g for 1 min. 

Optical density was then read to determine the pigment concentration as 

described by Wellburn.277 

3.6: Carbohydrate assay 

Carbohydrates in the microalga samples were estimated using the anthrone 

method.278 Briefly, 200 µL of 0.5 µg µL-1 algal sample resuspended in distilled 

water (dH2O) was transferred to a clean glass test tube. To this, 400 µL of 75% 

H2SO4 and 800 µL anthrone solution (25 mg anthrone, 500 µL EtOH, 12 mL 

75% H2SO4) were added. Samples were mixed by vortexing and heated at 100 

˚C for 15 min. Samples were then allowed to cool, re-mixed and the OD read at 

620 nm. A standard curve (Figure 3.1p69) generated using glucose was used to 

estimate the carbohydrate concentration.  
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Figure 3.1: Calibration curve showing the colorimetric reaction of glucose to the 
carbohydrate assay. The equation shown was used to compute a quantity of 
carbohydrate and thus percentage dry cell weight for carbohydrate assessment of 
algal samples. 

3.7: Lipid assay  

The Nile red lipid assay was adapted from Chen et al.279 Dried algal samples 

were resuspended to 10 µg µL-1 in dH2O. Samples were sonicated for 5 min., 

samples were then diluted 1:20 to 0.5 µg µL-1. To 6 wells of a 96 black walled 

clear bottom plate (Greiner Bio-one, Stonehouse, UK), 125 µL dH2O was added 

followed by 100 µL of diluted algal sample and 50 µL DMSO. The plate was 

then shaken for 5 min at 37 C in a Genios Tecan plate reader (Tecan, 

Reading, UK).  Fluorescence intensity (excitation 530 nm, emission 580 nm) 

was then read 10 times for each well with 1 min spacing.  To all wells 25 µL of 

Nile red (9 µg mL-1) diluted in DMSO was added. The plate was then shaken 

for 10 min at 37 C in the Genios Tecan plate reader.  Fluorescence intensity 

(excitation 530 nm, emission 580 nm) was then read 30 times for each well 

with 10 min spacing to ensure complete absorption. From this, a trace of 

fluorescence intensity over time could be drawn as shown in Figure 3.2p70. 

The increase observed is due to increase in the diffusion of the Nile red dye 

into the cell to such a point where the signal saturates or the lipid droplets 

disperse. To ensure reproducibility from run to run the maximal intensity 

was used for data processing. To process the data, the average fluorescence 

intensity for each sample without Nile red was subtracted from the average 

intensity reading for each sample with Nile red staining. 

y = 0.0233x + 0.0608 
R² = 0.9994 
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Figure 3.2: Output from eight samples with varying lipid content assessed by the Nile 
red method. Fluorescence is shown to increase over sample number and hence time. 
Technical replicates are shown in matching colour. The maximal reading for each 
sample was averaged to give a Nile red value for the given sample. 

3.8: Protein extraction 

Protein extraction was achieved by liquid nitrogen grinding. Stored cell 

samples were resuspended with 500 µL 500mM TEAB (pH 8.5). Samples were 

immersed in a cooled sonication water bath for 5 min and subsequently 

ground using a mortar and pestle cooled by liquid nitrogen. Post-grind 

samples were collected into a fresh protein low bind tube. Samples were then 

immersed in a cooled sonication water bath for a further 5 min and 

sonicated for two cycles with a Micro tip Branson sonifier (Enerson, 

Danbury, CT, USA). Samples were then centrifuged at 18,000g for 30 min at 4 

˚C to separate the soluble and insoluble fractions. 

3.9: RCDC quantification 

Soluble protein samples were acetone precipitated by incubation for 6h with 

acetone at –20 ˚C at a 6:1 ratio acetone to sample. Sample was then quantified 

by RCDC (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) following the manufacturer’s stated 

protocol. This was assessed against a standard derived using BSA (Sigma, 

Dorset, UK). 
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3.10: Protein reduced, alkylated and digestion 

An aliquot (100 µg) of acetone-precipitated protein sample was resuspended 

in 30 µL 500 mM TEAB (pH 8.5) with 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulphate. This was 

then reduced with 2 µL 50mM tris-(2-carboxyethyl)-phosphine (or for 

Chapter 5, 0.5 µL 10 mM DL-Dithiothreitol) at room temperature for 30 min, 

followed by alkylation with 1 µL 200mM methyl methanethiosulfonate in 

isopropanol (or for Chapter 5,  2 µL of 10 mM Iodoacetamide) for 20 min in 

dark185. Samples were digested with 1:40 trypsin (Promega, Southampton, 

UK) resuspended in 1 mM HCl at 1 µg µL-1. To the digests, an aliquot (5 µL) 

acetonitrile (ACN) was added before incubating at 37 ˚C for 16 h. 

3.11: 1D SDS-page gel 

1D SDS-page gel was prepared using the Mini-PRETEAN® Tetra Cell (BioRad, 

Hercules, CA, USA) gel casing system. A 10% gel was prepared before loading 

with marker dye EZ Run (Fisher, Loughborough, U.K.) and 10 µL pre and post 

digested sample. The gel was placed in the frame and tank with running 

buffer. A current of 80V was applied for 10 min followed by 180V till the 

loading dye reached the end of the gel. Upon extraction the gel was rinsed in 

dH2O and stained with InstantBlue™ (Expedeon, Cambridgeshire, U.K.). The 

gel was assessed to ensure equal loading of the samples and correct digestion 

as demonstrated in Figure 3. 3p72. 
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Figure 3. 3: Example of 1D SDS-Page gel showing undigested sample followed by 
digested sample. Such a gel was run for each sample and digestate used for iTRAQ. 

3.12: iTRAQ labelling 

Peptides were then labelled with 8-plex iTRAQ reagents (AB Sciex, 

Framingham, MA, USA), resuspending reagents with 50 µL isopropanol and 

using a further 20 µL to clean label container. The pH of the sample was 

tested using indictor paper to ensure a pH between 7.5 and 8.5, using 500mM 

TEAB to adjust if necessary. Sample and label mix was incubated for 4 h. 

After incubation all labelled samples were transferred to a fresh lo-bind 

eppendorf. This mix was centrifuged at 18,000g for 10 min to remove any 

precipitated protein.  Labelled peptides were split in two fractions and 

vacuum centrifuged for storage at -20 ˚C before fractionation. 

3.13: SCX fractionation 

Strong cation exchange (SCX) fractionation was carried out using a BioLC 

HPLC system (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). One iTRAQ labelled sample was 

resuspended in 60 µL buffer A (25% ACN, 0.1% formic acid (FA)). The 

resuspended sample was loaded onto PolySulfoethyl A column, 5 µm particle 

size, 20 cm length, 2.1 mm diameter, 200 Å pore size (PolyLC, Columbia, MD, 
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USA).  With a flow of 0.2 mL min-1 buffer A was exchanged with buffer B (500 

mM KCl, 25% ACN, 0.1% FA) to form a linear gradient as follows. 0% B (0-5 

min), 0-40% B (5-45 min), 40-100% B (45-50 min), 100%B (55-60 min), 0%B (60-

65 min). Fractions were collected every minute from 16 min through to 48 

min. The SCX fractions were cleaned through UltraMicroSpin Columns 

(Nest, Southborough, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s guidelines 

prior to vacuum centrifugation (Eppendorf, Stevenage, UK) in preparation 

for LC-MS analysis. 

3.14: HILIC fractionation 

High-resolution hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) was 

carried out using an Agilent 100-series HPLC (Agilent, Wokingham, UK). One 

iTRAQ labelled sample was resuspended in 100 µL buffer A (10 mM 

ammonium formate, 90% ACN, pH 3 (adjusted with (FA)). The resuspended 

sample was loaded onto PolyHydroxyethyl A column, 5 µm particle size, 20 

cm length, 2.1 mm diameter, 200 Å pore size (PolyLC, Columbia, MD, USA).  

With a flow of 0.5 mL min-1 buffer A was exchanged with buffer B (10 mM 

ammonium formate, 10% ACN, pH 4 (adjusted with (FA)) to form a linear 

gradient as follows: 0% B (0-5 min), 0-15% B (5-7 min), 15% B (7-10 min), 15-60% 

B (10-50 min), 60-100%B (50-55 min), 100%B (55-65 min), 0%B (65-75 min). 

Fractions were collected every minute from 18 min through to 41 min 

followed by three, 3 min fractions to 50 min. The fractions were vacuum 

centrifuged, ready for LC-MS analysis. Desalting clean-up is not required for 

HILIC samples. 

3.15: C18 clean-up 

The SCX fractions were cleaned through UltraMicroSpin Columns (Nest, 

Southborough, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s guidelines prior to 

vacuum centrifugation (Eppendorf, Stevenage, UK) in preparation for LC-MS 

analysis 
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3.16: RPLC-MS analysis 

RPLC-MS was conducted using an Ultimate 3000 HPLC (Dionex, Sunnyvale, 

CA, USA) coupled to a QStar XL Hybrid ESI Quadrupole time-of-flight 

tandem mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems (now ABSciex), 

Framingham, MA, USA). Samples were resuspended in 20 µL buffer A (3% 

ACN, 0.1% FA) before loading 9 µL onto a Acclaim PepMap 100 C18 column, 3 

µm particle size, 15 cm length, 75 µm diameter, 100 Å pore size (Dionex, 

Sunnyvale, CA, USA). With a flow of 300 µL min-1 buffer A was exchanged 

with buffer B (97% ACN, 0.1% FA) to form a linear gradient as follows. 3% B (0-

5 min), 3-35% B (5-95 min), 35-90% B (95-97 min), 90% B (97-102 min), 3% B (102-

130 min). The mass detector range was set to 350-1800 m/z and operated in 

positive ion mode. Peptides with +2, +3, and +4 were selected for 

fragmentation. The remaining sample was subsequently injected in the same 

manner to acquire two RPLC-MS runs for each submitted fraction.  

3.17: Proteomics processing 

The *.wiff files outputted by RPLC-MS were processed, using the method 

developed and described in Chapter 4 ‘Proteomics Processing’, to produce a 

list of peptide spectra matches (PSM(s)). 

Briefly, each .wiff file was converted into a .mgf file using Mascot Daemon 

before being run against the species specific database: For P. tricornutum 

(Taxon id: 2850) downloaded from TrEMBL database (www.uniprot.org)280 on 

the 1st February 2013. For C. reinhardtii (Taxon id: 3055) downloaded from 

TrEMBL database (www.uniprot.org)280 on the 1st February 2013 Six search 

engines were used for the search, Phenyx (Genebio, Geneva, Switzerland), 

ProteinPilot (AB Sciex UK, Warrington, U.K.), Peaks (BSI, Waterloo, ON, 

Canada), OMSSA281, X!Tandem282) and Mascot (Matrix Science Ltd, London, 

U.K.). SearchGUI283 and Peptide shaker 284 were utilised to pre-process the 

OMSSA, X!Tandem and Mascot before merging the results as using the R 

script created in Chapter 4 and reported in Appendix 4.1p267.  

http://www.uniprot.org/
http://www.uniprot.org/
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Given the PSM output from this script the label intensities were processed 

using the method outlined in Chapter 4 and an R script reported in 

Appendix 4.2p273. This gave a fold change and p values for significance of the 

change.  

3.18: EGGNOG analysis 

EGGNOG analysis was achieved by batch converting Uniprot ID’s using the 

ID Mapping function of Uniprot 280 to identify relevant EGGNOG id(s)285. 

These were then matched to the classification system286 using a Perl script 

and processed into graphs using R. 

3.19: Gene ontology analysis 

Gene ontology was identified using the functional annotation tool 

DAVID.287,288 These were exported and processed into graphs using R. 

3.20: KEGG analysis 

To observe the pathway changes the relevant p-value and fold change were 

used processed. A term was derived for each entry of the form “UniprotID 

,colour”. Proteins with a positive fold change were labelled with “dark green” 

if not significant (p>0.05) and “blue” if significant (p < 0.05). Proteins with a 

negative fold change were labelled with “purple” if not significant (p > 0.05) 

and “red” if significant (p<0.05). This list of entries was then run through the 

KEGG “Search&Color Pathway” tool 289 selecting Uniprot id’s, appropriate 

species, clear background and uncoloured diagram. 
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 Chapter 4: Proteomics Processing 

4.1: Abstract 

With any proteomics investigation, the proteomics data processing pipeline 

is an integral part of the investigation. In this chapter, several possible 

iterations of the pipeline for an iTRAQ based investigation have been 

assessed. This has included assessment of six commonly used search engines: 

ProteinPilot, Phenyx, OMSSA, X! Tandem, Mascot and Peaks. It was 

determined that given a *.wiff input, ProteinPilot gave the greatest number 

of identifications, but this advantage was reduced given an *.mgf input.  

Within the chapter, an R based script was developed to merge together the 

results from the six search engines. The merger was conducted in such a way 

so as to remove Peptide Spectral Matches (PSMs) which conflicted between 

the six search engines. Using this combined dataset, compared to the highest 

single search engine method, a 17.2% increase in protein (≥2 peptide) 

identifications was achieved. In addition to increased counts, this merged 

dataset had increased reliability with removal of conflicting PSM(s). 

The various methods available to identify and assess the significance of 

changes within an iTRAQ investigation were then evaluated. An R based 

script is reported here that performs ‘Variance Stabilization and 

Normalisation’ (VSN), isotopic and loading correction to the merged dataset 

before performing a t-test to assess the significance of biological changes 

observed.  

This analysis provides an appraisal of multiple search engines. Using the 

merger tool developed, an improved analysis of iTRAQ databases can be 

achieved. It also demonstrates the principle behind development of a 

universal merging tool for protein search engines. 

4.2: Introduction 

Protein investigations and in particular proteomic approaches have been 

revolutionised by incorporation of mass spectrometry in the analysis 

stream. Originally mass spectrometers were utilised for identification, 
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perhaps with quantitation offline via gel electrophoresis. Increasingly 

though, mass spectrometers have been utilised directly for simultaneous 

identification and quantitation. Quantitative proteomic mass spectrometry 

can be achieved by three major means isotopic labelling, chemical tag(s) or 

label-free. Further details of each can be found in Section 2.2.5p46.  

To conduct either identification or quantitation through mass spectrometry 

it is necessary to have the ability to predict the possible mass over charge 

(m/z) of the subcomponents of protein as it is fragmented. This can be done 

either by peptide mass fingerprinting or Tandem-MS/MS ion search,290 the 

latter being amenable to more complex samples,291 with multiple proteins 

being analysed in an ordered but not isolated fashion.  

‘Peptide mass fingerprinting’ relies on the reproducible and predictable way 

in which proteases like trypsin will digest a protein down into peptides. This 

process can then be calculated to give a theoretical series of peptide masses, 

which in turn give a set of possible mass over charge values. By matching 

this theoretical distribution with that of the digested protein, a match can be 

made. 

‘MS/MS ions search’ is based on the identification of peptides rather than 

proteins, though the originating protein is typically deduced subsequently. 

Initial MS is conducted to identify the series of ions being presented to the 

mass spectrometer at a given time. In a proteomics experiment, these would 

be expected to be predominately peptide ions. Using a set of ranking criteria, 

such as intensity and time previously selected, the instrument software 

selects one or more ions for further analysis. In tandem mass spectrometry 

this analysis consists of isolation and fragmentation (typically by collision 

induced dissociation).127,290,291  Such fragmentation produces a series of 

product ions covering the spectrum of possible fragments from the selected 

peptide (Figure 4.1Bp80). Given the unique mass of most amino acids, the loss 

in mass observed from one position in the peptide to the next can allow the 

determination of the amino acid lost and thus the sequence of the peptide. 

This can be done either without any pre-expectation of the sequence (de novo 
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sequencing)292or by comparison to a set of existing peptides (database 

matching)291. 

 
Figure 4.1: A) Diagram of the Roepstorff-Fohlmann-Biemann nomenclature for the 
series of ions produced upon peptide fragmentation

291,293
. B) Depiction of the possible 

resultant fragments and masses from a given peptide fragmented along the B & Y 
series. 

Whilst it is theoretically possible to match the results of both protein 

methods manually, it is complicated by several factors including: 

 The various charge states the fragments can have. 

 The presence of both forward and reverse fragmentation series (i.e. the 

‘C terminal’ and ‘N terminal’ fragment produced from any break) 

 Different positions between peptides that the fragmentation can occur 

(forming the ‘A’, B’,’C’ or ‘Z’,‘Y’,X series (Figure 4.1Ap80)293 

 Uneven distribution of the possible product ions 

 Not all fragments will be observed with some being less amenable to 

mass spectrometric analysis than others.  

 Noise produces by ‘contaminants’ 

For these reasons, the identification manually of even a few MS/MS scans is a 

difficult task and a typical experiment would contain tens of mass 

spectrometry runs, each with hundreds of MS and MS/MS scans. Instead, 

computational search engines have been developed to automatically match 

peptide sequences to MS/MS scans and report the match and degree of 
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certainty of such match. Collectively these software form a significant part of 

the proteomics data pipeline.  

4.2.1: Data pipeline 

Once the data has been collected by a mass spectrometer, it must then be 

processed into a form that can be utilised to derive hypothesis of the 

biological changes observed. This processing can be broken down into 

several stages, as depicted in Figure 4.2p81. Though these set of steps broadly 

describes data processing, it is common for the software involved to combine 

some or all of the steps, into one process. Furthermore, although capable of 

conducting multiple steps many of the multi-step software will allow 

partially processed data being imported from other software given an 

interchangeable format. 

 
Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the proteomic analysis pipeline for iTRAQ and some 
commonly used software discussed in this analysis. The stage(s) within the proteomic 
pipeline conducted by each of the software is indicated. (Though able to handle raw 
data ProteinPilot and Mascot can accept data post conversion to *.mgf and report raw 
data identification data so processing can be continued in other programs) 
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The pipeline typically begins with the conversion of the mass spectrometer 

native file output into an interchangeable format, which can be utilised by 

multiple software brands (stage one). This can be the mzXML format, 

designed to represent native mass spectral data.294,295 Often however, a less 

informative format is used though still capable for use in MS.MS peptide 

assignment. Example include, SEQUESTS *.dta and Micromass peak list, but 

Mascot’s *.mgf (Mascot generic file) has become commonly supported by 

most mass spectrometer vendors. The *.mgf format is a description of MS/MS 

scans in a standardised text format.296 Each scan consists of a brief header 

detailing various information such as precursor mass, elution time, file 

name and scan number. This is followed by a list of m/z values and 

intensities such that the series of distinct lines represent the profile of the 

product ions. This need for an interchangeable format is not always required, 

depending on the maker of the mass spectrometer and the selected 

processing software, with companies such as ABSciex, which supplies both, 

facilitating direct input of the raw data format into their own proprietary 

software. 

Stage two in the pipeline can be considered the search itself. This can 

broadly be broken down into two types, database matching and de novo 

sequencing. 

Database matching uses algorithms sometimes proprietary (e.g. 

Paragon™,297 Andromeda,298 Sequest,299 OLAV300,301) in nature to match the 

spectra of the mass spectrum to theorised spectra conducted from sequence 

database typically in FASTA format. Though not fully universal with 

different parsing rules for the header the FASTA format consists of a 

description line started by a “>” which gives details of the protein ID, 

description, species etc. This is followed by the protein sequence in single 

letter amino acid code. FASTA formatted proteome databases such as that 

for a sequenced species can typically be obtained from several sources, 

including the organisation who conducted the sequencing, or collections 

such as Uniprot’s SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL ( http://www.uniprot.org/280). 
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Alternatively, if sequence information is not available a de novo search 

engine can be used.292 This uses an algorithm which derives possible peptide 

sequences without any preconception of the sequence.  

Many programs combine the search engine and identification analysis. This 

is not universal particularly for open source search algorithms such as 

OMSSA281 and X!Tandem.282 From the search engine, a series of peptide 

spectrum matches (PSM(s)) is created each with an assessment of confidence. 

Stage three can be considered the compiling of the PSM list to give a list of 

peptides and proteins with confidence assessments that are a result of the 

PSM list. For identification, the pipeline could then be considered complete. 

However for quantitation, further processing is generally required and can 

be considered stage four. 

Depending on the quantitation method used not all identification pipelines 

will have been compatible and hence the type of quantitation planned will 

influence the pipeline used. Different methods are available depending on 

the type (isotope, chemical tag or label free) of quantitation used and the 

specific (e.g. iTRAQ, TMT, di-methyl) method. For this investigation, the 

methods available for iTRAQ will be discussed (iTRAQ being selected for this 

work as discussed in Section 2.2.5p46).  

4.3: Interchangeable formatting (e.g. *.mgf) 

The initial step of the data processing pipeline is typically conversion of the 

data into a format usable by all software. The various mass spectrometer 

companies typically supply their mass spectrometers with their own version 

of software to interface with the instrument and store raw data. Thus, the 

raw data produced by the instrument can be in various formats (e.g. *. 

d/*.wiff/*.dta/*.raw). Though there may be a link between the mass 

spectrometry software and the subsequent search engine, this is not 

universal. However, most programs now accept the peak list format *.mgf 

(Mascot generic format) as an input format. Likewise, most mass 

spectrometry software now facilitate output of an *.mgf with varying degrees 

of curation for peak inclusion and fragment ion scan merger.  
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Within the subsequent analysis of various software programs, four different 

inputs will be utilised: 

 Native *.wiff files covering a MS analysis of the effect of carbon source 

utilised by Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, comprising 77 individual 

mass spectrometer files from 77 LC-MS/MS runs.  

 Processed *.mgf formatted using the mass spectrometer 

manufacturers’ software program Analyst (version 2.0). (both as 77 

individual *.mgf(s) and as 1 concatenated *.mgf). 

 Processed *.mgf formatted using Mascot daemon (version 2.3.2) (both 

as 77 individual *.mgf(s) and as 1 concatenated *.mgf).  

 Processed *.mgf formatted using the open source *.mgf curator 

MSConvert from Proteowizzard302 (version 3.0.4268) (as 77 individual 

*.mgf’s only)  

4.4: Search engine & identification analysis 

Though sometimes distinct steps, the search engine and identification 

analysis are more commonly merged into a single software operation. 

Several search engines are available,283,297–299,303,304 some proprietary in nature 

and others open source. Figure 4.3p85 shows the frequency that terms 

referring to some commonly used search engines occur as indexable terms 

within literature also containing ‘proteom*’ as an indexed term (Conducted 

1st May 2013 using Scopus305). 

Whilst not detailing all instances of each search engine this gives a 

reasonable approximation of the frequency each is used in the literature. For 

this investigation, six search engines were used (coloured green in Figure 

4.3p85). These give an overview of different types of search engines available. 

Including:  

 Open source, 

 Commonly used,  

 de novo capable 

 iTRAQ tailored 
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Figure 4.3: Barchart of the frequency each search term is observed in the literature 
restricted to literature also containing ‘proteom*’ as an indexed term. 

In the subsequent sections of this Chapter each of the selected search 

engines will be detailed with the parameters selected for search indicated. 

The effect of some of these parameters will be reported as well as the search 

results. The format of the results output is then also described. A comparison 

of the identification made by each will then be made before describing a 

method derived to merge the results of these six search engines. 

4.4.1: ProteinPilot 

ProteinPilot (version 4.0.8085) is an identification and analysis software 

available under licence from ABSciex. It accepts both raw *.wiff files (the 

ABSciex MS output) and processed *.mgf files. The search uses the Paragon ™ 

algorithm297 to obtain PSM(s). ProteinPilot has limited flexibility when it 

relates to the search setting favouring a more ‘@click and go’ approach. It is 

also streamlined for the running of iTRAQ which is a licenced product of 

ABSciex. 
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This compatibility is reflected in its predominance in use for iTRAQ 

investigations being incorporated in >50% of investigations306 compared to 

<1% as determined from Figure 4.3p85. 

Search settings 

The four inputs described earlier (Section 4.3p83) were also run for 

identification and analysis on ProteinPilot. Each search was performed with 

setting depicted in Figure 4.4p86. iTRAQ 8-plex was selected as the labelling 

with MMTS and trypsin selected for the cysteine alkylation and digestion. 

The QSTAR was selected as the instrument used. Quantitate, Bias correction 

and Background correction were all active and the search effort set to 

thorough with a protein threshold of 95% confidence.  

 
Figure 4.4: Screen print of the search settings for ProteinPilot. 

Results handling for identification 

Upon completion of the search, ProteinPilot produces a visual overview of 

the results saved as a group file, as well as an excel file describing 

information on the false discovery rate if conducted. Within the ProteinPilot 

itself this data can be visualised in a list with colour coding dictating 

statistical significance of the change of 114-121, as compared to the base of 

label 113. This data can then be exported as a text file (*.txt) comprising the 

peptide or the protein results. For further analysis of this search method, the 

peptide output was utilised. This output gives several details of each PSM 

listed in Table 4.1p87 
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Table 4.1: Reported data within the peptide output obtained from ProteinPilot and 
utilised within the merger script reported in Appendix 4.1p267. 

Column Title Description 

N Sequential count of corresponding protein. 

Unused Measurement of all the peptide evidence for a protein which has not 
been previously assigned 

Total Measurement of all the peptide evidence for a protein 

%Cov Cumulative coverage for matched protein 

%Cov(50) As above excluding those below 50% confidence 

%Cov(95) As above excluding those below 95% confidence 

Accessions Matched protein Accession 

Names Matched protein Accession 

Used Binary of whether peptide was used in protein quantitation 
calculation 

Annotation Further description of why protein was or wasn’t used for 
quantitation 

Contrib Value describing to what extent the given peptide was used to 
support the protein identification 

Conf Degree of confidence of match 

Sequence Peptide sequence 

Modifications Modifications identified 

Cleavages Details of missed cleavage point 

dMass The difference in mass between the precursor MW and the theoretical 
MW of the matching peptide sequence 

Prec MW Observed weight of peptide 

Prec m/z Observed m/z of peptide 

Theor MW Theoretical weight of peptide 

Theor m/z Theoretical m/z of peptide 

Theor z Theoretical charge 

Sc The score for the peptide; this is based on matching ions of various 
charge states 

Spectrum Code to identify spectrum  

Time Time of precursor elution 

PrecursorSignal Intensity of precursor 

PrecursorElution Time point of elution in LC-MS/MS run 

114:113 Ratios label X compared to 113 for each peptide 

%Err 114:113 Assessment of the error in the each ration 

Continues for each of the 8 label isotopes 

Area 113 Area of the label for each peptide 

Err 113 Assessment of the error in each area 

Continues for each of the 8 label isotopes 

Background Quantifier of the background intensity of the label region for each 
spectra 

 

To process the data, from the peptide output file first the low confidence 

peptides (below 95%) were removed.  From this list, those with a 
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contribution value of 0 were then removed. With a maximal value of 2.0, the 

contribution value is determined from the confidence of a 

protein/peptide/spectral match and the confidence of other protein/peptide 

matches and peptide/spectra  matches for the given protein, peptide or 

spectra.  

The contribution value will therefore be set to 0 if: 

 The peptide sequence identified has previously been matched to the 

protein. 

 The peptide sequence has previously been matched to a higher 

ranking protein identification. 

 A different peptide has already been identified from the spectra with a 

higher confidence. 

By removing all matches with a contribution of 0, the resulting list will 

therefore be devoid of non-unique peptides and where multiple matches can 

be made the match will be assigned to the most confidently identified 

peptide and protein. 

(Note: When formatting the “protein” output, ProteinPilot only requires that 

a peptide match is made with a contribution > 0, irrespective of the 

confidence of the match.  Whilst this report also provides the number of 

matches with a confidence greater than 95%, these matches may not have 

been those used for the protein identification itself.) 

Comparison of identification based on input type 

The versions of the data (*.wiff-native/*.mgf-Analyst/*.mgf-Mascot 

deamon/*.mgf-MS Convert) were run through ProteinPilot and processed as 

described above. In Table 4.2p89, the number of identifications and ≥2 unique 

peptide identifications are reported for each input method. In parentheses is 

the number of false positive within each result.  The best result was achieved 

with the *.wiff-native input. This suggests that the internal processing of the 

native *.wiff file is optimised for the subsequent ProteinPilot search. The two 

*.mgf(s) created with Analyst and Mascot Daemon gave the next highest 

identifications, with limited difference between the two.  MSConvert gave 
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significantly poorer results and suggest that this unstructured processing of 

the *.wiff file did not form appropriate *.mgf spectra for use in ProteinPilot.  

The merged versions of all the *.mgf files produced significantly reduced 

matches. This occurs both for the merged *.mgf file created by Mascot 

Daemon and for merged *.mgf(s) created by concatenation of the 77 *.mgf(s) 

made through Analyst and Daemon. This is perhaps due to the way in which 

ProteinPilot creates its spectral identifiers. These are a code outlined in 

Section 4.6.1p104 comprising the input file (in numerical order uploaded) the 

scan number and the experiment number. Given a merged input the file 

input number will be 1 but within that file multiple repeats of scan and 

experiment number will probably occur such that multiple spectra will have 

identical identifiers in ProteinPilot. It is this which is likely the cause of the 

dramatic reduction for merged input. 

Table 4.2: Number of identified proteins using ProteinPilot with various inputs. 
Bracketed numbers indicate the number of decoy hits within. 

 
# of identified 
proteins 

# of ≥2 unique 
peptide 
identified 
proteins 

Percentage of 
top score at ≥2 
unique peptide 
level 

*.wiff direct 1271 (9) 863 (0) 100% 

Analyst derived *.mgf 1020 (5) 626 (1) 72.5% 

Analyst derived *.mgf 
merged externally 

178 (0) 57 (0) 
6.6% 

Mascot Daemon derived 
*.mgf 

998 (10) 615 (1) 
71.3% 

Mascot Daemon derived 
*.mgf merged by Daemon 

246 (0) 84 (0) 
9.7% 

Mascot Daemon derived 
*.mgf merged externally 

251 (2) 82 (1) 
9.5% 

Ms Convert derived *.mgf 
459  (4) 160 (2) 

18.5% 
 

4.4.2: Phenyx 

Phenyx (version 2.6) is a licenced program from GENEBIO307. Though not 

currently operating as a commercial entity, it is still an operable program. 

Phenyx allows input in the format of *.mgf and conducts both a search using 

its own algorithm and statistical analysis of the results with various outputs 

in interchangeable forms such as *.csv.  
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Search settings 

Unlike ProteinPilot, Phenyx allows for more control on parameter selection. 

This can be extremely useful to an advanced user with an understanding of 

the expected results. However, for a novice user this level of flexibility can 

increase the use of incorrect or sub-optimal settings.  

Some of the parameters required are clear selections such as the digestion 

enzyme used and modifications expected. However, other parameters can be 

seen as more dynamic may be set at any point within a scale. Such 

parameters as tolerance, P-value, AC score (ProteinPilot’s accession score) 

and the number of missed cleavages can be considered dynamic and do not 

have a clear optimum.  

During subsequent investigations, unless stated otherwise, the following 

settings were used, displayed in the parameters report for Phenyx in Figure 

4.5p91. The search was simultaneously run against a normal and decoy 

database for the species under investigation. The instrument set to ESI-QTOF 

(QStar) and precursor charge of 2+ and 3+ selected. MMTS and 

iTRAQ_8plex_Nterminal were set as fixed modifications, whilst 

iTRAQ_8plex_K and Oxidation were set as variable modifications. Trypsin 

was selected as the digestion enzyme. AC, peptide length and p-values were 

all set low to facilitate downstream processing with in-house software 

FDRslice.  
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Figure 4.5: Screen print of the search settings for Phenyx (version 2.6). 

Using FDRslice the output of any Phenyx run can be conformed to a fixed 

FDR at the peptide level. As such, during the run, statistical parameters such 

as the score, p-value and AC score are set at low levels giving the fullest set of 

peptides to then restrict.  

This dynamic threshold selection based on FDR reduces a source of 

researcher variation where some researchers would choose to sacrifice 

identifications for an improved FDR or vice versa.  

Selection of ion tolerance 

A dynamic parameter that must be selected is the precursor and product ion 

tolerance. This should be set based on instrument type and the resultant 

accuracy expected. Thus an ion trap with less m/z accuracy would need a 

higher tolerance that that of a time-of-flight instrument. However, the 

tolerance should not be set too high as this will lead to increased matches to 

decoy spectra and restrict the number of validated peptides. 
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To investigate the effect of varying the precursor and parent ion tolerance on 

our data, repeated runs were conducted changing only these parameters 

(reported in Table 4.3p92). From this assessment, 0.3 was selected as the 

optimum setting for precursor tolerance for this dataset. It is also notable 

that the variation between all the tolerance settings is negligible, varying 

only 1.3% of the midpoint. Thus for a relatively high precision instrument 

such as that used here (QTOF) it is not a significant factor once data has been 

curated to significantly identified proteins with two unique peptides. 

Table 4.3: Number of identified proteins using Phenyx with various ‘Product ion’ and 
‘Precursor ion’ tolerances. Each combination of tolerances has the number of 
identified proteins and number of ≥2 unique peptide identified proteins reported. All 
lists were restricted to a peptide FDR of 0.03 using FDR slice. 
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0.4 0.1 1558 796 

0.5 0.1 1524 787 
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0.3 0.001 1509 805 

0.3 0.01 1516 804 

0.3 0.025 1506 798 

0.3 0.05 1512 805 

0.3 0.15 1503 803 

0.3 0.2 1501 801 

0.3 0.3 1492 797 

 

Results handling for identification 

Phenyx allows for multiple output settings. For this investigation, the iTRAQ 

output was used providing the details shown Table 4.4p93 for each PSM. This 

was then processed by in-house software FDRslice which after ranking all 

PSM(s) restricts the list of PSMs such that the FDR is as desired. For this and 

subsequent uses, an FDR of 3% at the peptide level was used. This equates to 

a 0.09% FDR for protein identifications when requiring the ≥2 unique 

peptide for protein validation. 
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Table 4.4: Reported data within the ‘Global Export’ output obtained from Phenyx and 
utilised within the merger script as reported in Appendix 4.1p267 

Column Title Description 

jobid The search number  

AC Accession match  

sequence Sequence of PSM 

charge Precursor ion charge 

zscore Statistical factor 

pvalue Statistical factor 

is selected  

moz Mass over charge of precursor 

miss. cleav. Number if miss cleavages  

modif Any modification’s found 

113.1 Sum of all intensities at 113.1  ±0.2 

Continues likewise through to 121.1 

spectra descr. Title line of spectra from the .mgf 

pm key Description of the peptide sequence including modifications 

4.4.3: Search GUI/PeptideShaker (OMSSA & X! Tandem & Mascot) 

SearchGUI283 (version 1.12.2) and PeptideShaker284 (version 0.20.1) combine to 

form an open source alternative to the search engine and identification 

analysis steps within the proteomics data pipeline. This combination best 

demonstrates how the search engine and identification analysis, though 

commonly combined, are two separate tasks. In addition to the output of 

SearchGUI, PeptideShaker also accepts properly formatted Mascot searches 

as an input. 

SearchGUI 

SearchGUI283 provides a graphical user interface to run two open source 

command line database search engines, Open Mass Spectrometry Search 

Algorithm (OMSSA)281 and X! tandem.282 It accepts input in the form of *.mgf 

and FASTA files which it processes into a concatenated Target-Decoy 

database to perform a false discovery rate search against.  

Settings were set as was the case for Phenyx using an optimised precursor 

and product ion tolerance of 0.3 and 0.1 Da respectively.  A screen print of 

the parameters used is displayed in Figure 4.6p94. 
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Figure 4.6: Screen print of the parameters setting pane of SearchGUI, with 
parameters set as used for current analysis. 

Mascot 

Mascot is a proprietary search engine from Matrix Science.304 It is also the 

most commonly used search engine in general (Figure 4.3p85) and the second 

most common for iTRAQ investigations306. It typically runs on a server with 

job submission remotely through Mascot Daemon (version 2.3.2). In addition 

to acting as a search engine portal, Mascot Daemon can process raw file into 

*.mgf formatted files. The search parameter page is shown in Figure 4.7p95. 

These were set as was outlined for Phenyx. To make the result compatible 

with PeptideShaker, the FASTA database used was the target decoy database 

used by SearchGUI. 
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Figure 4.7: Screen print of the parameter setting page of Mascot Daemon (version 
2.3.2). 

PeptideShaker 

PeptideShaker is a data processing program under active construction from 

Compomics.284. It accepts search engine results from OMSSA, X! Tandem and 

Mascot, combines these results and preforms analysis on the identifications 

to determine the FDR for each subsequent PSM according to the number of 

decoy identification scoring higher than the current PSM. Given this the 

assignment identity threshold can be set based on a FDR threshold as with 

FDRslice. 

As well as reporting the merged and statistically analysed list of 

identifications from OMSSA, X! Tandem and Mascot. PeptideShaker also 

provides several assessment tools such as fraction location, coverage 

mapping on 3D structures and links for each protein to appropriate 

databases such as UniProt,280 String308 and David.288 

The PSM output of PeptideShaker (Table 4.5p96) was used for the merger 

process reported subsequently. 
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Table 4.5: Reported data within the PSM output obtained from PeptideShaker and 
utilised within the merger script as reported in Appendix 4.1p267 

Column Title Description 

Protein(s) Accession ID(s) of matched proteins (if multiple matches each is 
separated by “,”  

Protein(s) 
Descriptions 

Description for each match based on FASTA input 

Sequence Sequence of PSM 

Spectrum File Source *.mgf file 

Spectrum Title Title of spectra from *.mgf 

Score Statistical factor 

Confidence Statistical factor 

4.4.4: Peaks 

Peaks (version 6.0) is a proprietary search engine available from 

Bioinformatics Solutions.303 It is noted as a de novo search engine deriving 

sequence identifications without a matching database. In addition to the de 

novo functionality, Peaks can also conduct database searches. Peaks was run 

using the same parameters as for the other previously utilised software. A 

screenshot of the search parameters can be seen in Figure 4.8p97. 

I Peaks has several other functionalities its inChorus feature which allows 

for the running of several open source software for comparison to Peaks 

including Mascot, OMSSA, Sequest and X!Tandem. Peaks also provides 

several analysis tools unavailable in ProteinPilot, including a continual FDR 

allowing an FDR based threshold at the peptide level and graphic 

illustrations of quantitations, such as heatmaps, superior to that of 

ProteinPilot. 
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Figure 4.8: Screen print of the search settings for Peaks (version 6.0). 

As with PeptideShaker, Peaks ranks identifications based on a statistical 

factor termed ‘-10lgP’. The continuum of FDR scores for each PSM is then 

calculated such that a given FDR score can be selected and set as a threshold 

for inclusion in validated results. For the merger procedure conducted 

subsequently a threshold of 3% was selected. Data was exported as a *.csv file 

with information for each PSM as reported in Table 4.6p97. 

Table 4.6: Reported data within the peptide output obtained from Peaks and utilised 
within the merger script as reported in Appendix 4.1p267 

Column Title Description 

Peptide Sequence (including modifications)  

-10lgP Statistical factor  

Mass Deconvoluted mass of precursor ion 

ppm Precursor ion charge 

m/z Mass over charge of precursor ion  

RT Retention time  

Scan Spectra count (unique identifier) 

Accession Accession ID 

PTM Y/N for presence of PTM(s) 
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4.5: Comparison of identification 

Due to the complex nature of the identification programs there are multiple 

ways each can be run. This therefore allows for considerable bias to be placed 

for a particular program to outperform others for a given comparison. By 

this means, a developer could run the search in such a way as to benefit their 

software program such that it outperformed the competition.300  

Furthermore, due to variance in how each program deduces statistically 

significant identifications, a strong argument can be made that the greatest 

number of identification may not be the best output to judge performance 

and that a reduced but more reliable list is preferable. 

Here, we have tried to utilise each program in an unbiased fashion to reveal 

the best data from each. We used the peptide FDR where possible as a cross 

platform confidence measure using 3% as the cut-off. With this 3% peptide 

FDR we should therefore have a theoretical 0.1% FDR on the protein level 

given the ≥2 unique peptide requirement. 
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From Table 4.7p99 it can be seen that given the stated conditions, set to be 

unbiased, ProteinPilot achieved the best identification rate followed by 

Phenyx and Peaks. PeptideShaker which is an amalgamation of Mascot, 

Omssa and X! Tandem was the poorest performer. This was less notable 

when allowing multiple accession assignments to any given spectra with 

assignment being made to the most frequently matched accession (if equal 

first alphabetical order). This is perhaps indicative of the way in which 

PeptideShaker handles shared peptides. In addition, given the use of three 

search engines, PeptideShaker identification is already curtailed to PSM, 

which have maintained reproducibility between the three search engines.  

Table 4.7: Reports the various identifications found with each software program. 
Currently it is apparent that ProteinPilot gave the greatest number of identifications 
for followed by Phenyx and Peaks. In brackets are the number identified with 
multiple accession matches. 

 # of 2 unique 
peptide 
identified 
proteins 

ProteinPilot 859 

Phenyx 786 

PeptideShaker  372 (482) 

Peaks 516 

 
Figure 4.9p100 gives a Venn diagram of the identified proteins (≥2 peptide) 

from the four search engines. Between the four search engines, 1102 proteins 

were confidently identified with 247 being identified reproducibly by all 4 

engines. Thus a combined approach using multiple search engines could 

increase identification a further 28.3 % on top of that achieved by using the 

most abundant single search engine alone.  

An alternative to the cumulative approach would be a restrictive approach 

accepting only those reproducibly identified by all search engines. Whilst it 

can be argued that the 247 reproducibly identified proteins now have 

increased confidence, the reverse that those not identified by all search 
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engines had reduced confidence would be incorrect, rather their confidence 

level remains the same.  

In a similar fashion, that those identified by all search engines can be said to 

have increased confidence. Those identifications made by three search 

engine (459 proteins) and those made by two search engines (725 proteins), 

can  also be said to have a level of increased confidence. 

 
Figure 4.9: Venn diagram of the identified proteins (≥2 peptide) from each search 
engine. PP (ProteinPilot), PH (Phenyx), PS (PeptideShaker), PK (Peaks). 

4.6: Search engine merger 

4.6.1: Existing merger tools 

Given the comparison between multiple search engines, the next logical step 

would be to merge multiple search engines together. Software capable of 

such merging includes: 

 Peaks303: Included within the proprietary Peaks software is inChorus. 

This is designed for the merger of Peaks DB, Mascot, OMSSA, SEQUEST 

and X! Tandem search results. Reporting the consensus matches 

between search engines (ignoring non matches) InChorus provides a 

convenient merger tool if already working within the Peaks 
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environment, however apart from Mascot it doesn’t allow for input 

from other proprietary search engine such as ProtienPilot. 

 Scaffold309: Propriety software from Proteome software (Proteome 

software Inc., Portland, Oregon, U.S.). This software accepts inputs 

from multiple search engines (including: SEQUEST Mascot X!Tandem 

Phenyx OMSSA Spectrum Mill Waters IdentityE and Proteome 

Discoverer). Using each search engine’s ranking system is used to 

create PSM probabilities, which in turn can be used to combine 

matches from multiple search engines.310 PSM matches are therefore 

retained as valid based on agreement between software and the scores 

associated with each individual software utilised. Thus promoting 

multiple observations of low significance matches and demoting 

single observations or contradicting observations of previously high 

scoring PSM matches. Scaffold then combines peptides into proteins 

using a novel algorithm to define groups and the ProteinProphet 

algorithm to define probablilities.309  

 MassSieve311: Open source Java-based software is designed for 

visualizing and parsimony analysis of database search engine results. 

It can intake common formats of Mascot*.dat files, OMSSA and 

X!Tandem *.xml files and the standardised pepXML output if 

available. The software can be used to merge these search engine 

outputs either removing any spectra peptide discrepancies or 

retaining and labelling appropriately. The software them makes its 

own assessment to organise peptides into protein based on 

parsimony.  

 iProphet312: Part of the Trans Proteome Pipeline This software 

combines evidence from multiple identifications of the same peptide 

sequence across multiple spectra, experiments, precursor ions as well 

as multiple search engines. It is currently able to combine results from 

Sequest, Mascot, ProbID, X!Tandem and Phenyx.  
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 PepArML313: An meta-search engine PepArML searches of Mascot, 

Tandem, OMSSA, KScore (Tandem with the K-Score scoring plugin), 

SScore, Myrimatch, and InsPecT. Interacting with the associated 

groups servers and local resources several open source search engines 

can be combined with Mascot to give a merged list of results. Apart 

from Mascot it doesn’t allow for input from other proprietary search 

engine such as ProtienPilot. 

 MSblender314: This software package (for Linux or Mac) intakes several 

search engine PSM and match statistics and converts them to a 

standard probability score allowing for cross comparison and merger 

of search engine data sets. 

4.6.2: Developmetn of an R based merging method 

Many of the previously reported merging software are capable of merging 

multiple search engines effectively. However without a standard format for 

search engines results none of the merging software is capable of merging all 

search engines. In fact none are capable of incorporating ProteinPilot into 

the merger, which was identified as the most successful search engine in 

Table 4.7p99. For this reason the derivation of self-derived merging method 

was selected for the work described in this thesis. To accomplish this in an 

open accessible clear text format the programming language R was used. 

At a simplistic level this could be achieved in two fashions. Either a 

cumulative total of all the search engine results to provide a higher 

identification rate, or a restriction to accept only those identifications made 

by all search engines providing an increased level of certainty to the 

identifications. I.E. either 1102 or 247 respectively when using the results of 

the 4 software comparison presented in Figure 4.9p100.  

The latter option could be seen as restrictive and reducing processing to that 

of the poorest of the search engines, whilst the former can result in 

inaccuracies and support multiple matches to single MSMS spectra. Whilst 
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such a two-match scenario is possible, given two different peptides with 

similar m/z co-eluting, it would be a rare event and still should be excluded 

from any quantitative analysis. 

Some more complicated methods of merging multiple search engines have 

been published including: 

 Vote counting system315 – In this system, the identifications are 

ranked first in an order of the number of search engines identifying a 

particular PSM and subsequently by a combined p value based on the 

significance value of the individual search engines and the FDR of that 

search. A threshold NSELECT is then set and the top N ranked proteins 

carried forward. 

 FDR score 316 – In this method a combined FDR score is made for all 

spectra matches. This is achieved by ranking all target decoy matches 

and calculating the FDR (using Kall et al.’s method317) at each PSM 

subsequently. The target-decoy matches are then ordered in reverse 

order and the minimum FDR score observed thus far is reported for 

each PSM. This creates the New FDR score for each PSM. This process 

is repeated for each search engine involved. To combine FDR scores 

from multiple search engines the χ root of the multiple of the FDR 

scores, where χ is the number of search engines being combined is 

calculated. All data can then be merged and ordered by this new FDR 

selecting a threshold cut-off. 

  

Whilst valid, these three methods of combination do have significant 

drawbacks. The vote system major effect is to select those PSM more 

reproducibly identified. The degree to which it is akin to either the simplistic 

cumulative or simplistic restrictive approach is based on where the arbitrary 

threshold is set. A parameter which cannot be deduced based on the existing 

data presented. The FDR score and MSblender methods do make a significant 
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improvement; however, their implementation is complex and software and 

search engine restrictive. 

An alternative method attempted here is to take a simpler accumulative 

approach removing or resolving instances of conflict (Table 4.8p104). Each 

search engine was used to rank its own PSM(s) with a cut-off set to achieve a 

specified FDR. With each PSM thus passed an accepted level of accuracy, all 

PSM (unless disproven) be considered accepted.  From the combined search 

engines, evidence contradicting PSM(s) can be considered multiple sequence 

matches to any given MS/MS scan identity (msmsid) or multiple accession 

matches. The remaining PSMs can then be passed on for further analysis.  

This merger procedure would not retain the FDR score however, given all the 

input search engine results were limited to a FDR bellow 0.03 at the peptide 

level the overall FDR could not be higher than this. Further as both known 

false positive and unknown false positive are more predispositions to 

conflicts between the search engines they will be predisposition to selection 

for removal reducing both in the final PSM list. 

Table 4.8: Table showing the possible combinations when combining two search 
engines. Result when requiring only sequence and both sequence and accession 
match are shown (green retained, red rejected). 

 

4.6.3: Method of merger 

To combine the search engine results and process the data the programming 

and statistical package R318 was utilised. Figure 4.10p106 shows a flow diagram 

describing the operations conducted in the script, with the script being 

reported in Appendix 4.1p267.  

Sequence Acession Sequence Acession

1 HPES id 1

2 SMT id 2

3 HTRWGNL id 3 HTRWGNL id 3

4 NAISMI id 4 NAISMI id 5

5 NAHTAN id 6 WEHTAM id 7

MSMSid
Serach engine A Serach engine A

Sequnce

Sequence & 

Accession
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To combine the data an msmsid was created representing each MS/MS scan 

as reported from within the mfg. files used. The format for the id is “A.B.C “. 

“A” is the numerical count of the mass spectrometer run (in alpha numerical 

order). “B” is the scan number reported in the spectra title. “C” is the 

experiment number reported in the spectrum scan title.  Where multiple 

scan or experiments were combined within the *.mfg, the first scan or 

experiment number was used.   

For ProteinPilot the spectrum (aka scan number) reported is a similar 

numerical code to that derived for the msmsid consisting of “A.X.Y.B.C”. The 

“X” and “Y” were removed using R such that the code matched that of the 

msmsid. For Phenyx and PeptideShaker, which report the scan title with the 

PSM match the msmsid was processed in R. For Peaks, scans are reported as 

“F5.6835” where “F5 indicates the *.mfg. and “6835” is a numerical count of all 

the input scans from all *.mfg(s) in sequential order. The Peaks count was 

obtained from the reporter ion intensities, which likewise was ordered as a 

sequential list of all the combined MS/MS scans.  

It should be noted that although accurate for >99% of the ProteinPilot 

identifications, the ProteinPilot spectrum code does not consistently use the 

first scan and experiment number where multiple scan and experiment are 

enclosed in the MS/MS title. These MS/MS spectra could not be correctly 

assigned and thus were removed from further analysis. 

Once merged, any scans that matched different sequences were removed as 

questionable identifications. The remaining scans were then either re-

formatted for import into in house ‘uTRAQ’ or curated further to remove any 

scans which matched to more than one protein accession before re-

formatted for import into uTRAQ. uTRAQ is a program run using Perl and  

Long Hanbourgh, UK). It takes in a PSM list with iTRAQ labels and report the 

median corrected (MC) and Isotopic corrected (IC) average label intensities 

for each identified protein. 
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Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram of the processing conducted in R to merge the search 
engine outputs together. Describes the process accomplished by the R script in 
Appendix 4.1p267 

4.6.4: Comparison of merged search engine results 

After combining the four search engines with the script, a total of 28944 

PSMs were retained, which represented 7969 unique sequence identifications 

and 1960 protein identifications with 1007 identified by two or more peptide 

matches. This represents a 17.2% increase compared to ProteinPilot alone, 

the best single search engine. Compared to the simplistic restrictive 
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approach, it is a 307.7% increase and an 8.6% decrease from the simplistic 

cumulative approach. The number of identified proteins (≥2 peptides) 

achieved for each combination is shown in Figure 4.11p107. 

 
Figure 4.11: Bar chart showing the number of ≥2 peptide identifications made for 
various combinations of search engines merged together. 

To understand what has been lost from each search engine when run 

separately as compared to the merged dataset, the ≥2 peptide proteins from 

each engine were compared to the merged dataset (Figure 4.12p108). The 

protein, rather than PSM level, was used to demonstrate the effect on the 

results that would be continued on to further analysis based on the 

processing used. 

The comparison was conducted both when removing scans without a single 

sequence and accession matches (Figure 4.12Ap108) and for scans without 

sequence match irrespective of accession match (Figure 4.12Bp108). For 

ProteinPilot, Phenyx, and Peaks run individually the requirement for single 

AC match had no effect as these search engines either discount PSM with 

multiple AC matches or report only a single AC for each PSM.   
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When considering protein loss due to sequence miss-match (Figure 4.12Bp108), 

it can be seen that Peaks drops 5.2% of its individual matches compared to 

ProteinPilot, which drops 3.0%. This is suggestive that compared to each 

other, Peaks makes the less reliable sequence identifications with its' PSM(s) 

more often being lost from the merged pool.  

When comparing Figure 4.12Ap108 vs. Figure 4.12Bp108 the increase in removal 

from the merged pool for ProteinPilot, Phenyx and Peaks demonstrates that 

the level to which given correct sequence identification each makes a non-

consensus accession assignment. Here, Phenyx appears to perform poorly, 

increasing by 2.4% compared to <1.4% for either ProteinPilot or Peaks. The 

decrease in loss from PeptideShaker suggests that if restricted to PSM made 

to single AC then the identifications made by PeptideShaker are unlikely to 

be questioned. This is expected, as PeptideShaker is already an 

amalgamation of three search engines and as such had already reduced its 

questionable spectra.  

 
Figure 4.12: How each individual search engine compares to the combined search 
results (≥2 unique peptide level). A) Results removing PSM’s with multiple AC and 
Sequence  matches. B) Results removing PSM’s with multiple Sequence matches but 
retaining those with multiple AC matches. 

4.6.5: Investigation of a case of miss match 

To look further at the reason for identification loss in the merged pool, a 

protein (A8HQG9) was selected that was lost from ProteinPilot compared to 
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the merged data. The msmsid(s) linked to the protein were selected and the 

identification that each search engine gave to those msmsid(s) reported 

(Table 4.9p109). 

Table 4.9: Scans used to identify protein A8HQG9 in ProteinPilot and the 
corresponding identifications made by other search engines to these Scans. A8HQG9 
was selected as a sample as a protein lost from the merged dataset due to sequence 
mismatches. 

 

Of the three scans used to match identify A8HQG9, two (36.1574.3 & 37.1574.3) 

matched the same sequence and one (10.1947.3) identified a second unique 

sequence. This second sequence was lost from the merged data, as it 

identified a different sequence in Peaks. 

The ProteinPilot and Peaks spectra which matched (36.1574.3) and those 

which did not match (10.1574.3) are displayed in Figure 4.13p110 (A & B and C & 

D respectively).  Scrutinising these spectra, it is observable that the 

identification which corroborated Figure 4.13p110 (A & B) are good matches to 

the spectra with the major ions being used to match many of the predicted 

product ions. Compared with this, the spectra with different matches can be 

described as poor, with predicted ions covering less of all the ions as well as 

less intense ions. 

This loss demonstrated the benefit of multiple search engines at removing 

‘poor’ PSM(s). Without manual curation, the spectra would have been used 

by both search engines for different proteins. In the case of ProteinPilot, it 

would have supported evidence of a protein to the ‘2 unique peptide’ 

validation level with weak evidence. Furthermore, for Peaks which matched 

the spectra to A8I6T5 it would have included the quantitation values of this 

spectra to that of the A8I6T5 proteins perhaps erroneously.  

msmsid ph AC ph SEQ pp AC pp SEQ ps AC ps SEQ pk AC pk SEQ
36.1574.3 A8HQG9 VAEVTEGAEAR A8HQG9 VAEVTEGAEAR A8HQG9 VAEVTEGAEAR A8HQG9 VAEVTEGAEAR

37.1574.3 A8HQG9 VAEVTEGAEAR A8HQG9 VAEVTEGAEAR NA NA A8HQG9 VAEVTEGAEAR

10.1947.3 NA NA A8HQG9 LSGDADVGCLFFSER NA NA A8I6T5 ELLYLDLALEDQAR
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Figure 4.13: Spectra showing PSM matches of ProteinPilot and peaks (A,C and B,D 
respectively) for spectra 37.1574.3 and 10.1947.3 (A,B and C,D respectively) which 
represent validated matching PSM(s) and bad miss matching PSM(s) between the two 
search engines. 
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4.6.6: Conclusion of merging 

Merging the data in the manner outlined achieved a 17.2% increase in protein 

(≥2 peptides) identifications as compared to the highest ranking individual 

search engine. This was achieved without inclusion of ‘non-rational PSM(s)’ 

with multiple matches to a single spectrum, which would have been the 

result of a straight merger of the data. Furthermore, as poor quality spectral 

matches are more likely to be differently identified as opposed to high 

quality spectral matches, the merger of the data has increased the confidence 

in the quality of the PSM as a whole. The merging technique applied here was 

utilised throughout out the rest of this thesis to generate the list of 

identifications reported. 

4.7: Comparison of quantitation 

For an identification based investigation, this list of identified proteins 

would be the conclusion of the proteomics data pipeline. However, for a 

quantitative investigation an analysis of the degree and significance of any 

observed changes should be made. 

4.7.1: Integrated methods 

Given the establishment of iTRAQ reagents as a proteomics technique, many 

search engine suppliers have to some extent integrated iTRAQ into the 

software workflow. The degree of processing also varies from software to 

software. Phenyx, for example, will report the raw label intensities matched 

to the relevant PSM. Other software programs such as ProteinPilot will 

additionally apply correction methods such as background and bias 

correction.  

Although some of the analysis may identify significant changes for one label 

to another, none provides an assessment of significance based on the 

biological variation observed.  
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4.7.2: Standalone methods 

With the development of iTRAQ, several standalone software programs have 

been developed for use in such investigations. These have included 

IsobariQ319 and iQuantitator.320 These programs have varying degrees of 

success. 

The program IsobariQ processes the output of the Mascot search engine, 

preforming various label adjustments such as VSN. The results are then 

reported with a level of significance change observed. IsobariQ, however, 

requires the use of Mascot alone, a search engine, previously identified, in 

combination with OMSSA and X! Tandem, to provide approximately half of 

the identifications of other search engines (Table 4.7p99).  

iQuantitator, unlike IsobariQ, accepts as input a table format containing 

iTRAQ label peak area, peptide and protein matched. This is a report 

obtainable from most search engines. iQuantitator however has not been 

maintained through successive generations of R and as such currently 

requires considerable de-bugging to function. 

4.7.3: Methods utilised in this investigation 

To be able to utilise the combined dataset formed for the merger of the six 

search engines derived above, a new method of label analysis was required. 

The analysis preformed can be broken down into several steps, the outline of 

which can be seen in Figure 4.14p113.  

To process the data, iTRAQ label intensities were first matched to the PSM 

list. This could have been achieved through merger of the reported label 

intensities as they are outputted by the various search engines being 

combined.  Such a merger would be complicated by the varying ways each 

output reports the label intensity; Peak area vs. centroid peak and the degree 

of processing such as isotopic correction performed by each search engine. 

The alternative utilised here was to retrieve the label intensities from the 

raw *.mgf files. This was achieved with a Perl script that progressively 
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extracted the spectra title from each *.mgf and formatted a spectral identity 

as described earlier. This was then coupled to the sum of intensities 

associated with each label 113.1:121.1 with a tolerance of 0.2 m/z. These were 

merged to the PSM list in the script shown in Appendix 4.1p267. One fault with 

this method is the loss of some labels from some spectra matched using the 

ProteinPilot *.wiff based import. 

 
Figure 4.14: Schematic diagram of the processing conducted to compare biological 
conditions under investigation. Describes the process accomplished by the R script in 
Appendix 4.2p273 

4.8: Label correction 

Though the raw iTRAQ intensities can be uses directly, several processing 

techniques can be applied to improve statistical analysis. This includes 

variance stabilization normalisation (VSN), isotopic correction and loading 

correction (aka median correction). 
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VSN has commonly been used in microarray datasets. It attempts to correct 

for the varying variance depending on intensity that is inherent to both 

microarrays and iTRAQ datasets 321. To preform VSN, an R package, released 

as part of the bioconductor suite, was utilised. This manipulation was 

performed on the data as part of the script reported in Appendix 4.1p267. 

Figure 4.15p114 shows the effect of VSN on the dataset. From the untreated but 

log2 transformed data in Figure 4.15Ap114 to the treated data in Figure 4.15Bp114 

the variation can be observed to be more uniform. This is particularly true 

for the low intensity ions which are reduced. This treatment is extremely 

beneficial in reducing erroneous large differentials (e.g. 113/114) which are a 

result of large degree of noise at the low intensities. 

 
Figure 4.15: Graphs showing the VSN manipulation on the data. A) Untreated 
comparison of label 113 vs. 114 transformed by log2. B) VSN treated comparison of 113 
vs. 114. C&D) Ranked and unranked means of the resultant distribution. 
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To conduct isotopic and loading correction, an in-house Mathematica script 

called “uTRAQ” was utilised. Effectively, loading correction brings the mean 

label intensity for each isotope 113:121 into alignment. This corrects for 

differences in loading when labelling the various samples under 

investigation. It is based on the assumption that rather than absolute 

quantitation it is the change in proportion of the entire identified protein 

that are of relevance. Isotopic correction corrects for the intensity of 

adjacent labels.  This corrects in such a way that an intense reading for 113 

&115 does not artificially increase 114.  

4.9: Determination of significance 

Once corrected, the next vital step is to determine how to identify significant 

changes between the biological replicates. How to accomplish this has been a 

matter of much debate and inconsistencies in the literature.306,322–325 This can 

be considered a problem of channels. With many mass spectrometric 

investigations there is a limit to the availability of the mass spectrometer. As 

such a limited number of runs could be used for replication. This creates a 

challenge between the desire to derive information from the replicates 

available and the desire to increase the statistical rigour of the investigation.  

To minimise this fault it was often assumed that each peptide and 

observation of a peptide could be considered a replicate of a protein 

observation. These however are pseudo-replicates and should, if avoidable, 

not be used as true replicates. 

With reduction in cost and increased availability of mass spectrometers, 

allowing multiple replicate runs and quantitative methods (e.g. TMT156, 

ITRAQ157) allowing multiple channels to be simultaneously run, this problem 

has been reduced. However to maximize throughput it is still common to run 

experiments with the minimum number of replicates possible allowing for 

maximum number of biological comparisons. This is perhaps most evident 

in 8-plex iTRAQ investigations where one condition can have a minimum of 
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a 3 vs. 3 comparison the remaining channels are sometimes used for a 

secondary comparison rather than to increase the significance of the 

primary comparison. 

Perhaps the best method to deal with this conflict is the incorporation of 

biological knowledge. As mentioned above each peptide cannot be 

considered a true replicate, but rather is a pseudo-replicate. The same is not 

true however of protein with the observation of each being independent. 

Therefore, given a set of biologically related proteins demonstrating a 

consistent pattern the statistical trust in the pattern ban is bolstered. In 

practice this can be used as two thresholds. A more stringent to suggest 

individual protein observations and a less stringent for patterned 

observations such as gene ontology or pathway based observations. 

Figure 4.16p117 shows three different attempts to assess the significance of the 

protein changes. Figure 4.16Ap117 is an in-house tool termed “SignifiQuant” 

which uses pseudo-replicates in the form of multiple spectra, matching a 

given protein to determine significance. Figure 4.16Bp117 uses an R script 

shown in Appendix 4.2p273 and performs a t-test comparing the two 

conditions. Figure 4.16Cp117 which uses the same R script shown in Appendix 

4.2p273, performs a non-parametric Wilcox.Test instead of a t-test. Figure 

4.16Dp117 shows the three way comparisons of all three statistical 

assessments. 
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Figure 4.16: Volcano plots derived from three methods of statistical comparison: A) 
SignifiQuant (utilising pseudo-replicates), B) Wilcox-test, and C) t-test. D) Venn 
diagram of the significant proteins identified to a p-value of 0.05. 

From Figure 4.16p117 SignifiQuant, of the methods tested appears to provide 

the most significant changes with significance identified to several orders of 

magnitude greater than that of the t-test or Wilcox-test. This is derived from 

its use of pseudo-replicates. With the SignifiQuant method, the statistical 

comparison of each biological replicate is made to each replicate of the 

comparison condition with the least significant comparison being used to set 

the proteins’ significance. As such, with increasing numbers of replicates the 
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number of significant proteins below a given threshold will decrease. In 

circumstances where only a limited number or even one biological 

replicate(s) has been used this is perhaps a reasonable compromise and as 

seen in the Venn-diagram predominantly identifies a subset of changes found 

as significant by both a t-test and a Wilcox-test. However, its use of pseudo-

replicates means the significance reported is an assessment of the 

investigated sample differences and not that of the biological variable 

investigated. 

Given the ratio compression issues which have been identified in iTRAQ 

investigations,17,18 a non-parametric test such as the Wilcox test is the most 

appropriate of the three shown. However, only a comparison of at least 5 vs. 

3 replicates can derive significance lower than 0.05. The t-test method 

doesn’t rely on pseudo- replicates, nor is it restricted to comparisons of > 5 

vs. 3 replicates. As such, it should be used for any comparison with less than 

5 vs. 3 replicates with Wilcox being used for those with greater than 5 vs. 3 

replicates.   

4.10: Conclusions 

Given the comparison of search engines made in this investigation, it is clear 

that given a *.wiff output ProteinPilot is the superior search engine of the 

engines tested. This observation is far less certain however given another 

input. For *.mgf input at the ≥2 peptide level, Phenyx identified more 

proteins (786) than ProteinPilot (626). Peaks identified 516, whilst 

PeptideShaker an amalgamation of OMSSA, X! Tandem and Mascot identified 

372 proteins. Hence Phenyx would be described as the highest identifying 

search engine though with the optimised peak picking of ProteinPilot it can 

supersede Phenyx. 

Upon merging, it is also noteworthy that subsequently ProteinPilot 

identifications reduced only 3.5%, compared to 6.6% for Peaks and 7.1% for 

Phenyx. This supports the concept that in addition to providing increased 
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numbers of identifications, ProteinPilot has increased reliability in the 

identifications it makes.  

Whilst given for the dataset utilised here would suggest ProteinPilot as a 

favoured selection it should be noted that compared to the other commercial 

search engines it has the least versatility being unsuitable for de-Novo 

analysis such as Peaks or for SILAC such as Mascot. 

Using a relatively simple merger script an increase in identifications (≥2 

peptide) of 17.2% has been achieved with more importantly a corresponding 

increase in identification confidence. With known and unknown false 

positives being removed at during the merger, though not directly 

computable, the overall FDR of this list is less than 0.03 at the peptide level. 

This script has been compiled in such a way as to allow direct input from 

standard outputs of ProteinPilot, Phenyx, PeptideShaker and Peaks. Using 

these search engines and outputs the script can now be utilised in 

subsequent investigations within this thesis and beyond.  

A recent publication by Sheteynberg et al.326published in September’s issue 

of Molecular and Cellular Proteomics conducted an assessment of different 

techniques available for combining search engine results. There 

investigation sis not investigate the incorporation of such a process in the 

iTRAQ workflow. However, their observation that the combining of search 

engine output provided a dramatic improvement agreed with the 

observations of this study.  Finally, they comment on the need for an easily 

installed, run and trubleshootable methodology. The concept of which, has 

been investigated here and will be discussed further in future work section.  

The derived analysis pipeline has also included an assessment of the 

methods available to identify significant differences. These have been 

incorporated into an R based script that can be manipulated to conduct a 

comparison between any given set of iTRAQ labels. This script can now be 

utilised in the iTRAQ assessments conducted in this thesis and beyond.  
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4.11: Future work 

Given the assessment conducted here, several lines of future investigation 

present themselves. These are discussed below. 

The assessment carried out was conducted on a QStar based instrument 

outputting a *.wiff file. Though the assessment based only on the 

interchangeable input *.mgf was reported, the effect of the mass 

spectrometer and original format was not. Hence, a comparison to a dataset 

of similar size and nature but using another instrument and source format 

would be of interest.  

Within the script as it is at present, any contradicting evidence of a PSM and 

protein peptide match results in its removal from the merged dataset. A 

future development of the process could be the retrieval of such 

contradicting matches where there is agreement between the majority (or 

some other threshold such as 66%) of search engines discarding as it were 

minority match. 

As called for by Shteynberg et al.326 the field is in need of an easily installed, 

run and trubleshootable merging method. In addition it would be 

advantageous for the method to be open source, facilitating wider 

implementation in the field. Thus a list of design criteria may be: 

 Simplistic processing, sacrificing advance handling for robustness and 

easy troubleshooting. 

 Simplistic installation and implementation as well as simple 

installation of required operating software (e.g. apache, R, 

Mathematica, Perl). 

 Open source.  

 Maximum search engine coverage. 

 Future proof (often with academic software releases the release of an 

update to the language (i.e. R, Perl etc.) causes problems beyond the 
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troubleshooting ability of novice users. A solution for this could be to 

provide with the merging script/software fixed release versions of the 

languages required tested for compatibility at time of release.) 

The process described for the merger here, whilst functional with limited R 

understanding, could be converted for use by a novice R user. This perhaps 

would best be achieved by development of several scripts each designed to 

convert a single search engine output into a plain text common format. This 

common format could then in effect be an interchangeable format for 

proteomics search engines such as the *.mgf is a plain text interchangeable 

format for spectra description. Any given number of these converted outputs 

could then be processed into a merged and conflict removed dataset as 

achieved in this investigation.  

The major obstacle to such a process is the identification of spectra which is 

considerably varied from search engine to search engine and perhaps would 

best be solved by a Perl based script which should be run on the collections 

of *.mgf files to both retrieve the raw iTRAQ labels and formulate several 

identifiers based on spectra order as used with peaks or Tile description as 

used with PeptideShaker.  Such tools could easily be placed online allowing 

increased utilisation of multiple search engines throughout the proteomics 

community. 
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Chapter 5: Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
Under Nitrogen Stress: A Proteomic 
Investigation

5.1: Abstract 

Nitrogen starvation induced changes in carbohydrate and lipid content has 

been described in several algal species. Although these phenotypic changes 

are desirable, such manipulations also significantly deteriorate culture 

health, ultimately halting growth. To optimize biofuel production from algae, 

it is desirable to induce lipid accumulation without compromising cell 

growth and survival. In this study, we utilized an 8-plex iTRAQ-based 

proteomic approach to assess the model alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

CCAP 11/32CW15+ under nitrogen starvation. First dimension fractionation 

was conducted using HILIC and SCX. 591 proteins were identified (≥2 unique 

peptides) of which 58 and 280 were differentially expressed at significant 

levels (p < 0.05), during nitrogen stress induced carbohydrate and lipid 

production, respectively. Forty seven percent more changes with 

significance were observed with HILIC compared to SCX. Several trends 

were observed including increase in energy metabolism, decrease in 

translation machinery, increase in cell wall production and a change of 

balance between photosystems I and II. These findings point to a severely 

compromised system, where lipid is accumulated at the expense of normal 

functioning of the organism, suggesting that a more informed and controlled 

method of lipid induction than gross nutrient manipulation would be 

needed for development of sustainable processes. 

5.2: Introduction 

The case for algae as a 3rd generation biofuel producer has been extensively 

outlined in the literature.31,32,36,50 However, it has been repeatedly noted that 

cultivation of microalgae for high volume biofuel production is not yet 
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economically viable.327 Through research and greater understanding of the 

organisms used, it is hoped that better classical manipulation of the 

cultivated organism or metabolic engineering will improve the prospects of 

biofuel production from such algae and make it economically viable.93 

Manipulation of the culture medium, commonly achieved by nitrogen 

starvation, is used to increase the carbohydrate and lipid content in 

numerous algal species.63,86 Stress induction via nitrogen starvation reduces 

the efficiency by which the cell converts sunlight to chemical energy. Ideally, 

we require a method to induce lipid accumulation without the 

corresponding side effects inherent in such stress induction. This would also 

facilitate production methodologies aimed at ‘milking’ algae for their lipid 

content, rather than collecting the whole biomass for harvest.54,55 

For post-genomic investigations, the model alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

has been the most extensively utilized species primarily due to its genome 

sequence becoming available in 2007.328 Research on C. reinhardtii initially 

focused on its use for hydrogen production,329,330 but it has recently been 

identified as a species that is capable of accumulating carbohydrate and 

lipids under nitrogen starvation.119,331 Given that the C. reinhardtii genome is 

sequenced and responds to nitrogen starvation, it is an ideal model organism 

to study nitrogen stress at the proteomic level. 

Although insights have been gained from investigations at the 

transcriptomic level,332 the reliability of transcriptomics in accurately 

reflecting proteomic changes has been questioned.129 This non-

correspondence may be of more relevance during nitrogen starvation, where 

it can be envisioned that the degradation of proteins may be a key regulatory 

mechanism employed by the organism to change its proteome, which would 

not be revealed in a transcriptomics based approach.  

Various algal proteomics reviews are available, both general,166,333 and C. 

reinhardtii specific.197,230 Most of the investigations conducted thus far have 
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been either non quantitative 201,203,208 and therefore unable to infer metabolic 

changes, or employed 2D gel based approaches.190,192–194 Such studies are 

labour intensive334 and typically show only a small fraction of the proteome. 

Modern proteomic methodologies which label the peptides either 

intrinsically, such as in stable isotope labelling by amino acids (SILAC)153 or 

extrinsically, such as in isobaric tag for relative and absolute quantitation 

(iTRAQ)157 have greatly increased the number of proteins accessible in any 

comparison.335 Though proteome coverage has considerably increased in 

recent years, modern proteomics studies still identify only a fraction of the 

total proteome with any certainty and must restrict discussions to those 

changes that have been observed with a significant level of confidence, and 

this includes any interpretations made with respect to the protein changes 

and their relation to pathways they may be involved in. 

With the development of these high-throughput methodologies, further 

proteomic investigations have been conducted in C. reinhardtii. SILAC-based 

investigations have been conducted on heat stress,185 anaerobic stress,189 iron 

deficiency,210 heterotrophic vs. autotrophic growth.188 Other investigations 

include an iTRAQ study to compare a starch mutant with cell wall mutants 

(sta6 and cw15)173 

A recent report by Lee et al. 180 utilised a label-free proteomic approach 

combined with metabolomics to investigate nitrogen stress. Their 

investigation focussed on the effect of reduced nitrogen on the proteome of 

C. reinhardtii CC125 and did not consider the nitrogen free condition with 

respect to energy storage.  

Although often used, nitrogen induced carbohydrate and lipid accumulation 

is not an ubiquitous phenomenon in algae.63,86 It is not even common in all 

strains of C. reinhardtii,336  which as a group contains several isolates as well 

as laboratory generated deletion mutants. One strain that has been the 

subject of numerous investigations 173,337–341  is the cell wall deficient mutant 
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CCAP 11/32CW15+. This mutant was derived by Davies and Plaskitt,342 and 

classified as a type c cell wall mutant (the mutant has a reduced cell wall 

without attachment to the plasma membrane). It should also be noted that 

the strain is derived from a nitrogen mutant with mutations in Nia 1 and Nia 

2 genes, rendering it unable to utilize nitrate as a nitrogen source.274 Due to 

its common use, we chose this strain for our investigation. 

The strain-to-strain variations observed and the difficulty in exactly 

replicating growth environments for photosynthetic cultures has led to 

considerable lab to lab variations in the assessment of microalgae. Thus, in 

this study, we first conducted a detailed time course assessment of the 

changes in the composition of carbohydrates, lipids and pigments 

(hereinafter referred to as biochemical composition) of cultures under the 

conditions employed for proteomic analysis, followed by assessment of 

cultures harvested for proteomic investigation themselves. 

In this investigation, nitrogen starvation was induced at a fixed time point 

by re-suspension of the culture at a known cell density in fresh Tris Acetate 

Phosphate (TAP)343 medium that did not contain a nitrogen source (referred 

to as nitrogen starvation hereon). This was subsequent to 24 h culture in 

nitrogen replete TAP medium containing 7 mM ammonium chloride, such 

that the cultures were past the lag phase but prior to the stationary phase 

(termed ‘mid-log’ from hereon). During initial investigations, samples were 

taken for biochemical analysis to assess the profiles of carbohydrate and 

lipid production. The observations were used in sampling subsequent 

cultures both for proteomics and biochemical analysis to validate the 

culture condition. Protein samples were then analysed using the iTRAQ 

methodology to understand the changes occurring within the culture 

proteome. 

The goal of the research reported here was to understand the relationship 

between nitrogen stress, and carbohydrate and lipid accumulations in C. 
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reinhardtii. Such understanding would allow superior control over 

induction of lipid accumulation in microalga and as such increase their 

productivity as a biofuel feedstock. To understand this relationship the 

question of how the proteome was affected during nitrogen induced 

accumulation was proposed.  

5.3: Materials and methods 

5.3.1: Organism and medium  

C. reinhardtii (CCAP 11/32CW15+) was obtained from the Culture Collection 

of Algae and Protozoa (CCAP, Oban, UK). Cultures were grown in ether TAP 

medium (as described in Section 3.1p66) or TAP medium omitting ammonium 

chloride for nitrogen free medium. 

5.3.2: Culture  

For biochemical analysis, mid log phase cultures were harvested and 

resuspended in nitrogen-free TAP medium to give an optical density (OD) of 

0.4 at 750 nm. Cultures were maintained under illumination (350±25 µE m-2 s-

1), at 25 °C on an orbital shaker at 250 rpm. An aliquot (10 mL) of culture was 

sampled at intervals and freeze dried in a Modulgo freeze dryer (Edwards, 

Crawley, UK) for 12 h before obtaining dry cells that were estimated for dry 

cell weight (DCW) and subsequently used for biochemical analysis.  

Cultures for proteome analysis were prepared as outlined in Figure 5.1p129. 

Briefly, nine biological replicates of C. reinhardtii were grown in 100 mL TAP 

medium on an orbital shaker as detailed above. Cultures were grown for 24 h 

in nitrogen-replete TAP medium before being harvested by centrifugation at 

3000g for 5 min and resuspended in nitrogen-free TAP medium to give an OD 

of 0.4 at 750 nm. An aliquot (5 mL) was taken for proteomics and another (10 

mL) for biochemical analysis, at 0, 6 and 39 h after transfer to nitrogen free 

media. 
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Figure 5.1: A schematic representation of the experimental design. Stress induction 
methodology is shown along with arrangements of biological replicates and iTRAQ 
labels applied. 

5.3.3: Biochemical analysis  

For biochemical analysis: 

 Pigment assessment was conducted using a method modified from 

Wellburn, as described in Section 3.5p70. 

 Carbohydrate assessment was conducted using the Anthrone method, 

as described in Section 3.6p68. 

 Lipid assessment was conducted using Nile Red assay, as described in 

Section 3.7p69. 

5.3.4: Proteomic sampling 

For protein extraction, 5 mL of algal samples were centrifuged at 3000g for 

10 min at 4 ˚C, then resuspended in 1 mL 500 mM Triethylammonium 

bicarbonate buffer (TEAB) (pH 8.5) and transferred to protein low bind tube 

and further centrifuged at 3000g for 5 min finally resuspending the pellet in 

200 µL 500 mM TEAB (pH 8.5). Samples were then stored at -20 C till all 

harvests were completed. 
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5.3.5: Proteomic sample processing  

Protein samples were extracted by liquid nitrogen grinding (Section 3.8p70), 

before quantification by RCDC (Section 3.9p70)). These samples were reduced, 

alkylated and digested (Section 3.10p74) before assessing digestion by 1D SDS 

page gel as shown in Section 3.11p71,and then labelled as described in Section 

3.12p72 with label assignment as shown in Figure 5.1p129. 

5.3.6: Off line HPLC fractionation and clean-up 

Labelled proteins were fractionated using Strong cation exchange (SCX) as 

described in Section 3.13p72 and Hydrophilic interaction liquid 

chromatography (HILIC) as described in Section 3.14p73. Post processing SCX 

samples were cleaned prior to LC-MS/MS using C18 micro spin columns as 

described in Section 3.15p73. 

5.3.7: LC-MS/MS 

Reverse phase LC-MS/MS was conducted using an Ultimate 3000 HPLC 

(Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and a QStar XL Hybrid ESI Quadrupole time-

of-flight tandem mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems (now ABSciex), 

Framingham, MA, USA) as described in Section 3.16p74. 

5.3.8: Data analysis  

For the SCX vs. HILIC assessment ProteinPilot was used to provide a list of 

peptide spectra match(es) (PSM). For the biological analysis, the LC-MS/MS 

data was processed using the optimised method, as developed and described 

in Chapter 4 (summarised in Section 3.17p74). This gave an output of PSM(s) 

from the combine and conflict resolved outputs of 6 proteomic search 

engines. These were then processed using an R script developed and 

described in Chapter 4, to give a list of fold changes between relevant 

conditions each with a t-test based significance factor.  EGGNOG and KEGG 

data processing was conducted as described in Sections 3.18p75 and 3.20p75.  
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5.4: Results and discussion 

5.4.1: Biochemical characterization 

Given the previously discussed variation from lab to lab in carbohydrate and 

lipid temporal profiles post nitrogen starvation, a biochemical assessment of 

the cultures in the environment proposed for protein sampling was desired. 

To eliminate any culture growth phase and density effect, cultures were 

grown for 24-48 h in normal TAP media bringing them to growth phase 

before harvesting and resuspending to achieve an OD of 0.475 at 750 nm. 

Figure 5.2Ap133 and Figure 5.2Bp133 shows the changes in DCW, chlorophyll, 

percentage carbohydrate and lipid post fixed point nitrogen starvation 

created by harvest and re-suspension of the culture in nitrogen-free media. 

Through initially biomass (DCW) continues to increase under nitrogen 

stress, this increase plateaus over 48-72 h (Figure 5.2Ap133). It should be noted 

that increase in biomass could be a result of either an increase in individual 

cell mass or on cell numbers. The photosynthetic pigment content can also 

be seen to decrease as the cells shut down growth.  

It is also evident that over the first 24 h, it is mainly carbohydrates that 

increase as a percentage of DCW, with minimal change in lipid content. After 

24 h, lipids increase and the proportion of carbohydrate in the DCW begins 

to fall.  

The profile in Figure 5.2Bp133 shows that within the given growth 

environment, a statistically significant (p < 0.01) increase in carbohydrate 

begins between 4 h and 8 h. Significant (p <0.01) increases in lipid levels are 

observed between 32 h and 40 h. These points of initial increase were used to 

select the sampling points for proteomics.  

Separate cultures were grown in identical condition to the biochemical 

analysis detailed above for proteomic sampling (Figure 5.1p129). To ensure that 

the proteomic samples were representative of carbohydrate and lipid 
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production, samples from the proposed sampling points were also 

concurrently analysed for carbohydrates (Figure 5.2Cp133) and lipids (Figure 

5.2Dp133). As was observed in Figure 5.2Ap133, a significant (p < 0.01) increase in 

carbohydrate can be seen before and after the sampling point taken at 6 h 

(Figure 5.2Bp133). Likewise, a significant increase in lipids can be seen before 

and after the sampling point at 39 h. These two respective sampling points 

were therefore considered to be representative of C. reinhardtii during active 

accumulation of carbohydrate and lipid. 
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Figure 5.2: General time course of culture composition post nitrogen stress: (A) DCW 
and pigment changes over nitrogen starvation (DCW depicted by solid line and 
chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and carotenoids shown by dashed, dotted and dotdash 
respectively); (B) carbohydrate and lipid changes over nitrogen stress (carbohydrate 
changes depicted by solid line and lipid by dashed). (C&D) Composition of cultures 
sampled specifically for proteomic analysis (box-whisker plots of the carbohydrate 
(C) and lipid (D) time courses are shown); subsequent samplings are also shown to 
demonstrate the continuation of the trend. 

Time post transfer to N free medium (h) 

Time post transfer to N free medium (h) 
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5.4.2: SCX vs. HILIC comparison 

As samples from individual replicates did not have sufficient proteins for 

reliable proteomic analysis, pooling of samples was required to increase the 

quantity of protein at each sample point, while maintaining separation of 

the biological replicates as described in Figure 5.1p129. Furthermore, samples 

were taken from the same cultures at different points in their progressive 

nitrogen starvation such that the biological replicates at each time point 

could be considered paired rather than independent. This pooling also aided 

in reducing biological variation and thus increased the statistical certainty 

derivable when comparing the labelled replicates for statistically significant 

changes. 

Collected protein samples were pooled and labelled with iTRAQ reagents as 

shown in Figure 5.1p129 before being fractionated by either HILIC or SCX (25 

and 31 fractions respectively).  Samples were then analysed by RP LC-MS/MS. 

For SCX vs. HILIC comparison only identifications made with ProteinPilot 

were used. Mass spectrometry data was processed using the proprietary 

software ProteinPilot and matched against the UniProt proteome database 

of C. reinhardtii (taxon id: 3055). In total 108,910 (FDR = 0.51%) MS/MS were 

assigned with 19,038 (FDR = 0.02%) above confidence threshold of 95 being 

carried on to further analysis.  

Using the peptide report from ProteinPilot (Appendix 5.1p275) the matches 

could be split based on fractionation technique (SCX or HILIC) and thus be 

compiled as separate protein reports. A comparison between HILIC and SCX 

derived data (Appendix 5.4p276) shows that HILIC achieved more 

identifications compared to SCX (512 vs. 401 proteins, 10,462 vs. 8,575 

assigned MS/MS scans). A t-test assessing the protein changes between 0 h 

and 39 h revealed 280 significantly (p < 0.05) changed proteins using the 

HILIC derived data compared to 190 for SCX derived data and 311 when 

taking the data combined.  
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The use of HILIC in iTRAQ based proteomics is therefore supported not only 

by a 22% increase in assigned MS/MS scans and a resultant 27% increase in 

protein identification but also a 47% increase in significantly changed 

proteins as compared to SCX pre-fractionation. As already mentioned, SCX 

involves a desalting step that is inherent to the technique and not required 

for HILIC separations. The differences observed between the techniques can 

be attributed in part to sample loss during de-salting. However, it does not 

entirely explain the 47% increase in significantly changed proteins using 

HILIC. This we believe is due to the higher resolution of HILIC compared to 

SCX. 

Interestingly, however, there were 21 proteins identified as significant from 

SCX or HILIC analysed separately, but not from the combined data set 

(Appendix 5.4p276) suggesting a loss of p value for some changes, presumably 

due to increased noise. 

A scatter graph of the changes observed according to each fractionation 

technique was plotted (Figure 5.3p136). A linear model was fitted to the data 

that showed a significant deviation from the “y = x” line (p = 4.59 x 10-15) 

supporting Ow et al..’s 344 earlier report that the high resolution HILIC 

technique reduced iTRAQ compression compared to SCX. It is thus probable 

that the 47% increase in significant changes observed by HILIC is not simply 

a result of increased identification (22% for assigned MS/MS scans and 27% 

for proteins) but is influenced by the reduced compression found in HILIC-

iTRAQ.  
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Figure 5.3: Scatter plot comparing protein changes from SCX vs. HILIC derived data 
for carbohydrate production (A) and lipid production (B). Proteins observed with 
significant change by both SCX and HILIC are plotted based on the fold change (log2). 
A line of best fit is shown with significant deviation (p = 3.91*10

-4
 for carbohydrate 

comparison and p = 4.59*10
-15

 for lipid comparison) from the dotted y = x observed for 
both comparisons. 

Combining the datasets led to minimal increase in significant changes 

obtained: from 70 to 71 for the carbohydrate comparison and 280 to 311 for 

the lipid comparison. This can be explained by the fact that gains from the 

use of complementary separation techniques were lost due to variation of 

compression. The number of significant changes may be increased if a new 

method for combining heterogeneous datasets were developed in the future. 

Although an exhaustive comparison of the two techniques was not the focus 

of this investigation, differences noted here suggest how the techniques fare 

when applied within an iTRAQ proteomics workflow. 

5.4.3: Biological interpretations 

For the combined analysis the merger method developed in Chapter 4 was 

utilised. (This analysis is divergent from the previously published paper 179 of 

this investigation. In that investigation only ProteinPilot was used for PSM 

identification rather than the combined method subsequently developed and 

reported in Chapter 4. Despite the change in proteomics search engine(s) 

utilised, many of the observations remain the same as in the published 

paper).  
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Using this combined method 22,248 PSM(s) were made without conflict 

amongst the search engines (Appendix 5.2p275). This represented 1095 protein 

identifications 591 of which were identified by 2 or more unique peptides.  

 
Figure 5.4: A) Hierarchal clustering using ward’s linkage method of the 8 iTRAQ 
labels identifying correct grouping of biological replicates (113,116 and 119 derived 
from 0 h samplings; 114 and 117 derived from 6h samplings; 115,118 and 121 derived 
from 39h sampling). B)  Principal component analysis showing clustering of the 8 
iTRAQ labels. 
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Hierarchal clustering along with a principal component analysis (Figure 

5.4p137) shows correct clustering of the replicates with the majority of the 

variance between the high lipid producing cells at 39 h and the other 

samples.  

Analysis was conducted based on direction and significance of change rather 

than intensity of change, since the latter was shown to be unreliable in 

iTRAQ-based methodologies due to the compression of quantifications.345 

For each protein and comparison, the fold change was calculated and a two 

sample t-test performed (Appendix 5.3p275). In total, 58 proteins were 

identified to be significantly (p < 0.05) changed during carbohydrate 

production and 280 during lipid production.  

To understand the spread of the data, volcano plots of the full set of 

identified proteins for both the 0 h to 6 h and 0 h to 39 h comparisons are 

shown in Figure 5.5p139. Each point represents a protein identified by three or 

more peptides. The x-axis indicates the fold change observed between 0 h 

and either 6 h or 39 h (Figure 5.5Ap139 and Figure 5.5Bp139, respectively). The y-

axis indicates the statistical certainty of the change observed for that given 

protein. 

As would be expected, the volcano plots show that there is an increase in the 

magnitude of change observed for the 39 h comparison as against the 6 h 

comparison. This also leads to an increase in the statistical certainty of any 

change. Furthermore, while the iTRAQ methodology allows for multiple 

assessments at once, it is limited to eight simultaneous channels. As such in 

this investigation, three replicates were analysed for the 0 h (non-stressed) 

and 39 h (lipid producing) conditions while two replicates were used for the 6 

h (carbohydrate induced) condition. 
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Figure 5.5: Volcano plots of overall proteomic changes between (A) non stressed and 
nitrogen-stressed carbohydrate producing and (B) nitrogen-stressed lipid producing 
conditions. Proteins with significant changes (p < 0.05) are shown by red star. The 
more relaxed cut-off of p < 0.1 is indicated by a solid line and the more stringent cut-
off of p < 0.01 shown by a dotted line. 

5.4.4: Analysis of cultures under carbohydrate accumulation 

To derive an understanding of the changes in the proteome under 

carbohydrate production conditions at 6 h, those proteins identified as being 

significantly changed (p < 0.05) were collated into functional categories using 

the assigned name and descriptive information for the relevant Uniprot 

entry. Table 5.1p140 shows these significantly changed proteins omitting 

proteins that did not show any functional prediction. 

Due to the nitrogen stress exerted on the cell, it is unsurprising that there 

were significant changes in amino acid production and decreased abundance  

in translation processes. The regulation of the amino acid production does 

follow the hydrophilic status with increased abundance  of proteins 

producing hydrophilic amino acids and a relative decrease of hydrophobic 

amino acid production (Table 5.1p140), though further investigation is needed 

to support this observation.  

Within energy metabolism, there is no clear consensus, with a relative 

decrease of multiple proteins involved in photosynthesis or photosynthetic 

apparatus production, while there was increased abundance  of proteins 

involved in glycolysis and the TCA cycle. There is also some evidence of 
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increased abundance  of carbohydrate production and a relative decrease of 

fatty acid biosynthesis, which is in line with biochemical data.  

Unanticipated changes were also observed with the increased abundance  of 

proteins previously reported to be induced under low CO2 conditions and a 

relative decrease of proteins involved in thiamine biosynthesis.  

Table 5.1: Proteins observed to change between 0 h and 6 h nitrogen starvation at 
point of carbohydrate production. Changes observed with p < 0.05 are displayed and 
grouped by functional category. Each protein is reported by its UniProt ID, name, 
number of unique peptides, significance of change and fold change. Positive changes 
over time are indicated in bold. 

Uniprot 

ID 
Protein Name 

# Unique 

Peptides 
p.value 

Fold 

Change 

 Hydrophilic Amino Acid Synthesis    
A8J933 Acetylornithine aminotransferase 5 2.89E-02 1.99 
A8J1S7 Bifunctional aspartate kinase/homoserine 

dehydrogenase  
2 1.60E-02 -1.11 

 Hydrophobic Amino Acid Synthesis    
A8J6Q7 3-deoxy-D-arabino-heptulosonate 7-phosphate 

synthetase  
3 1.92E-02 -1.75 

A8JH37 Cobalamin-independent methionine synthase  28 2.43E-02 -1.75 
 Other Amino Acid Synthesis    
A8IXE0 Adenosylhomocysteinase 10 3.83E-02 -1.74 
 Photosynthesis     
Q5NKW4 Photosystem I reaction center subunit II, 20 

kDa  
12 4.45E-02 1.40 

A8J1M9 Thylakoid lumenal 17.4 kDa protein 2 3.89E-02 1.34 
B7U1J0 ATP synthase subunit alpha, chloroplastic  42 1.03E-02 -1.16 
A8IMZ5 Magnesium chelatase subunit I 7 4.72E-03 -2.42 
A8HTK7 PsbA translation factor 2 9.39E-03 1.40 
Q9S7V1 Coproporphyrinogen III oxidase 3 2.23E-02 -1.89 
A8HNE8 Geranylgeranyl reductase 7 2.74E-02 -1.62 
A8J7H3 Glutamate-1-semialdehyde aminotransferase  4 4.56E-03 -1.84 
A8JFB1 Porphobilinogen deaminase 18 6.25E-03 -1.75 
A8JC21 Uroporphyrinogen-iii decarboxylase 5 2.67E-02 -2.42 
A8J4K4 Uroporphyrinogen-iii synthase 3 2.75E-02 -1.51 
 CO2 Limitation    
Q0Z9B8 LciD (Limiting CO2 inducible protein) 3 6.43E-03 1.53 
 Energy Metabolism    
A8J5F7 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, 

decarboxylating 
2 3.95E-02 1.26 

A8J1T4 Dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase 9 3.51E-02 1.29 
A8J5T0 Mitochondrial cytochrome c 6 7.80E-03 1.49 
A8IWJ8 Succinyl-CoA ligase 9 1.48E-02 1.26 
A8ITS8 Dihydrolipoamide succinyltransferase, 

oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E2 component  
6 2.18E-03 1.30 

A8HXT4 Pyruvate carboxylase 8 3.83E-02 -1.05 
A8HQW1 6-phosphogluconolactonase-like protein 9 2.60E-02 -1.10 
 Fatty Acid Biosynthesis     
A8JGF4 Biotin carboxylase, acetyl-CoA carboxylase 9 3.27E-02 -1.28 
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component 
Q6UKY5 Acyl carrier protein 6 4.20E-02 -1.99 
 Flagella    
A8I748 Flagellar associated protein 2 4.72E-02 2.80 
A8I7W0 Flagellar associated protein 6 4.50E-02 -1.93 
 Thiamine Biosynthesis    
A8J841 Hydroxymethylpyrimidine phosphate 

synthase 
2 1.45E-03 -3.08 

A8J9T5 Thiamine thiazole synthase, chloroplastic 10 2.03E-02 -2.14 
 Translation    
A8J0R4 Acidic ribosomal protein P2 4 3.78E-02 -1.56 
A8IJQ4 Ribosomal protein S23 3 4.92E-02 -1.35 
A8HWZ8 30S ribosomal protein S15 5 1.03E-02 -1.25 
E3SC50 40S ribosomal protein S9 11 2.23E-02 -1.76 
A8J5Z0 Acidic ribosomal protein P0 4 9.79E-03 -1.55 
A8ISZ1 Elongation factor EF-3 5 2.06E-02 -1.49 
P17746 Elongation factor Tu, chloroplastic 23 3.23E-02 -1.53 
A8JHM2 Eukaryotic initiation factor 2 1.51E-02 -1.57 
A8IW44 Plastid ribosomal protein L19 3 2.69E-02 -1.38 
A8HTY0 Plastid ribosomal protein L7/L12 7 4.84E-02 -1.60 
A8JDP6 Plastid ribosomal protein S13 2 1.33E-02 -1.50 
A8J8M5 Plastid ribosomal protein S5 6 4.19E-02 -1.59 
A8I8A3 Plastid-specific ribosomal protein 3 8 1.67E-02 -1.53 
A8I403 Ribosomal protein S19 2 1.09E-02 -1.73 
A8J4I2 SR protein factor 3 2.20E-02 -1.38 
 Protein Processing    
A8IDN1 Chaperonin 10 4 3.44E-02 1.39 
 Miscellaneous    
A8JAV1 Actin 8 2.86E-02 1.30 
A8JD06 Agmatine iminohydrolase 2 1.25E-02 3.51 
A8I7T8 Binding protein 1 17 1.54E-02 -1.27 
A2BCY1 Chloroplast nucleosome assembly protein-like 10 2.82E-03 1.33 
A8IZS5 Glycine-rich RNA-binding protein 8 1.08E-02 -1.82 
Q65Z22 NSG1 protein 3 8.15E-03 -3.42 
Q6V9B1 NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase subunit 8 2 1.04E-02 -1.52 
A8JFK4 Serine hydroxymethyltransferase 2 2 1.19E-02 -2.09 

5.4.5: Analysis of cultures under lipid production 

To analyse proteomic changes occurring as the alga converted from 

carbohydrate to lipid production, the comparison between lipid production 

at 39 h and carbohydrate production at 6 h was used (Appendix 5.3p275). The 

significant protein changes (p < 0.05) were categorized in the same manner as 

the carbohydrate analysis and are reported in Table 5.2p142, omitting proteins 

without functional classification in the UniProt database. 

Continuing the trend of reduced translation observed at 6 h (carbohydrate 

production), there was a further reduction in multiple proteins involved in 

translation, at 39 h. Furthermore, during the 39 h (lipid production) as well 
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as reduced protein production, several enzymes involved in proteolysis such 

as translational inhibitor protein and cysteine endopeptidase were 

increased. In addition, the trends of increase in hydrophilic and decrease in 

hydrophobic amino acid synthesis continued. The increase in arginine 

synthesis may be related to an attempt to maintain levels of arginine, which 

has the highest content of nitrogen of all amino acids, during nitrogen stress.  

Within energy metabolism, certain trends can be identified in this 

comparison between 39 h and 6 h, with continued decrease of photosynthetic 

activity and carbon fixation pathways. Yet again, there is increased 

abundance  of many of the energy metabolism proteins involved in glycolysis 

and the TCA cycle. Considering the scenario with the carbohydrate 

production, as discussed above, there is a lack of consensus but a trend for a 

relative decrease of carbohydrate synthesis enzymes and increased 

abundance  of proteins involved in carbohydrate catabolism. As before, there 

is only limited evidence specific to fatty acid production with up regulation 

of acetyl-CoA carboxylase and long chain acyl-CoA synthase.  

Table 5.2: Protein changes observed in nitrogen starved cultures between 6 h and 39 h 
at point of lipid production. Changes observed with a p < 0.05 are displayed and 
grouped by functional category. . Each protein is reported by its UniProt ID, name, 
number of unique peptides, significance of change and fold change. Positive changes 
over time are indicated in bold. 

Uniprot 

ID 
Protein Name 

# Unique 

Peptides 
p.value 

Fold 

Change 

 Hydrophilic Amino Acid Synthesis    
A8J933 Acetylornithine aminotransferase  5 3.44E-02 1.46 
P22675 Argininosuccinate lyase  15 3.23E-02 1.61 
A8J2W0 Glutamic-gamma-semialdehyde dehydrogenase 3 1.53E-03 2.09 
A8ILJ9 Ornithine carbamoyltransferase 5 3.06E-02 1.67 
 Hydrophobic Amino Acid Synthesis    
A8J129 Aspartate aminotransferase  8 3.04E-02 -1.38 
A8J355 Cystathionine gamma-synthase 4 4.28E-02 -1.38 
 Other Amino Acid Synthesis    
A8JH72 Alanine-glyoxylate transaminase 2 6.37E-03 -1.32 
A8IXE0 Adenosylhomocysteinase  10 2.85E-03 2.20 
A8JHB4 Ferredoxin-dependent glutamate synthase 27 2.42E-02 1.31 
A8IVM9 Glycine cleavage system, P protein 15 1.95E-02 -1.44 
Q8W4V3 Serine hydroxymethyltransferase  13 1.75E-02 -1.70 
 Photosynthesis     
A8IMZ5 Magnesium chelatase subunit I 7 2.27E-02 -3.52 
Q93WD2 Chlorophyll a-b binding protein CP29  2 3.53E-02 -1.92 
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A8JGW2 Cytochrome b6f complex subunit V 6 1.59E-02 -4.70 
A8HNE8 Geranylgeranyl reductase 7 5.37E-03 -2.27 
A8ICF4 Heme oxygenase 2 1.39E-02 -1.56 
A8HPJ2 Light-dependent protochlorophyllide 

reductase  
2 2.27E-02 -3.58 

A8JEV1 Oxygen evolving enhancer protein 3 31 7.15E-04 -2.41 
A8JH68 Plastocyanin, chloroplast 6 2.17E-03 -1.89 
A8JFB1 Porphobilinogen deaminase 18 1.47E-04 -1.98 
A8I5N5 Tetrapyrrole-binding protein 2 6.59E-03 -1.92 
A8HY43 Thylakoid lumenal protein 10 3.62E-02 -1.52 
A8HNG8 Uncharacterized lumenal polypeptide 5 3.35E-02 -2.65 
A8J4K4 Uroporphyrinogen-iii synthase 3 1.05E-02 -2.10 
 Carbon Fixation    
P00877 Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase large chain  46 3.80E-03 -2.24 
P08475 Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase small 

chain 2, chloroplastic  
12 2.56E-02 -2.59 

P23489 Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase 
activase, chloroplastic  

4 1.43E-03 -2.03 

A8JGP5 Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase small 
chain  

5 4.02E-02 -2.98 

 CO2 Limitation    
Q39590 Carbonic anhydrase 2 3.15E-02 -1.64 
Q0ZAI6 LciB (Low-CO2-inducible protein) 13 6.17E-04 -3.22 
Q0Z9B8 LciD (Limiting CO2 inducible protein) 3 6.60E-03 -2.70 
Q75NZ1 Low-CO2 inducible protein ( LCIC) 26 2.98E-04 -3.81 
Q39589 Carbonic anhydrase 24 2.28E-02 -2.03 
A8IGD9 Low-CO2-inducible protein 9 6.53E-03 -3.49 
 Energy Metabolism    
A8IVG0 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase, E1 subunit  11 2.48E-02 1.14 
A8J5F7 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, 

decarboxylating  
2 9.82E-03 2.41 

A8JFR9 Acetyl CoA synthetase 12 1.24E-05 -1.54 
A8J4D3 Alpha-amylase 5 3.80E-02 1.71 
Q96550 ATP synthase subunit alpha 33 3.24E-03 1.28 
A8J7F6 Dihydrolipoamide acetyltransferase 11 1.83E-02 1.31 
A8JH98 Enolase 11 1.12E-02 1.64 
A8IKQ0 Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase 4 9.95E-06 -1.85 
A8HQP1 Glucokinase 2 4.51E-02 1.48 
A8HS14 Glucose-1-phosphate adenylyltransferase 5 5.43E-03 -1.66 
A8JHR9 Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase, 

dominant splicing variant  
31 7.22E-03 3.13 

A8HP84 Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 14 3.08E-02 -7.93 
Q0ZAZ1 Glycolate dehydrogenase 6 1.79E-02 -1.61 
A8JBU2 Isoamylase, starch debranching enzyme  2 4.73E-02 1.73 
Q6X898 Malate synthase 23 3.46E-02 -1.62 
A8J3U9 Mitochondrial ATP synthase subunit 5, OSCP 

subunit 
11 9.13E-04 1.34 

A8J8Z2 Phosphoglucomutase 2 3.85E-02 1.97 
Q2VA40 Phosphorylase 15 2.33E-03 2.39 
A8HMX2 Pyruvate-formate lyase 27 3.20E-02 1.68 
A8IUU3 Transaldolase 3 2.90E-03 -1.30 
A8I164 Vacuolar ATP synthase, subunit A 14 2.19E-02 1.45 
A8JH65 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase 3 3.21E-02 -1.50 
P12113 ATP synthase gamma chain, chloroplastic (F-

ATPase gamma subunit) 
3 1.90E-02 -1.51 
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A8J0R7 Isocitrate dehydrogenase, NAD-dependent  9 3.29E-02 1.23 
A8J6V1 Isocitrate dehydrogenase, NAD-dependent 3 4.75E-02 1.70 
Q6QAY3 Mitochondrial F1F0 ATP synthase associated 

19.5 kDa protein 
6 2.84E-02 1.10 

A8J4Z4 Mitochondrial F1F0 ATP synthase associated 
45.5 kDa protein 

30 2.55E-02 1.30 

Q2VA41 Phosphorylase  2 4.77E-02 1.23 
 Fatty Acid Biosynthesis     
A8J646 Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 4 3.46E-02 1.45 
A8JH58 long-chain acyl-CoA synthetase 2 8.46E-03 4.21 
 Transcription    
A8J4I2 SR protein factor 3 1.13E-02 2.16 
A8J9F6 Mitochondrial transcription termination 

factor 
3 1.41E-02 -1.23 

 Translation    
A8HXM1 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L29 4 6.43E-03 -2.27 
A8JDP4 Ribosomal protein L9 3 3.76E-02 -1.60 
A8J1G8 40S ribosomal protein S6 7 3.89E-02 -1.44 
A8HS59 Ribosomal protein L17 7 3.14E-02 -1.37 
A8J1A3 Ribosomal protein L24 2 3.44E-02 -1.59 
A8J2G4 Ribosomal protein L32 3 4.27E-02 -1.26 
A8J1Q3 Ribosomal protein L39 2 3.35E-02 1.21 
A8HWZ8 30S ribosomal protein S15 5 1.12E-02 -1.62 
O20032 30S ribosomal protein S18, chloroplastic 2 2.56E-02 -3.63 
P11094 50S ribosomal protein L14, chloroplastic 2 1.31E-02 -1.83 
A8J3Z3 50S ribosomal protein L31 2 2.18E-02 -2.92 
Q8HTL1 50S ribosomal protein L5, chloroplastic 4 7.04E-03 -1.85 
A8I8Z4 Plastid ribosomal protein L1 7 8.10E-03 -1.87 
A8ICE4 Plastid ribosomal protein L11 5 4.36E-03 -2.00 
A8I3M4 Plastid ribosomal protein L17 4 6.38E-03 -2.42 
A8IW44 Plastid ribosomal protein L19 3 5.01E-03 -1.55 
A8J9D9 Plastid ribosomal protein L24 3 3.86E-03 -2.86 
A8J503 Plastid ribosomal protein L6 5 3.05E-03 -2.30 
A8HTY0 Plastid ribosomal protein L7/L12 7 1.67E-02 -3.08 
A8JDP6 Plastid ribosomal protein S13 2 2.05E-02 -1.75 
A8JDN8 Plastid ribosomal protein S16 5 2.36E-02 -2.08 
A8JGS2 Plastid ribosomal protein S17 5 6.52E-03 -1.88 
A8J8M5 Plastid ribosomal protein S5 6 2.03E-02 -2.60 
A8J8B2 Plastid-specific ribosomal protein 1 3 4.66E-02 -1.58 
A8I8A3 Plastid-specific ribosomal protein 3 8 1.25E-04 -1.76 
A8JF05 Ribosomal protein L28 2 6.50E-03 -1.38 
A8HP55 Ribosomal protein L5 4 2.32E-02 -1.50 
A8JGI9 Ribosomal protein S7 8 1.66E-03 -2.17 
A8JB48 Translational inhibitor protein 2 1.67E-02 2.34 
A8HX38 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 

alpha 1(Eukaryotic translation elongation 
factor 1 alpha 2) 

23 4.92E-02 1.54 

Q5QEB2 Elongation factor Ts 5 5.72E-03 -2.03 
P17746 Elongation factor Tu, chloroplastic 23 1.58E-02 -1.56 
 Protein Processing    
A8JHQ7 Small rab-related GTPase 2 2.26E-02 2.56 
Q945T2 GrpE protein homolog 8 1.40E-02 -1.19 
A8J9Q1 Importin subunit alpha 2 2.72E-02 1.51 
A8ITH8 Chaperonin 60B2 15 1.67E-03 -1.18 
A8J014 T-complex protein, zeta subunit 3 3.08E-02 1.21 
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A8IKI9 Mitochondrial processing peptidase alpha 
subunit 

13 4.67E-02 1.35 

A8JD56 Chloroplast trigger factor 2 7.24E-03 -2.13 
A8J7T7 Cysteine endopeptidase 3 6.62E-04 2.83 
 Prtoeolysis    
A8HSS0 Oligopeptidase A 2 2.14E-02 -1.48 
 Cell Wall Structures    
A1KR25 Cell wall glycoprotein GP2  14 4.81E-03 3.34 
A8J1N3 Cell wall protein pherophorin-C10  2 5.05E-03 3.22 
Q3HTK4 Cell wall protein pherophorin-C3 5 9.25E-03 2.30 
A8J094 Chitinase-related protein 2 2.09E-02 2.76 
A8JBI9 Hydroxyproline-rich cell wall protein 2 8.33E-03 3.02 
Q3HTK5 Pherophorin-C2 protein 6 9.69E-03 2.55 
Q9FPQ6 Vegetative cell wall protein gp1 

(Hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein 1) 
4 9.23E-04 2.76 

 Flagella    
Q19VH4 AGG4 (Flagellar flavodoxin) 4 1.76E-02 2.74 
Q84X82 Flagella membrane glycoprotein 10 4.44E-03 1.59 
A8I748 Flagellar associated protein 2 5.37E-03 2.41 
A8IAA8 Flagellar associated protein 2 8.32E-03 5.41 
A8HW56 Flagellar associated protein 2 5.40E-03 1.47 
A8IZV9 Flagellar associated protein 17 2.09E-03 1.70 
 Heat Shock Protein    
A8JEU4 Heat shock protein 70A  12 3.49E-04 1.45 
A8JES1 Mitochondrial grpE-type co-chaperone of the 

HSP70 system 
3 4.54E-02 -1.28 

 Thioredoxin Biosynthesis    
A8HNQ7 Thioredoxin reductase 2 1.29E-02 -1.49 
 Miscellaneous    
A8JEV9 4-hydroxy-3-methylbut-2-enyl diphosphate 

reductase 
6 6.68E-03 -1.62 

A8I268 ABC transporter 11 2.63E-02 -3.45 
A8JAV1 Actin 8 1.37E-03 2.22 
A8JDN2 Adenylate kinase 3 6 8.55E-03 -1.37 
A8J7X9 Cytochrome c peroxidase 5 3.39E-02 1.88 
A8JFP5 DnaJ-like zinc-finger protein 2 6.20E-03 -1.77 
A8JBI5 Ferredoxin-sulfite reductase 2 2.38E-02 1.69 
A8IZS5 Glycine-rich RNA-binding protein 8 7.70E-03 1.33 
A8HVA3 Histone H4 13 2.88E-02 1.80 
Q65Z22 NSG1 protein 3 2.77E-03 8.66 
A8HPG8 Peroxiredoxin, type II 2 2.28E-02 1.91 
Q4VKB7 Putative chloroplast 1-hydroxy-2-methyl-2-(E)-

butenyl-4-diphosphate synthase 
4 1.82E-02 -1.75 

A2PZC0 Zygote-specific Zys3 like protein 4 2.41E-02 -1.34 
A8J276 Rubredoxin 2 3.42E-02 -1.25 

 

Unlike the observations seen with the carbohydrate samples (6 h vs. 0 h 

comparison), there is increased abundance  of cell wall-associated proteins 

and flagella-associated proteins in the lipid production samples (39 h vs. 6 h 

comparison). Further, in contrast to the changes observed between 0 and 6 h, 
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there is a relative decrease of low CO2 induced proteins, suggesting again 

that carbon fixation is decreased.  

5.4.6: Non-consistent observations.  

Given that the two comparisons in this investigation are of a progression 

post nitrogen starvation, it could be expected that the identified changes 

would follow a consistent trend (i.e. increased for 0 to 6 h and 6 to 39 h or 

down regulated for 0 to 6 h and 6 to 39 h). Within this dataset, 5 observations 

(Appendix 5.5p277) were made with a significance of p < 0.05 where this did not 

hold true with the protein abundance switching from either increase to 

decreased in abundance or decreased to increased in abundance. 

The increased abundance  followed by a relative decrease of LciD previously 

linked to low CO2 stress346,347 suggest a decrease in photosynthetic carbon 

dioxide fixation.  

Among the proteins identified as decreased at 6 h but increased at 39 h is 

NSG1, which was previously identified in a transcriptomics study 

investigating nitrogen stress induced sexual reproduction.348  

5.4.7: EggNOG analysis 

To identify some of the broad patterns of change in the culture under 

nitrogen starvation induced carbohydrate and lipid production, an analysis 

of the functional category changes observed was conducted. The EggNOG 

functional classification was retrieved for each protein identified to have a 

significant change along with the direction of change. The comparative 

changes in protein assignments compared to functional class is shown for 

both carbohydrates and lipids in Figure 5.6p147. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of changes observed in the EggNOG functional categories 
restricted to changes observed with a significance of p < 0.05. Grey bars indicate 
changes observed during carbohydrate production (6 h vs. 0 h comparison) overlaid 
on white bars indicating lipid production (39 h vs. 0 h). 

Within the carbohydrate classification, a decrease in abundance of proteins 

involved in translation is shown, predominantly due to reduction in 

ribosomal proteins. Similarly, decreases in proteins involved in coenzyme 

and lipid transport/metabolism were also observed. Increases in energy 

production, carbohydrate transport/metabolism and amino acid 

transport/metabolism were observed. 

Observations of cultures during lipid production were similar to that during 

carbohydrate, but to a greater degree multiple proteins involved in 

translation are decreased. The observed increase in energy production and 

carbohydrate synthesis was also seen to be continuing to the lipid producing 

cultures.  

5.4.8: Pathway analysis  

In order to further understand the proteomic changes, proteins observed to 

be significantly (p < 0.05) changed were mapped onto the KEGG 

database,349,350 showing either up- or a relative decrease. These mappings 

revealed several pathways with trends corroborating the observations 
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discussed earlier, with much of the glycolysis and the TCA cycle (Appendix 

5.7p279) being identified as increased and multiple decreased proteins being 

mapped to the ribosomal machinery (Appendix 5.6p278). In addition some 

suggestion of increased phagocytosis was seen with up regulation in the 

Phagosome (Appendix 5.8p281). 

Highlighting the changes within the photosynthetic apparatus between 0 h 

and 39 h (Figure 5.7p148), reveals a relative decrease of photosystem II coupled 

with increased abundance  of photosystem I. This preference of photosystem 

I over photosystem II is suggestive of cyclic photophosphorylation.  

 
Figure 5.7: KEGG map of the photosynthetic apparatus with identified protein 
changes (0 h vs. 39 h) coloured based on observed regulation. Increased abundance in 
dark green and blue outline (p > 0.05 and p < 0.05 respectively). Decrease abundance 
in purple and red outline (p > 0.05 and p < 0.05 respectively). 

When observing lipid biosynthesis (Appendix 5.9p282) there is little evidence 

of increased production with some up and some down regulation observed. 

However, in lipid metabolism considerable down regulation was observed. 
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This could suggest that the increase in lipid observed is a result of decreased 

breakdown rather than increased production. 

Although C. reinhardtii was sequenced in 2007 and is the most extensively 

characterized algal species, much of C. reinhardtii’s proteome is only 

annotated by automated homology algorithms, leaving numerous gaps and 

undescribed predicted proteins. There are various significantly changed 

proteins identified in this study which may warrant further investigation to 

deduce their role, including proteins which showed non-continuous changes 

when comparing the carbohydrate producing against the lipid producing 

proteome. 

5.4.9: Energy pathways 

This study provides evidence that, despite a 66% decrease in total pigment 

content and 63% decrease in growth, the cells increased activity in their 

energy metabolism pathways with significant coverage of the proteins 

involved in glycolysis and the TCA cycle being increased. This coupled with 

the biochemical analysis showing an increase in energy storage compound 

(carbohydrates or lipids) production, suggesting the cells actively increased 

energy processing and storage mechanisms rather than shutting down 

completely.  

The relative increase and decrease in abundance of “low CO2 inducible 

proteins” between 6 h and 39 h could be suggestive of a switch from 

photosynthetic growth to heterotrophic growth both on acetate available in 

the media and previously generated carbohydrate compounds, which appear 

to be degraded at the latter stage of nitrogen starvation. 

The favouring of heterotrophic growth over photoautotrophic growth, post-

nitrogen starvation, may explain why other groups have found difficulty in 

replicating the nitrogen effect in autotrophic conditions. When researching 

the nitrogen effect, it should be considered that while C. reinhardtii is 

photosynthetically active in the presence of acetate,274 cultures will 
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increasingly rely on heterotrophic growth during nitrogen starvation. This 

leads to a suggestion that, as nitrogen starvation continues, the carbon 

availability to the algae is fixed by the acetate concentration per algal cell at 

the time of stress induction. This is unlike non-stressed cultures that can fix 

carbon dioxide. With such fixed carbon availability, the amount that can be 

converted to first carbohydrates and subsequently lipids is fixed, based on 

the acetate availability per cell. Thus, culture density will affect the 

carbohydrate and lipid accumulation achieved. 

5.4.10: Cyclic photophosphorylation 

One unexpected observation of this study was the decrease of photosystem II 

co-current with increased abundance  of photosystem I. This reliance on 

photosystem I suggests that the cells shifted from regular photosynthesis to 

cyclic photophosphorylation thereby allowing the continuation of light 

harvesting in the absence of NADH. This shift in photosynthetic activity is 

supported by the reduction in chlorophyll a and b observed under nitrogen 

starvation (Figure 5.2Ap133). While maintaining limited photosynthetic 

activity, this method of photosynthesis is energetically less favourable, as it 

might eventually limit the production of energy storage compounds, such as 

carbohydrates and lipids. Cyclic phosphorylation is unlikely to be a 

prerequisite for accumulating carbohydrates and lipids and as such could be 

an undesirable side effect of nitrogen starvation that it would be 

advantageous to remove.  

5.4.11: Dormancy 

While the culture was actively producing lipid beyond 39 h, from this study 

it can be postulated that the cultures were entering into a type of dormancy. 

This is evidenced by the relative decrease of proteins involved in translation 

(Table 5.1p140 and Table 5.2p142) and a general decrease of the enzymes involved 

in the various amino acid synthesis pathways. However, these may also be 

indicative of rationing limited nitrogen sources. The concept of dormancy is 

further supported by changes in the NSG1 associated protein, which is 
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involved in sexual reproduction, and by the increased abundance  of eight 

proteins involved in production of the cell wall formation. This build-up of 

the cell wall is possibly related to the zygospore created by C. reinhardtii 

during sexual reproduction that can be triggered within heterosexual 

cultures by nitrogen starvation.  

5.5: Conclusions 

This investigation reveals insights into nitrogen starvation of C. reinhardtii, 

including changes in photosystem stoichiometry, modifications in cell wall 

and possible shift in balance between autotrophic and heterotrophic growth 

in this mixotrophic organism. Further investigation can now establish 

whether such proteomic changes as reported here are unique to C. 

reinhardtii or unique to nitrogen starvation.  

The comparison of SCX and HILIC conducted during this investigation 

supports previous findings that HILIC provides increased identification with 

less compression. This study demonstrates that such improvement 

translates into increased identification of significant changes, on which 

biological interpretations can be made. As such, utilisation of HILIC 

provides superior data compared to SCX without significantly increased 

workload.  

This study highlights the global effect that the media manipulation has on C. 

reinhardtii. Such gross manipulations may have the desired effect of 

increased lipid accumulations but also have several undesirable side effects 

such as reduced chlorophyll content, altered photosynthesis and reduced 

energy production. A greater understanding of how the organism is affected 

as a result of gross manipulations will be needed before such methods are 

employed for increased lipids from microalgae. As such, this study provides 

further support that a more informed and focussed method of lipid 

induction, would be preferable to the gross manipulation by nutrient 
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limitation observed with nitrogen depletion. Methods involving metabolic 

engineering will provide the opportunity for such focussed manipulations. 

5.6: Further work 

Given the stated goal of this thesis to investigate microalgae and their 

potential for biofuel production, it is sensible that C. reinhardtii as the 

predominant model alga be selected for initial investigations. Given its 

dramatic effect of increasing lipid content it is also sensible that nitrogen 

stress be the initial comparative condition. Within this investigation several 

changes were observed. Initial further work would likely involve detailed 

analysis of these changes. This could be done with more targeted methods of 

analysis such as SRM or immune blotting. This would allow both a 

confirmation by a second method of the change and a more detailed 

understanding of the change temporally.  

Depending on this further assessment these changes would be intriguing 

candidates for knock out or down investigations, perhaps using RNA 

silencing. Further the approach of reducing lipid catabolism as a means to 

induce lipid storage is of considerable interest.  

Within this investigation a substantial re-organisation of the proteome was 

observed. This complicates identification of which changes are those 

involved with lipid accumulation and which involved with the other aspects 

of nitrogen stress. Through further analysis of multiple proteomic 

investigations commonalities and differences may aid in such identification. 

Regarding further proteomic based investigations three tacks are evident.  

First there is scope for further investigations looking into the combination 

of C. reinhardtii and nitrogen stress. This investigation utilised the 

mixotrophic nature of C. reinhardtii to increase the speed of the lipid 

accumulation. It is however more likely that any productive strain of 

microalgae for energy with be grown photoautotrophically. Thus a similar 
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investigation omitting acetate from the culture media could be envisaged. In 

addition our study focused on a general approach probing the soluble 

faction. This could be complimented with other general investigations such 

as the insoluble proteome or cellular sub fractionation experiments such as 

those targeted to the chloroplast, nucleus, or endoplasmic reticulum. This 

would increase the coverage of the active proteome from that obtained in 

this investigation.  

Second, in addition to nitrogen, several other culture perturbations have 

been noted to act as lipid triggers. Through comparison of the changes from 

other triggers, the changes which are specific to nitrogen and those more 

general to stress and lipid induction may be identified. 

Third, whilst C. reinhardtii has been the predominant model alga, 

microalgae cover a wide selection of organisms including members of the 

multiple phyla and kingdoms. An investigation of nitrogen stress in a 

different alga species would allow comparisons to this investigation 

revealing common traits of nitrogen stressed microalgae.  
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Chapter 6: Comparison of mixotrophic and 
photoautotrophic growth of 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii grown under 
turbidostatic conditions: A Proteomic 
Investigation 

6.1: Abstract 

In laboratory based investigations of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, growth 

has generally been conducted in mixotrophic conditions. This is generally 

due to a desire to increase specific growth rates. However, in an ideal biofuel 

production situation, photoautotrophic growth is desired.  In this 

investigation, we aimed to try and understand the changes occurring within 

the organism when grown under different trophic conditions. 

Using turbidostatic cultures in stirred tank photobioreactors, C. reinhardtii 

was grown photoautotrophically and mixotrophically, each with and 

without CO2 supplementation. Carbohydrate, lipid and pigment content 

were assessed for each culture condition and an 8-plex iTRAQ-based 

proteomic assessment was carried out. 995 Proteins were confidently (≥2 

unique peptides) identified with the significantly changed proteins reported 

for each comparison.  

From the biochemical observation we observed that the source of the carbon 

has a greater impact on the biochemical makeup of the cell rather than the 

degree of carbon availability. Conversely however it was the degree of carbon 

availability which influenced the proteome to the greatest extent. 

It is therefore suggested that whilst proteomic findings in one carbon source 

can be used to predict those in another. The same is not true for biochemical 

composition which varies dependent on source of carbon. This investigation 

suggests that the increased carbon availability of mixotrophic growth as 
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compared to un-supplemented photoautotrophic growth, significantly 

impacts on the cell at the proteomic level. The carbon availability must 

therefore be taken into consideration when relating mixotrophic 

investigations to photoautotrophic cultivations. 

6.2: Introduction  

The use of carbon based compounds for the storage and interchange of 

energy is common to almost all living organisms. These carbon molecules in 

the form of carbohydrates and lipids form the majority of dry biomass. These 

compounds are also the precursors of most biofuels. As such a key factor of 

any biofuel feedstock organism is the method by which it derives its’ carbon 

compounds.  

In any organism, the derivation of any carbon compounds requires both a 

source of carbon molecules themselves and energy. The means by which an 

organism derives these two components, carbon and energy, is used to 

describe its trophism. 

The carbon source can be from the fixation of inorganic carbon, such as CO2, 

termed autotrophy or from the consumption of organic carbon, termed 

heterotrophy.  The energy source can come from photosynthesis of solar 

radiation called phototrophy or from the breakdown of organic or inorganic 

compounds termed chemotrophy351.  

Given these two levels, the trophism of an organism’s growth can be defined 

as photoautotrophic, chemoautotrophic, photoheterotrophic or 

chemoheterotrophic.  In the literature, however, the more common 

combinations of chemoheterotrophic and photoautotrophic are shortened to 

heterotrophic and to autotrophic, with the energy source aspect taken as 

assumed. In addition, the term mixotrophic is used to refer to organisms 

which can conduct multiple of these four growth options.352 Most commonly, 

mixotrophic refers to the ability to grow both photoautotrophically and 
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chemoheterotrophically. Mixotrophic organisms can either be considered 

facultative, preferring one growth condition over others or may use both 

conditions simultaneously. 

The model alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has been demonstrated as 

growing chemoheterotrophically (heterotrophically) by growth in the dark 

with acetate, photoautotrophically (autotrophically) by growth without 

acetate in the light and mixotrophically by growth with acetate and light136.  

In addition, it remains one of the rare examples of a model organism 

identified as synthesising a full photosynthetic apparatus under 

mixotrophic growth with acetate188.  

Given growth in mixotrophic conditions, the degree to which any organism 

is facultative photoautotrophic, photoheterotrophic, chemoautotrophic or 

chemoheterotrophic is often not reported. The study by Heifetz et al.,353 

reporting 13C incorporation, identified that C. reinhardtii grew as a true 

mixotroph with >50% of incorporated carbon from photosynthetic processes 

whilst gown in acetate containing TAP media. This percentage was 

dependent on light intensity. Whilst this describes the carbon sourcing, the 

balance for energy between phototrophic and chemotrophic is not described.  

Due to its use a model algae the need for a greater understanding of C. 

reinhardtii is needed.  A core understanding that is currently lacking in the 

field is the true effect of carbon source and availability.  

Proteomics being the functional omic level can be argued to provide the 

greatest insight into the cells active response to perturbations. It would 

therefore be beneficial for the field to have an overview of the proteomic 

effect of carbon source and availability in the model alga C. reinhardtii.  

To our knowledge, two previous publications have reported proteomic 

changes in C. reinhardtii under variations of trophism. The first by, Baba et 

al.,187 investigated the effect of high versus low CO2 in photoautotrophic 
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cultures. Within this investigation they assessed both intracellular and 

extracellular proteins. For the extracellular component, 22 proteins were 

identified as significantly regulated by means of 2D gel based proteomics. For 

the intracellular they observed no detectable changes in the proteome. The 

second by, Weinkoop et al.,188 investigated autotrophic vs. mixotrophic 

cultivation in batch cultivations through a targeted proteomics focusing on 

low CO2 induced proteins.  

A serious limiter of these investigation was however the coupling of carbon 

availability and carbon source. These are two different factors and the 

comparison of four possible combinations in a single investigation is needed.   

Given the desired comparison of carbon source and availability it is evident 

that the growth rate between the four conditions will vary dramatically. 

Given this the use of a chemostat, where supply of nutrients is fixed would 

lead to varying culture densities. Such changes in culture density would 

likely have a severe impact on the culture. Hence, to investigate the carbon 

source and availability effect in isolation to culture density effects, a 

turbidostatic culture was used. In such a culture the turbidity (a proxy for 

culture density) is maintained as fixed rather than the feed rate as with a 

traditional chemostat. In effect, rather than growing each culture 

chemostatically with a fixed feed rate, a feed rate specific to the growth rate 

of each culture is selected.In this investigation C. reinhardtii was assessed 

under carbon starved photoautotrophic culture against non-starved cultures 

whose carbon source was either supplemented CO2 , acetate or both. We 

utilised turbidostatic culture to control the carbon availability at a per cell 

basis (OD being a proxy for cell number). The changes were assessed both 

biochemically and proteomically by means of an 8-plex iTRAQ investigation. 

The goal of this investigation was understand the way carbon source affected 

C. reinhardtii culture. In particular how laboratory scale investigations can 

be related to productive systems given a change in carbon source between 
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the two. This relation is of critical importance when relating laboratory 

investigations conducted using acetate to accelerate growth to that of 

production systems which are envisaged to rely on atmospheric or CO2 

supplemented growth. To advance this goal the proteomic changes under 

four carbon regimes were investigated. 

6.3: Materials and methods 

6.3.1: Organism and medium  

C. reinhardtii (CCAP 11/32CW15+) was obtained from the Culture Collection 

of Algae and Protozoa (CCAP, Oban, UK). Cultures were grown in either TAP 

media (as described in Section 3.1p66 or TAP media omitting Acetate and pH 

adjusted to 7.0 using HCl.   

6.3.2: Bioreactor culture  

The bioreactor was set up as described in Figure 6.1p161. A Sartorius Biostat B 

plus was utilised for culturing. The reactor was mixed by two 6 bladed 

Ruston impellers connected to an axel rotating at 100 rpm. The reactor had 

‘on-line’ pH measurements controlling flow of 1 N HCL and 1N NaOH into the 

reactor to maintain a constant pH of 7. A thermometer with ‘on-line’ 

measurement was used to control the temperature of an external water 

jacket for the reactor maintaining a constant culture temperature of 25⁰C. 

Aeration was provided by sparging at the bottom of the impeller at 1 L min-1 

with either atmospheric air containing 0.04% CO2 or with atmospheric air 

supplemented with a percentage of CO2 (v/v). The reactor was surrounded 

with a light shroud containing six 7 W fluorescent bulbs. These provided 550 

± 50 µE m-2s-1 of irradiance  measured at the centre of the reactor when filled 

with TAP media. 
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Figure 6.1: Graphical depiction of the bioreactor growth environment detailing 
parameter setting. 

6.3.3: Turbidostatic culture 

For turbidostatic culture, the bioreactor conditions as described for batch 

culture were replicated with the addition of fresh appropriate media (TAP or 

Acetate free TAP) at such a rate that the dilution rate equalled the specific 

growth rate. This was achieved with ‘at-line’ optical density measurements 

(750 nm) and manual control of the fresh media flow rate. Media removal 

rate was matched to addition by maintaining a constant culture volume as 

shown in Figure 6.1Ap161.  

Given the ‘at-line’ nature of the turbidostatic control, a degree of variation 

was observed in the culture density. Cultures were however maintained at 

OD of 0.450 ±0.05 at 750nm for at least 12 h prior to any sampling event. 

The profile and sample arrangement for the turbidostatic sampling are 

shown in Figure 6.2p162. The reactor was prepared and seeded and allowed to 

grow to an OD750nm of 0.450 with the relevant medium for the condition and 

0.04% CO2. Fresh medium was then added to match the growth rate giving a 

turbidostatic environment. This was maintained for at least 24 h prior to 

sampling both for biochemical and proteomic analysis.  
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Once samples for the 0.04% CO2 condition the sparging gas was increased to 

2% CO2 increasing the flow of fresh media to match the growth rate. At least 

2 culture volumes were then exchanged under the new condition before 

taking a second sampling for biochemical and proteomic analysis under the 

CO2 supplemented condition. 

Each biological replicate and media condition was derived from a fresh 

seeding of the bioreactor as seen in Figure 6.2p162. 

 
Figure 6.2: A) Graphical representation of sampling procedure for each culture 
seeding as listed in part B. B) Table showing traits of each culture seeding (1-6) and 
the appropriate condition (A through D) used to refer to each. 
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6.3.4: Biochemical sampling  

For biochemical sampling, three 15 mL algal samples were centrifuged at 

3000g for 10 min at 4 ˚C, then resuspended in 1 mL dH2O in a 1.5 mL 

Eppendorf tube. This was centrifuged at 3000g for 5 min before storing at -80 

C prior to freeze drying (Section 3.4p68) to obtain a dry cell weight for 

biochemical analysis. 

6.3.5: Proteomic sampling 

For protein extraction, two 50 mL algal samples were centrifuged at 3000g 

for 10 min at 4 ˚C, then resuspended in 1 mL 500 mM Triethylammonium 

bicarbonate buffer (TEAB) (pH 8.5) and transferred to protein low bind tube 

and further centrifuged at 3000g for 5 min finally resuspending the pellet in 

200 µL 500 mM TEAB (pH 8.5). Samples were then stored at -80 C until all 

harvests were completed. 

6.3.6: Biochemical analysis  

For biochemical analysis, the following were carried out, each condition 

being composed of three biological replicates each of which consisted of 

three sampling replicates: 

 Pigment assessment was conducted using a method modified from 

Wellburn, as described in Section 3.5p68. 

 Carbohydrate assessment was conducted using the Anthrone method, 

as described in Section 3.6p68. 

 Lipid assessment was conducted using Nile Red assay, as described in 

Section 3.7p69. 

6.3.7: Proteomic sample processing  

Protein samples were extracted by liquid nitrogen grinding (Section 3.8p70), 

before quantification by RCDC (Section 3.9p70). These were reduced, alkylated 

and digested (Section 3.10p71) before assessing digestion by 1D SDS page gel as 

shown in Section 3.11p71. These were then labelled as described in Section 

3.12p72 with label assignment as shown in Table 6.1p170. 
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6.3.8: Off line HPLC fractionation and clean-up 

Hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC) was conducted as 

described in Section 3.14p73. Post processing HILIC samples were cleaned 

prior to LC-MS/MS using C18 micro spin columns as described in Section 

3.15p73. 

6.3.9: RPLC-MS analysis 

Reverse phase LC-MS/MS was conducted using an Ultimate 3000 HPLC 

(Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and a QStar XL Hybrid ESI Quadrupole time-

of-flight tandem mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems (now ABSciex), 

Framingham, MA, USA) as described in Section 3.16p74. 

6.3.10: Data analysis  

The LC-MS/MS data was processed using the optimised method, as developed 

and described in Chapter 4. This gave an output of PSM(s) from the combined 

and conflict-resolved outputs of 6 proteomic search engines. These were then 

processed using the script developed and described in Chapter 4 

(summarised in Section 3.17p74) to give a list of fold changes between relevant 

conditions each with a t-test based significance factor. Gene ontology and 

KEGG data processing was conducted as described in Section 3.19p75 and 

3.20p75.  

6.4: Results and discussion 

The use of a bioreactor environment was chosen to investigate the effect of 

carbon source on C. reinhardtii due to its increased level of control over the 

culture environment. Whilst limiting the ability to conduct a large number 

of simultaneous cultures, bioreactors can provide a superior level of control 

to the culture conditions such as mixing, pH regulation and gas regime. This 

was particularly important given the carbon dioxide supplementation aspect 

of this investigation. 
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6.4.1: Batch growth curves 

To provide initial assessment of the growth conditions, several batch growth 

curves of C. reinhardtii were conducted (Figure 6.3p166). These conditions 

included growth without acetate with either 0.04% CO2, 2% CO2 or 5% CO2 

and growth with acetate under 0.04% CO2 and 2% CO2.  

As may be expected, photoautotrophic growth using atmospheric CO2 

without acetate was the slowest (Figure 6.3p166) and showed a more linear 

profile than in the other conditions. Growth rate under 2% and 5% CO2 was 

higher than that under air (0.04%). Further, given the flow rate of 1 vvm the 

profile of acetate-free culture supplemented with 2% CO2 was comparable to 

that of 5% CO2 supplementation. This comparability suggests that 

supplementation beyond 2% CO2 is non-beneficial either due to reaching a 

maximal of dissolution or maximal organismal uptake. As such, further 

supplementation was not beneficial (2% supplementation was the minimal 

operable range of Sartorius system given the mixture of pure CO2 with 

atmosphere at 1L min-1 s-1). 

Mixotrophic growth using acetate described a more typical exponential 

growth curve, as may be expected from a heterotrophic growth profile. The 

combination of acetate and 2% CO2 shows a growth profile similar to that of 

the acetate only profile suggesting that the level of acetate in the media was 

not the limiting factor in growth rate. The degree to which the mixotrophic 

condition (whether CO2 supplemented or not) were autotrophic or 

heterotrophic was not monitored. However, based on Heifetz et al.353an 

assumption of true mixotrophic culture  rather that facultative autotrophic 

or heterotrophic culture is assumed.   
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Figure 6.3: Batch growth curves of C. reinhardtii in a bioreactor environment. Optical 
density of the culture over time for each batch run is shown. 

6.4.2: Turbidostatic culture  

Given the initial batch culture investigation above, four conditions were 

chosen for further investigation. These are: 

 Un-supplemented photoautotrophic, involving growth without 

acetate and atmospheric air termed “Photoautotrophic 0.04% CO2”. 

 Supplemented photoautotrophic, involving growth without acetate 

and atmospheric air supplemented with 2% CO2 termed 

“Photoautotrophic 2% CO2.” 

 Un-supplemented mixotrophic, involving growth with acetate and 

atmospheric air termed “Mixotrophic 0.04% CO2.” 

 Supplemented mixotrophic, involving growth with acetate and 

atmospheric air supplemented with 2% CO2 termed “Mixotrophic 2% 

CO2.” 
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These conditions were also termed condition A, B, C and D (Table 6.1p170) for 

identification by shorthand notation.  

With any batch growth investigation, the point of sampling can have a 

considerable impact on the culture, due to current culture density and 

nutrient depletion profile. This is particularly evident in an investigation 

involving carbon sources where factors such as culture density and time 

since carbon compound provisions will affect the culture greatly. Further as 

the cell density would presumable significantly impact the organism this 

should ideally also be controlled.  For these reasons, this investigation was 

conducted in a turbidostatic fashion.  

6.4.3: Carbohydrate, lipid and chlorophyll assessments 

The carbohydrate assessment Figure 6.4Ap170 showed a significant (p = 0.007) 

difference between the conditions based on the presence of CO2 

supplementation. With samples grown under 2% CO2 containing an average 

of 14% carbohydrate (% DCW) compared to 18% when grown under normal 

atmospheric concentrations of CO2. Though the degree of noise in samples 

varied, no significant changes in carbohydrate concentration were observed 

comparing the presence or absence of acetate. 

The trend in lipid (Figure 6.4Bp170) variation for conditions A, B & C 

corresponds with carbohydrate observations, reducing with CO2 

supplemented photoautotrophic growth. However, unlike with 

carbohydrates lipid content is significantly (p = 9.38x10-5) accumulated under 

mixotrophic CO2 supplementation. 

The level of pigments (chlorophyll a, b and total carotenoids) is shown in 

Figure 6.4Cp170. As seen with carbohydrate and lipid, pigment levels varied 

depending on the carbon source, though observations were marginal and 

many more biological replicates would be needed to provide statistical 

significance.  Within the acetate free conditions, total pigment increased 

from 2.4% (%DCW) to 3.4% (p = 0.069) under CO2 supplemented growth. This 
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increase is reversed within the acetate growth conditions. Decreasing from 

3.0% to 2.6% (p = 0.073).  

The increase in pigment when comparing condition A to B could suggest an 

increase in photosynthesis under increased carbon availability.  

Evolutionarily, it would have been expected that both photoautotrophic 

cultures would have more pigmentation than the mixotrophic culture. The 

observation of condition A as the lowest pigmentation level therefore 

suggests that the cultures are limited in their pigment production due to 

carbon availability limitations. 
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Figure 6.4: Boxplot of carbohydrate, lipid and pigment content observed for C. 
reinhardtii grown both photoautotrophically and mixotrophically each either under 
0.04% CO2 and 2%CO2. Each boxplot was derived from 9 observations comprised of 
three biological replicates and three sampling replicates. 

6.4.4: Overview of proteomic data  

To investigate the changes occurring under the different trophic conditions 

an 8-plex iTRAQ experiment was performed. Two biological replicates of each 

condition were labelled as described in Table 6.1p170 facilitating investigation 

of multiple comparisons  

Table 6.1: Table showing iTRAQ label arrangement for the four conditions under 
investigation. Also shown is the labelling ‘Condition A-D’ used as shorthand to 
describe the four conditions. 

 

113 114

115 116

117 118

119 121
Mixotrophic Condition C Condition D

0.0387% CO2 at 1L min
-1 

2% CO2 at 1L min
-1 

Photoautotrophic Condition A Condition B
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Within the dataset, 28,218 peptide spectral match(es) (PSM(s)) were made 

each with an iTRAQ quantification. Being derived from the merging script 

outlined in Chapter 4 (Appendix 6.1p284), this is a combination of six search 

engines with conflicting matches removed. These matches represented 7,892 

unique peptide sequences and 1,862 proteins of which 995 were identified by 

two or more unique peptides. 

To assess sample arrangement, principal component analysis (Figure 6.5p172) 

was performed on the merged PSM list. The PC1 can be seen to account for 

74% of the variation compared to 10% for the PC2. Hence changes observed 

along the ‘X’ axis are 7.4 fold more significant than those on the ‘y’. From the 

PCA, It is observable that condition A separates from the other conditions 

with condition D being the most extreme opposite from condition A. This is 

suggestive that the primary effect of differentiation is the carbon availability. 

As such, condition A ‘un-supplemented photoautotrophic’ with limited 

carbon availability and condition D ‘supplemented mixotrophic’ with high 

carbon availability, form the two extremes of the primary principal 

component space. 

With the exception of replicate ‘D|118’, the PCA also suggest a distinction 

between autotrophic (A and B) with mixotrophic growth (C & D) along the 

second principal component. This however is only suggestive given the 

limited number of observations under comparison and the peculiarity of 

D|118. 
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Figure 6.5: Principal component analysis showing the clustering for samples based on 
VSN, IC, MC corrected reporter ion intensities, limited to ≥2 peptide proteins. 

6.4.5: Proteomic changes 

Within this dataset, there are multiple comparisons that can be made 

including:  

 Six two way comparisons of each condition against each other. 

 Two single factor comparisons (e.g. acetate +/- irrespective of CO2 and 

0.04%/2% CO2 irrespective of acetate.) 

 Condition A vs. condition B,C and D combined (based on PCA 

arrangement) 
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Some of these comparisons will be used in subsequent analysis with all 

comparisons being included in the fold change and significance table 

(Appendix 6.2p284). 

With any iTRAQ based experiment (unless combining multiple iTRAQ 

reactions), there is a limit of 8 channels of investigation available. In this 

investigation, we selected to scrutinize closely related conditions each with 

two replicates. Thus, when considering statistical comparisons, extremely 

high significance should not be expected. To investigate the changes 

occurring two thresholds were used.  

A p-value less than 0.05 was required for inclusion in grouped analysis such 

as KEGG pathways and Gene Ontology observations. This lower significance 

level is accepted for these evaluations,  as  discussion derived from such is 

based on multiple identifications providing a cumulative effect. For tables of 

proteins the threshold of 0.01 was used allowing comment on single proteins 

observations rather than on observations of multiple protein trends.  

Carbon low vs. high 

From the PCA (Figure 6.5p172), it is clear that the majority of the variance 

between the samples is between condition A and each of the other three 

conditions. This would presumably be a result of the availability of carbon, 

with condition A being more carbon-limited compared to conditions B, C and 

D. Based on this assumption the comparison of A vs. D was conducted 

(volcano plot shown in Figure 6.6p174) and termed ‘Carbon Low vs. High’. 

Within the low vs. high comparison, 165 proteins were significantly 

identified at as different (p <0.05) with 45 highly significant proteins (p < 

0.01). 
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Figure 6.6: Volcano plot showing the changes observed when comparing the low 
carbon condition Photoautotrophic 0.04% CO2 vs. high carbon source Mixotrophic 2% 
CO2. 

To assess the differences identified, the significant changes were grouped by 

gene ontology (GO). The number of representatives of each grouping were 

identified is shown in Figure 6.7p175.  

When considering statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) protein changes, 

the ratio of increase vs. decrease was 69 vs. 96. However, when considering 

assignments to GO groups the up vs. down is 112 vs. 15. This suggests that the 

database assignment and description is more complete for the increased 

proteins compared to the decreased proteins, perhaps indicating the 

increased abundance  is in core proteins whilst less common proteins 

comprise the decreased proteins.  

Groups identified as decreased included homeostasis and electron transport 

chain. These are indicative of an improved cellular environment with 

reduced pressures for homeostatic control.  

Within the increased GO(s), multiple categories correspond to biosynthetic 

processes (Figure 6.7p175). This is indicative of an increased cellular 
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production in what can be considered the more favourable growth 

environment of increased carbon availability. 

To assess the proteomic changes, with respect to known pathways, the 

significant (p < 0.05) proteins were used to colour the KEGG pathway map. 

Despite a slight increase in lipid content demonstrated in Figure 6.4Bp170, the 

limited matches made to the lipid biosynthesis pathway were inconclusive in 

nature (Appendix 6. 3p284). 

 
Figure 6.7: Bar chart of assigned GO groups. Based on significantly (p < 0.05) 
identified protein changes comparing condition A vs. D (photoautotrophic 0.04% CO2 
vs. Mixotrophic 2% CO2). 

Of the 45 highly significant (p < 0.01) changes, 7 matched predicted proteins. 

The remaining 38 proteins were grouped by function and are reported in 

Table 6.2p176.  

From these significant protein changes, several trends can be discerned. As 

observed in the GO analysis, translation is shown to be increased. In 

addition, amino acid biosynthesis is also increased.  

As would be expected, given the increase in carbon and CO2 availability, 

multiple proteins involved in carbon dioxide absorption such as carbonic 

anhydrase and LCI A,B & C 347 were increased.  
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Despite the marginal increase in photosynthetic pigments observed in 

Figure 6.4Cp170, from the proteomic changes it appears that photosynthetic 

energy production was decreased under CO2 and acetate. This decreased 

reliance on phototrophism is also reflected in the decrease in chloroplast 

ATP synthase (B7U1J0 & A8HXL8) and corresponding increase in 

mitochondrial ATP synthase (A8HTX7). This increase in respiration is 

however not consistent with reduction in two subunits of ‘NADH:ubiquinone 

oxidoreductase’, an initiating enzyme in oxidative phosphorylation. 

Contrary to the lipid assessment of Figure 6.4Bp170, the fatty acid initiator 

Acetyl-CoA biotin carboxyl carrier is observed to be decreased. This suggests 

that despite the increased lipid level, the level of active lipid production was 

not increased. There are multiple possible explanations for this observation. 

These could include the use of an alternative pathway under the changed 

carbon source availability. A further explanation is that under the carbon 

restricted condition the consumption of lipid is larger than that of the non-

‘carbon limited’ condition. Thus, despite a reduction in lipid production, an 

increase in lipid content could be observed. Both these and other 

hypothesised explanation would require further investigations to 

understand in detail.  

Table 6.2: Protein observed to be significantly (p <0.01) changes when comparing 
condition A to that of condition D. 

Uniprot ID Protein Name 
# Unique 

Peptides 
p.value 

Fold 

Change 

 Amino Acid Biosynthesis    

A8IMY5 Anthranilate synthase, alpha subunit  4 4.34E-03 1.35 

A8I0V1 Aspartokinase  5 4.37E-03 1.90 

A8JH48 3-phosphoshikimate 1-carboxyvinyltransferase  2 4.74E-03 2.00 

 Photosynthesis    

A8JHU0 Malate dehydrogenase  39 3.26E-04 -2.04 

B7U1J0 ATP synthase subunit alpha, chloroplastic  29 7.05E-03 -1.27 

A8HTK7 PsbA translation factor 4 7.50E-03 -2.18 

A8HXL8 Chloroplast ATP synthase gamma chain 13 4.04E-04 -1.10 

A8I835 Photosystem I reaction center subunit N 4 4.42E-03 -2.12 

A8IMZ5 Magnesium chelatase subunit I 17 4.89E-03 1.12 

P18068 Plastocyanin, chloroplastic  2 5.80E-03 -1.64 

A8JEV1 Oxygen evolving enhancer protein 3 28 4.36E-03 -1.27 

 Respiration    

A8JI60 Type-II calcium-dependent NADH dehydrogenase 3 9.38E-03 1.80 
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Q6UKY6 NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase 78 kDa subunit  10 5.24E-03 -1.67 

Q6V505 NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase 17.8 kDa subunit  2 4.93E-03 -1.46 

A8HTX7 Mitochondrial F1F0 ATP synthase associated 31.2 

kDa protein 

17 9.10E-03 1.30 

 Fatty Acid Biosynthesis    

A8JDA7 Acetyl-coa biotin carboxyl carrier 7 6.53E-03 -1.47 

 CO2 limitation    

A8J4Z8 Carbonic anhydrase 3  2 3.03E-03 -1.67 

A8JJ91 Mitochondrial carbonic anhydrase, beta type 3 2.40E-03 -11.27 

O24451 Envelope protein (Low-CO2-inducible chloroplast 

envelope protein) 

2 2.59E-04 -8.96 

Q0Z9B8 LciD (Limiting CO2 inducible protein) 6 6.02E-04 -3.70 

Q0ZAI6 LciB (Low-CO2-inducible protein) 30 3.08E-03 -3.58 

Q39590 Carbonic anhydrase 16 2.03E-04 -18.31 

Q75NZ1 LciC (Low-CO2 inducible protein) 30 9.83E-04 -4.23 

 Thiamine Biosynthesis    

A8J841 Hydroxymethylpyrimidine phosphate synthase 13 1.71E-03 1.77 

 Protien Folding    

A8IVN2 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase 10 6.52E-03 -2.29 

A8J3L3 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase 5 8.36E-04 -2.37 

 Translation    

A8HXM1 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L29 9 2.84E-03 1.16 

A8IZ36 Ribosomal protein S25 11 7.11E-03 2.08 

A8J888 Tryptophanyl-trna synthetase 3 2.67E-04 1.46 

A8JDP4 Ribosomal protein L9 7 1.79E-03 1.34 

A8JGK1 Ribosomal protein S17 3 7.97E-03 2.68 

 Miscellaneouse    

A8HRZ0 Histone H1 7 4.97E-03 -1.43 

A8IJ19 Aldehyde dehydrogenase 11 1.01E-03 -2.15 

A8IS90 Aldo/keto reductase 3 5.87E-03 -2.53 

A8HN52 Glutaredoxin, CGFS type 5 7.30E-03 1.55 

A8JBZ2 Pyridine nucleotide binding protein 3 8.88E-03 -1.98 

A8J2E9 Glycolate dehydrogenase 14 3.38E-03 -2.46 

O64985 Poly(A) binding protein RB47 3 5.24E-03 3.12 

 

Single carbon – CO2 vs. acetate 

An aim of this study was to investigate the validity of mixotrophic culture as 

a model of photoautotrophic culture. As is seen above, considerable change 

is seen due to the increase in carbon availability associated with acetate or 

CO2 culture when compared to atmospheric photoautotrophic culture. 

When comparing the CO2 un-supplemented photoautotrophic to the CO2 un-

supplemented mixotrophic conditions (Figure 6.8Ap178), 191 significant 

protein changes were observed. This suggests a considerable reorganisation 

of the proteome between these two culture environments, which must be 

considered when relating findings of one to the other. By comparing 

supplemented photoautotrophic cultures to mixotrophic cultures (Figure 
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6.8Bp178) there is a reduction in significant differences to 92, suggesting that 

mixotrophic growth is more akin to supplemented photoautotrophic than 

un-supplemented photoautotrophic culture.   

 
Figure 6.8: Volcano plots showing the changes observed when comparing A) 
Photoautotrophic vs. Mixotrophic both without CO2 supplementation. B) 
Photoautotrophic growth on 2% CO2 with Mixotrophic growth on 0.04% CO2. 

As with the carbon low vs. high analysis these changes observed between 

condition B and C were matched to GO classifications (Figure 6.9p179). Several 

trends are apparent for the changes in these GO groups. Reflecting the 

increase in carbohydrate content (Figure 6.4Ap170) with acetate rather than 

CO2, several GO groups involved in carbohydrate metabolic and catabolic 

processes are increased. In addition, ‘tetrapyrrole’, ‘heterocycle’ and 
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‘terpenoid biosynthesis’ are increased. Among the decreased GO groups are 

‘protein-DNA complexes’ and ‘nucleosomes’. This suggests increased 

dormancy within CO2 cultured samples compared to acetate cultures. This 

increase in nucleosomes was unexpected and as such further investigation 

into this observation would be warranted. 

 

 
Figure 6.9: Bar chart of assigned GO groups. Based on significantly (p < 0.05) 
identified protein changes comparing condition B vs. C (photoautotrophic 2% CO2 vs. 
Mixotrophic 0.04% CO2. 

The highly significant changes observed (p < 0.01) are reported in Table 

6.3p180. Among these was an increase in phosphorylase, responsible for the 

breakdown of glucagon to glucose and increase in respiration proteins. This 

is perhaps indicative of a switch from photosynthesis to respiration, as the 

energy source. Within the mitochondria, there is also evidence of 

perturbations in the contents of the inter-membrane space with increase in 

A8HQS2 and decrease in A8IVN6, responsible for transport across the inner 

and outer mitochondrial membrane respectively.  

Within the mixotrophic acetate culture it could have been assumed that 

heterotrophic growth would be prioritised with consequential reduction in 

photosynthetic apparatus. Such a reduction is not apparent suggesting 

either that the culture maintains a true mixotrophic growth or that the 

photosynthetic apparatus is maintained despite its reduced requirement. 

This could perhaps improve the cell’s fitness given a return to reliance on 

photoautotrophic growth.  
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Table 6.3: Protein observed to be significantly (p < 0.01) changes when comparing 
condition B to that of condition C. 

Uniprot ID Protein Name 
# Unique 

Peptides 
p.value 

Fold 

Change 

 amino acid biosynthesis    

A8IWA6 Glutamate synthase, NADH-dependent (EC 1.4.1.14) 4 4.49E-03 1.64 

A8JG03 Isopropylmalate dehydratase, large subunit 14 5.57E-03 1.22 

E9N731 Glutamyl-tRNA reductase binding protein 5 9.10E-04 1.34 

 Photosynthesis    

A8J4K4 Uroporphyrinogen-iii synthase 8 1.21E-03 1.50 

Q9S7V1 Coproporphyrinogen III oxidase 9 7.11E-03 1.28 

 Respiration    

A8HP06 Succinate dehydrogenase subunit A 23 2.40E-03 1.16 

A8JCF6 Mitochondrial pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, E1 

component, alpha subunit 

7 9.06E-03 1.16 

A8HQS2 Mitochondrial inner membrane translocase 5 1.67E-03 1.17 

A8IVN6 Translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 2 4.89E-03 -2.15 

 Carbohydrate breakdown    

Q2VA41 Phosphorylase (EC 2.4.1.1) 5 7.83E-03 1.61 

 protien production / processing    

A8HMC0 Calreticulin 2, calcium-binding protein 4 2.86E-03 1.16 

A8J2N4 Dual specificity protein phosphatase 8 (Fragment) 2 6.46E-03 -1.19 

A8HQT1 Protein disulfide isomerase 22 9.97E-03 1.35 

A8I6B6 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase 4 4.26E-03 -1.48 

A8INR7 Plastid ribosomal protein L27 4 9.09E-03 -1.36 

 Miscellaneous    

A8IZU0 Heat shock protein 70C 27 5.74E-03 1.66 

A8JIN8 N-carbamyl-L-amino acid amidohydrolase 2 8.40E-03 1.15 

 

The above comparison is a direct approach to investigating the difference 

between carbon dioxide and acetate as a carbon source. An alternative to 

this direct comparison is to investigate contradictory differences when each 

are compared to condition A. To identify these contradictions, all proteins 

with a p > 0.1 for both comparisons were removed. This gave a pool of 166 

proteins, of these 166 only 2 were identified as contradictory. These were: 

 Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase, dominant 

splicing(A8JHR9) – Involved in glycolysis this was identified as being 

decreased by 1.94 fold upon increasing CO2 but increased 1.93 fold 

upon addition of acetate.  

 Predicted protein (A8IVP1) which matched with 46% similarity to 

I0YP46, SMAD/FHA domain-containing protein –A possible 
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transcription factor was identified as increased 1.17 fold upon 

increasing CO2 but decreased 1.23 fold upon addition of acetate.  

These two anomalies warrant further investigation as peculiarities, but the 

major observation of this comparison is the similarity of the two 

comparisons. Given 166 proteins significantly identified by two or more 

unique peptides and identified as significantly changing in both condition B 

and condition C as compared to condition A, only 2 were contradictory in 

regulation. This further suggests that carbon availability is the predominant 

factor influencing the culture rather than the source of carbon. 

6.5: Conclusions 

From compositional analysis within photoautotrophic cultures, addition of 

CO2 caused a reduction in carbohydrate and lipid content. This trend was also 

observed for carbohydrate upon CO2 supplementation of mixotrophic 

cultures, but for lipid accumulation, CO2 supplementation increased rather 

than decreased content.  

CO2 supplementation, but not acetate, was shown to influence the culture’s 

biochemical composition. Therefore, investigations observing compositional 

changes should consider whether CO2 concentrations are being correctly 

controlled. This is particularly important for experimental set-ups with 

limited gas exchange, where CO2 levels are affected by culture density. 

When conducting the proteomic analysis, we chose to analyse all four 

conditions each with two biological replicates. As may have been expected, 

this caused a decrease in the level of statistical significance derived from any 

single comparison. The inclusion of all four conditions did however facilitate 

a greater understanding of the factors involved. Given a solely acetate +/- 

investigation or a solely 0.04% / 2% CO2 investigation the effect of carbon 

availability would have overshadowed that of the effect of the source itself. 
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The lack of observe proteomic changes between acetate and CO2 growth may 

suggest that whilst capable of taking advantage of heterotrophic growth 

opportunities C. reinhardtii does not considerably re-model its proteome to 

favour such conditions when available, but rather maintains an ability to 

utilise both.  

This investigation identified significant changes based on the trophism. It 

identifies the need to ensure consistent carbon availability between 

compared conditions during investigations. However, the degree of changes 

observed was limited as compared to those found in nitrogen stress (Chapter 

5) and as such the observations made from one trophism should be largely 

comparable to the others. 

6.6: Further work 

Through this investigation we noted minimal changes, at the proteomic 

level, between the three cultures without carbon limitation (i.e. un-

supplemented photoautotrophic). As such the mixotrophic nature of the two 

acetate based cultures could be questioned. A repeat of the Heifetz et al353. 

isotopic carbon study utilising the turbidostatic culture demonstrated 

within this study would allow clarification to the truly mixotrophic nature 

of the culture. 

Within this investigation some intriguing observations were made about the 

effect of carbon source, both type and amount, on carbohydrate, lipid and 

pigment concentrations.  These observations were based on only three 

biological replicates and thus statistical significances were mostly marginal. 

The subtlety of the changes observed suggest a follow-up investigation with 

more replicates is desired. Given the effect culture density has on carbon 

availability on a per cell basis it would be preferential for such further 

replicates to be conducted in turbidostatic conditions. The size of the culture 

however would not be required to be 1 L as in this investigation and smaller 
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but appropriately controlled reactors would be preferential to facilitate 

larger number of replicates.  

The possible increased dormancy observed during CO2 supplementation was 

an unexpected observation and as such should be investigated secondarily 

by targeted proteomics approaches such as MRM or non-targeted proteomics 

investigation but focused on the nucleosome, perhaps through organelle 

fractionation. 

The observation of CO2 influences on carbohydrate and lipid content were 

unexpected prior to the investigation. Though this had a limited effect as 

compared to other triggers such as nitrogen depletion, this warrants further 

investigation. The biochemical pathways underpinning this were not clear 

from this investigation. A more targeted approach such as MRM may help 

with this. This effect of carbon source should also be investigated in 

combination with other triggers such as nitrogen stress to see if a combined 

effect can be observed.  

A significant hindrance of this investigation was the limited number of 

replicates within the proteomics analysis. From this investigation, the 

comparison of condition A vs. C for general carbon availability and B vs. C 

for source type, suggest themselves as the important comparisons. Such 

investigation could be conducted as two 8-plex iTRAQ investigations, or 

through SILAC or Label free methods which depending on experimental set 

up can be less restricted in the number of channels of investigation. 

Given this study suggests that the proteome does not dramatically change 

due to type of carbon source but rather the availability of carbon it would be 

advantageous to assess the cell at other omic levels. In particular 

metabolomics, given that whilst it is proteins which allow the cell to 

influence its environment it is the proteins along with available metabolites 

which dictate the essence of the cell under any given condition  
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Chapter 7: Phaeodactylum tricornutum 
Under Nitrogen Stress: A Proteomic 
Investigation 

7.1: Abstract 

The use of nitrogen stress as a trigger mechanism for increased lipid content 

of microalgae has become well established. Investigations have 

predominantly focused on Chlorophyta species, but increasing interest has 

developed in other lineages of microalgae such as the diatoms. The 

sequenced diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum is a good candidate for 

investigation of this nitrogen trigger beyond the Chlorophyta lineage.  

In this investigation, 24 h nitrogen stressed cultures were investigated at the 

proteomic level through an LC-MS/MS based iTRAQ investigations. 1043 

proteins were confidently identified (≥2 unique peptides) with 645 significant 

(p<0.05) changes observed.  

Through gene ontology classifications, KEGG pathways and detailed analysis 

of highly significant changes several trends were observed, which included 

decreased translation, photosynthesis and fatty acid catabolism whilst 

observing increased central metabolism, fatty acid biosynthesis, 

antioxidants, endocytosis and phagocytosis. 

This investigation increased the number of identified proteomic changes 

within P. tricornutum under nitrogen stress by 17-fold. This allows for a 

deeper understanding of nitrogen induced lipid induction, as well as 

providing further descriptive information of 645 proteins. Further, our 

investigation supports the concept that a reduction in lipid catabolism 

perhaps more than lipid synthesis is a key factor in lipid accumulation 

under nitrogen stress. 
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7.2: Introduction 

With the increased interest in microalgae for a biofuel feedstock, there has 

been increasing interest in the commonly observed nitrogen trigger. The 

nitrogen trigger is a common feature, with multiple algal species where 

reduced nitrogen stress causes increase in storage of energy reserves. This 

has been demonstrated in multiple species.39,63 Recent studies (including 

that presented earlier in Chapter 5) have attempted to further understand 

this stress using the model algal species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.173,179,180 

However, extrapolation of findings in this one species to all microalgae 

would be inappropriate, particularly given the diverse lineage of organisms 

referred to as microalgae.354  

Microalgae encompass a broad spectrum of species and include members of 

Chlorophyta, Rhodophyta and Bacillariophyta (diatoms). As a collective 

term they contain a wide diversity, sharing only 16.3% orthologarity.73 

Diatoms play a significant role in the world ecology, accounting for ~20% of 

global photosynthesis355 and as such warrant investigation from an 

ecological standpoint alone. The marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum 

has been utilised for aquaculture356 and as a model for cell morphological 

investigations.357  Its’ marine nature is of particular interest for its use as a 

biofuel crop due to the reduced requirement for fresh water, a dwindling 

resource.358 P. tricornutum has also been noted as unique among diatoms, 

having only a facultative requirement for silicon.357 Further, 

Youngmanitchai and Ward showed an increase in lipid content under silicon 

deprived conditions.359 

With the increasing interest in microalgal based biofuels P. tricornutum has 

also begun to be used, along with Thalassiosira pseudonana, as a model for 

diatom based biofuels.360 Song et al.361 recently selected P. tricornutum as a 

favourable strain for biodiesel production, citing its high lipid content of 61% 
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and lipid productivity of 26.75 mg L-1 d -1 as well as, suitable lipid profiles for 

octane, iodine number and cloud point. 

P. tricornutum has been shown to respond to the nitrogen trigger increasing 

from 21% to 26% lipid (% dry cell weight (DCW)) upon nitrogen stress.63 The 

genome of P. tricornutum has been sequenced362 with descriptive 

information available in UniProt, and KEGG. As such, it is a good candidate 

to investigate the nitrogen trigger in a diatom species and allows for 

comparison to Chlorophyta species. 

Transcriptomics can be used to make inferences of proteomic changes. This 

however provides only assessment of transcriptional control and not of 

translational control and degradation control both of which affect to the 

amount of protein present.141 This is of particular relevance in a nitrogen 

stress environment where protein degradation for nitrogen recovery may 

play a significant role.179 Hence, transcriptomic studies cannot be relied 

upon to represent the true protein levels.129 They should either be supported 

with targeted protein analysis such as western blots or MRM or a proteomic 

investigation itself. 

 Previous transcriptomic studies have utilised both microarray363 and RNA-

SEQ364,365 to investigate the effect of nitrogen stress. Here we attempt to 

support these initial findings with proteomic based data. For proteomic 

analysis, we utilised isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation 

(iTRAQ).157 iTRAQ utilises amine linking isobaric tags to allow quantitative 

comparison of numerous proteins in an unbiased way and has become a 

popular tool for proteomics.161 

Whilst several investigations have been published in the 

Chlorophyta,166,197,230 only limited proteomics investigations has been 

published in other phyla. Within diatoms, T. pseuodonana has been 

investigated sporadically257–260,262,366 with even more limited investigations 

on P. tricornutum.260,265 These include an identification study of the 
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thylakoid membrane proteome and a recent study by Yang et al.,265 where 

they reported proteomic changes under 48 h nitrogen stress in P. 

tricornutum. This investigation utilised a 2D SDS Page gel methodology and 

identified 37 proteins as being significantly differentially regulated. Through 

the use of mass spectrometry based quantification, we aim to increase their 

observations.  

In this study, P. tricornutum was cultured in an air lift reactor in a batch 

manner harvesting within exponential phase. The cultures were then pooled 

before resuspending in nutrient replete or deplete conditions giving a fixed 

time point of stress. Both nitrogen and silicon depletion were assessed at 24h 

post stress induction. Samples were assessed biochemically for pigment, 

carbohydrate and lipid content. In conjunction, samples were assessed for 

proteomic changes using the iTRAQ methodology to understand the changes 

occurring within the culture proteome. 

The goal of this investigation was to further the understand of the 

relationship between nitrogen stress and lipid accumulation within 

microalgae to non-chlorophyta. The sequenced diatom P. tricornutum was 

selected for investigation.  Such understanding from multiple species would 

help further understanding of this common but not universal relationship.  

Thus potentially allowing  superior control over induction of lipid 

accumulation in microalga during biofuel production. To understand this 

relationship the question of how the proteome was affected during nitrogen 

induced accumulation was proposed. To this end an iTRAQ was conducted 

comparing the P. tricornutum proteome before nitrogen starvation to 24 hrs 

post nitrogen stress induction. 
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7.3: Materials and method 

7.3.1: Organism and medium  

P. tricornutum (CCAP 1055/1) was obtained from the Culture Collection of 

Algae and Protozoa (CCAP, Oban, U.K.). Cultures were grown in ether F/2+Si 

media (as described in Section 3.2p67) or F/2+Si media omitting respectively 

sodium nitrate or sodium metasilicate for nitrogen and silicon free media. 

7.3.2: Culture  

P. tricornutum was cultured (Figure 7.1Ap191) in 250 mL measuring cylinders 

sparged with air at 2.4 L min-1. Filtered air was first passed through sterile 

water to humidify it, before being introduced by silicone tubing to the 

bottom of the cylinder such that it’s addition provided mixing as well as gas 

transfer. The tops of culture vessels were sealed using a foam bung. Cylinders 

were placed in a water bath maintained at 25 ⁰C and under 24 h illumination 

with two side facing halogen lamps providing 200 ± 50 μE m-2 s-1
 to the centre 

of a dH2O filled cylinder. Cultures were grown using F/2+Si media for 72h 

reaching an optical density (750nm) > 0.4. Culture from four culture 

cylinders was pooled and the combined optical density used to calculate the 

culture volume required giving an optical density of 0.2 upon re-suspension 

to 250 mL. The calculated culture volume was harvested from the mixed 

culture by centrifugation at 3000 g for 5 min. This was then resuspended in 

F/2+Si medium with or without nitrate and silicon to give four culture 

conditions: 

I. Normal replete conditions (N+ Si+) 

II. Nitrogen stressed (N- Si+)  

III. Silicon stressed (N+ Si-)  

IV. Nitrogen & Silicon stressed (N- Si-)  
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Figure 7.1: A) Diagram of culture set-up. Cultures were grown in 250 mL measuring 
cylinders submerged a water bath maintained at 25⁰C, illuminated with two halogen 
lamps creating 200± 50 µE m-2 s-1.  Cultures were mixed and aerated with moistened, 
filtered air. B) Graphical depiction of the culture progression from pre-stress through 
stress induction and harvest. Conditions under assessment are shown along with 
appropriate iTRAQ labels. 

 

7.3.3: Sampling for biochemical analysis 

For the initial assessment, 15 mL samples were taken from each at 0, 25, 47, 

70 & 143 hours measuring the optical density (750nm). Cultures were then 
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centrifuged at 3000 g before transferring to a pre weighed eppendorf tube 

and freeze dried according to Section 3.4p68.  

For the biochemical assessment of proteomics a 50 mL sample was processed 

in the same way.  

7.3.4: Microscopy 

Microscopy was conducted as described in Section 3.3p67. 

7.3.5: Biochemical analysis  

For biochemical analysis: 

 Pigment assessment was conducted using a method modified from 

Wellburn, as described in Section 3.5p68. Chlorophyll b, which is not 

present in P. tricornutum, was as expected not detectable. 

 Carbohydrate assessment was conducted using the Anthrone method, 

as described in Section 3.6p68. 

 Lipid assessment was conducted using a Nile Red assay, as described 

in Section 3.7p69. 

7.3.6: Proteomic sampling 

At 24 h, two 50 mL aliquots were taken by siphoning from the aeration tube 

with a syringe. The collected sample was centrifuged at 3000 g for 10 min at 4 

˚C, then resuspended in 1 mL 500 mM triethylammonium bicarbonate buffer 

(TEAB) (pH 8.5) and transferred to protein low bind tubes. Samples were then 

stored at -20 C till all harvests were completed. 

7.3.7: Proteomic sample processing  

Protein samples were extracted by liquid nitrogen grinding (Section 3.8p70), 

before quantification by RCDC (Section 3.9p70). These were reduced, alkylated 

and digested (Section 3.10p71) before assessing digestion by 1D SDS page gel as 

shown in Section 3.11p71. These were then labelled as described in Section 

3.12p72 with label assignment as shown in Figure 7.1Bp191. 
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7.3.8: Off line HPLC fractionation and clean-up 

Hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC) was conducted as 

described in Section 3.14p73. Post processing HILIC samples were cleaned 

prior to LC-MS/MS using C18 micro spin columns as described in Section 3.15-

p73. 

7.3.9: LC-MS/MS 

Reverse phase LC-MS/MS was conducted using an Ultimate 3000 HPLC 

(Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and a QStar XL Hybrid ESI Quadrupole time-

of-flight tandem mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems (now ABSciex), 

Framingham, MA, USA) as described in Section 3.16p74. 

7.3.10: Data analysis  

The LC-MS/MS data was processed using the optimised method, as developed 

and described in Chapter 4. This gave an output of PSM(s) from the combined 

and conflict-resolved outputs of 6 proteomic search engines. These were then 

processed using a script developed and described in Chapter 4 (summarised 

in Section 3.17p74) to give a list of fold changes between relevant conditions 

each with a t-test based significance factor. Gene ontology and KEGG data 

processing was conducted as described in Section 3.19p75 and 3.20p75.  

7.4: Results and Discussion 

7.4.1: Initial assessment of profiles 

To develop an understanding of the time frame within which stress 

induction affected P. tricornutum under the specified growth conditions, an 

initial trial assessment was conducted. This was done as a single replicate to 

provide a rapid overview of the gross trend facilitating time point selection 

for later biological replicated analysis. These trends were not used for 

understanding of the temporal effect of the stress. For this assessment, four 

cultures were grown and resuspended in N+ Si+, N- Si+, N+ Si- & N- Si-. Optical 

density (Figure 7.2Ap195) shows a distinction between the nitrogen stress 
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conditions and non-nitrogen stressed with differences developing rapidly at 

25 h. Nitrogen replete cultures approximately doubled in density as opposed 

to a 50% increase for nitrogen deplete cultures. Beyond 25 h, the nitrogen 

deplete cultures only marginally increased whilst the nitrogen replete 

cultures continued to grow, though at a reduced rate, beyond 47 h. No 

distinction between replete and deplete silicon was observed. 

For energy storage, whilst lipid concentration (Figure 7.2Cp195) showed an 

expected rapid increase in content for the nitrogen deplete cultures, 

carbohydrate concentration (Figure 7.2Bp195) suggested that silicon deplete 

culture gave an increased content around 47 to 70 h. However, in addition to 

the stressed conditions, the replete condition also resulted in an increase in 

lipid content beyond 47 h. In addition the growth rate of the replete 

conditions was reduced beyond 47h. These observations suggest that beyond 

47h replete is no longer replete and some factor(s) (nutrient, light, self-

shadowing etc…) is perturbing the cultures. The chlorophyll a concentration 

(Figure 7.2Dp195), whilst not distinctive, suggests a decrease in nitrogen 

deplete condition as compared to replete conditions.  Based on this initial 

assessment, 24h post stress was selected as the appropriate time point to 

conduct the proteomics investigation on nitrogen and silicon stress to study 

induction of lipid accumulation. 
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Figure 7.2: Initial culture assessment of P. tricornutum. Assessment shows culture 
response when transferred to four conditions: normal F/2+Si media , F/2+Si without 
nitrogen, F/2 without silicon and F/2 without nitrogen or silicon. An assessment of 
the A) optical density, B) carbohydrate, C) lipid and D) chlorophyll A are shown. The 
carbohydrate, lipid and chlorophyll are all based from dry cell weight reconstituted 
to a fixed biomass concentration. 

 

7.4.2: Assessment of proteomic samples 

To assess the proteomic changes occurring within P. tricornutum under 

nitrogen and silicon stress an 8-plex iTRAQ experiment was designed.  Given 

the restriction of an 8-plex to 8 investigatory channels, the effect of nitrogen 

stress was selected as the primary investigation, as preliminary 

investigations (detailed above) suggested this to be the dominant of the two 

effects studied. A single time point analysis was chosen using 24 h based on 

the initial assessment described above. Given this selection, three biological 

replicates were used for each of the normal, nitrogen stressed and silicon 
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stressed conditions. Each of these was then used for biochemical and 

microscopic analysis. For the iTRAQ restricted to 8 channels, one silicon 

stress condition was dropped from the analysis allowing for a 3 vs. 3 

comparison of the primary investigation - nitrogen stress, and a 3 vs. 2 

analysis of the secondary investigation - silicon stress. 

Cultures of P. tricornutum were grown for simultaneous biochemical and 

proteomic analysis sampling at 24h post stress. Carbohydrate, lipid, and 

pigment analysis were conducted prior to proteomic assessment. 

 A t-test showed a statistically significant (p < 0.05) increase in carbohydrate 

(Figure 7.3Ap197) and lipid (Figure 7.3Bp197) when cultures were under nitrogen 

stress for 24 h. Silicon stress at 24h did not show a significant effect. 

Conversely, pigmentation (Figure 7.3Cp197 and Figure 7.3Dp197) showed a 

significant reduction under nitrogen stress with no significant effect being 

identified in silicon stress.  
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Figure 7.3: Plots showing the biochemical assessment of samples used for proteomic 
analysis. Samples taken 24h post change of media to test condition. Assessment of A) 
carbohydrate, B) lipid, C) chlorophyll A and D) total carotenoids are shown. All 
assessments were based on dry cell weight reconstituted to a fixed biomass 
concentration. p-values are reported indicating the significant difference of the two 
stress conditions to that of the normal replete condition. 

Concurrent with proteomics and biochemical analysis, 1 mL of culture was 

also prepared for microscopy. Given the saline nature of the medium and the 

propensity for undissolved compounds in artificial sea water, considerable 

debris was present in the microscopy imagery. A representative image for 

each condition is shown in Figure 7.4p197. The nitrogen stressed cells were 

observed to have reduced pigmentation with reduced chloroplast content, 

which is in accordance with the observations made for the pigment 

concentration (Figure 7.3Cp197 and Figure 7.3Dp197) It is suggested that the 

nitrogen stressed cells had an increase in the number of intracellular 

vesicles, but without staining their type and intensity is difficult to clarify.  

 

Figure 7.4: Microscope images of P. tricornutum 24h after transfer to test conditions. 
A) Replete culture, B) nitrogen deplete and C) silicon deplete.  Taken at 100x 
magnification. 

7.4.3: Overview of proteomic data  

Within the proteome dataset 23,544 spectra were matched to peptide and 

protein without disagreement amongst the six search engines. Each of which 

were limited to a false discovery rate <0.03 at the peptide level. The derived 
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PSM list represented 7777 unique sequences matched to 1761 proteins of 

which 1043 had two or more unique peptides.  

To assess sample arrangement, hierarchal clustering (Figure 7.5Ap199) and 

principal component analysis (Figure 7.5Bp199) was performed on the merged 

PSM list.  From this analysis, it can be seen that the nitrogen stress 

replicates cluster well. The silicon stress samples however do not cluster.  

Furthermore, the differential between nitrogen stress and non-nitrogen 

stress is responsible for >80% of the variation between the samples.  

The list of PSM(s) was then processed as described to determine significantly 

identified and changed proteins using the method and script developed and 

described in Chapter 4 ‘Proteomic processing’. The full table of changes and 

significance is available in Appendix 7.2p285.  
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Figure 7.5: A) Dendrogram of the samples association with distance on y axis 
signifying degree of variation. A, B and C indicate normal, nitrogen stressed and 
silicon stressed respectively. B) Principal component analysis showing the clustering 
for samples based on VSN, IC, MC corrected reporter ion intensities. Limited to ≥2 
peptide proteins.1, 2, 3 indicate biological replicates. Samples also indicate there label 
assignment 113:121. 
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For the nitrogen stress investigation, 605 significant changes were observed 

(Figure 7.6Ap201) at a significance level of 0.05. For the silicon stress 

investigation, 28 significant changes were observed (Figure 7.6Bp201) at a 

significance level of 0.05. Given that 1043 proteins were assessed, it would be 

expected that ~52 would be identified at the selected significance level by 

random chance.   

Given the incorrect clustering of the silicon stressed replicates (Figure 

7.6Bp201) and the insignificant number of changes observed, the silicon stress 

investigation was not pursued. Furthermore, from the clustering of silicon 

stressed cultures with the replete cultures, the variation of the proteomic 

changes under this stress can be described as within the biological variation 

observed. As such, the assessment of the effect of nitrogen stress can be 

strengthened by pooling both replete samples and silicon stressed samples 

into one condition. This pooling resulted in an increase to 645 significant 

changes (Figure 7.7p202).  

For biological description two sets of statistically significant proteins were 

used. 645 identified with a significant difference greater than 0.05 and 498 

identified with a significance greater than 0.01. The more stringent list was 

then utilised for direct hypothesis derivation in Table 7.1p209, whilst the less 

restrictive set was utilised for pathway and gene ontology analysis which 

requires deduction of hypothesis based on protein clusters rather than 

individual observations. 
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Figure 7.6: Volcano plots showing the changes observed when comparing nitrogen 
stressed samples to normal (A) and silicon stressed samples to normal (B). Significant 
changes to a p-value of 0.05 are indicated by red *. The p-value cut-off of 0.01 and 0.1 
are indicated by a dotted and solid line respectively. 
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Figure 7.7: Volcano plot of the nitrogen stress comparison given the pooling of normal 
and silicon stressed samples. Significant changes to a p-value of 0.05 are indicated by 
red *. The p-value cut-off of 0.01 and 0.1 are indicated by a dotted and solid line 
respectively. 

7.4.4: Gene ontology assessment 

The significant changes (p < 0.05) were separated into two pools, those 

increased and those decreased. Each was then matched to a gene ontology 

(GO) category. These GO categories were then merged by category and 

separated to form three charts reporting those identified exclusively as 

increased (Figure 7.8Ap204), decreased (Figure 7.8Bp204) and those identified in 

both pools(Figure 7.8Cp204). 

Within these, several groupings and concepts can be identified. 

Included in the increased categories are several categories involved in 

central energy metabolism such as glycolysis. Carbohydrate metabolic and 

catabolic processes are also identified as increased, suggesting increased 

activity in carbohydrate processing. Whether this is synthesis, degradation 

or a combination is not determinable at this point. Protein transport also 

appears to be increased, suggesting a reorganisation of the cell’s proteome 

complement. Also identified as increased are several categories involved in 

protein-DNA interactions, possibly suggesting activation of dormancy in the 
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culture. The increase observed in homeostasis is also indicative of the 

stressed nature of the culture under nitrogen deprivation.  

Within the decreased categories, the decreased abundance  of translation 

and protein metabolic processes is apparent. This is expected given the 

essential nature of nitrogen for protein production. Also identified as 

decreased are photosynthesis and processes involved in the production of 

photosynthetic machinery. This corroborates the reduced pigment 

observation of Figure 7.3Cp197 and Figure 7.3Dp197. Notably, the electron 

transport chain was identified as being decreased despite the increased 

glycolysis observed earlier, suggesting that whilst some parts of respiration 

are increased, others are reduced.  

Within those categories identified as both increased and decreased are 

categories involved in amino acid production, nitrogen compound 

production and proton transport. These mixed categories suggest a re-

arrangement rather than reduction or increase in the particular process the 

category describes. 
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Figure 7.8: Gene Ontology terms assignments indicating the number of protein 
assignments identified as significantly A) increased, B) decreased and C) both. 

7.4.5: KEGG pathway assessment 

The significant (p<0.05) changes were then used to colour KEGG maps using 

clear diagrams with changes identified in blue being those identified as 

increased and those in red as decreased. The overall map of the metabolism 

is shown in Figure 7.9p205 with several pathway maps being shown grouped 

by concept in Appendix 7.3p285 to Appendix 7.8p297.  

These pathways show several trends: 

Decreased abundance of ribosomal proteins can be identified with 

considerable coverage (Appendix 7.8p297). This agrees with the observation of 

the gene ontology and is again suggestive of a decrease in protein production 

associated with nitrogen stress.  

Agreeing with the decrease in translation, pathways involved in amino acid 

production also contain predominantly decreased proteins. Proteins 

involved in ‘phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan biosynthesis’, ‘Valine, 
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Leucine and Isoleucine biosynthesis’ and ‘Aminoacyl-tRNA Biosynthesis’ 

were reduced (Appendix 7.4p286). There was, however, observation of an 

increase in serine tRNA suggesting that whilst decreased in general some 

amino acids were increased.  

Considering energy production, pathways involved in respiration (‘Pentose 

Phosphate Pathway’, ‘Citrate Cycle’, ‘Fructose and Mannose Metabolism’ and 

‘Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis’ (Appendix 7.6p292)) were increased.  Conversely, 

those involved in photosynthesis (‘Photosynthesis’ and ‘Porphyrin and 

Chlorophyll metabolism’ (Appendix 7.7p295)) decreased in abundance. This 

increase in central energy metabolism, despite decreases in photosynthetic 

activity has been demonstrated in other algae179 and through transcription 

analysis within P. tricornutum.364  

 
Figure 7.9: Metabolic pathway diagram from KEGG painted with significantly (p < 
0.05) increased and decreased proteins, shown in blue and red respectively. (Large 
image is available with appended CD.) 

Fatty acid metabolism pathways are reported in Appendix 7.5p289. Increased 

KEGG pathways include ‘biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids’ and ‘fatty 

acid biosynthesis’. A relative decrease was observed in ‘Fatty acid elongation’ 

and ‘Fatty acid metabolism’. These agree with the observation of Figure 
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7.3Bp197 identifying an increase in lipid content under nitrogen stress. 

Further, the observations suggest an increase in shorter chain fatty acids.  

Not previously realised from GO analysis, pathway analysis suggests an 

increase in ‘Endocytosis’ and ‘Phagosome’ activity under nitrogen stress 

(Figure 7.10p207). Such increases in phagosomal activity has previously been 

reported in other alga under nitrogen stress. For example in Bihan et al.’s 

proteomic study on Ostreococcus tauri.254  This is suggestive of a scavenging 

response. With the reduced nitrogen availability, the cells could have 

increased the intake and processing of extracellular debris and perhaps 

attempted to consume other organisms such as bacteria to obtain additional 

nitrogen supplies. Thus, nitrogen stress could be suggested to induce 

phagotrophy 367,368 describing the engulfing of other smaller organisms for 

nutrients.369  

In addition to external nutrient retrieval many of the proteins associated 

with endocytosis and phagocytosis are reported to be similarly involved in 

autophagy.370,371 Transcriptional evidence of a link between nitrogen stress 

and autophagy induction was previously shown in the chlorophyta 

Neochloris.372  
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Figure 7.10: KEGG diagrams of A) endocytosis and B) phagocytosis, painted with 
significantly (p < 0.05) increased and decreased proteins, shown in blue and red 
respectively. 
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7.4.6: Highly significant changes (p < 0.01) 

Given limited annotation available with P. tricornutum, it is prudent to 

investigate the most significant changes individually. Within the dataset, 

500 confidently identified proteins (≥2 unique peptides) were significantly (p 

< 0.01) altered. These were matched to protein names using Uniprot. Of the 

498, 305 are named as ‘Predicted Protein’ or ‘Predicted protein (Fragment)’ 

with 193 described to some degree.  

The P. tricornutum proteome is 88.5% described as ‘Predicted Protein’ or 

‘Predicted protein (fragment)’. As such, the identification of 61% of the 

significant changes as unclassified is coherent. The reduction from 88.5 to 

61% is likely due to an increase propensity for abundant or commonly 

identified proteins to be described. Despite the non-characterisation of 9,267 

proteins in the Uniprot database, when these proteins are searched in the 

KEGG database 938 match to pathways and when matched to GO terms in 

DAVID288 2,632 assignments are made. This highlights the need to utilise 

multiple methods to probe the discovered protein changes as conducted 

within this investigation.  

The 193 identifications with descriptive names were grouped using the 

protein name and information provided on the Uniprot entry page. These are 

reported in Table 7.1p209. From these groupings several observations made 

from the GO and KEGG analysis are further supported. These include 

decreases in translation, photosynthesis and increase in central energy 

metabolism. Again, as previously observed, amino acid production appears 

to be re-organised with some increased and some decreased proteins. 

Grouping the amino acid production based on their type (e.g. aromatic and 

hydrophobicity) didn’t reveal any consensus.  
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Table 7.1: Table of all significant (p < 0.01) changes observed omitting Predicted 
Proteins. Each protein is reported with it Uniprot ID, Descriptive name, Number of 
unique peptides, the p-value and fold change observed under nitrogen stress. Positive 
fold changes are shown in bold. 

Uniprot 

ID 

Protein Name # Unique 

Peptides 

p-value Fold 

Change 

 Hydrophilic Amino Acid Synthesis    
B7GEJ6 Acetylornithine aminotransferase 7 3.51E-03 1.28 
B7G5H9 Aspartokinase 2 4.67E-04 -1.50 
B7GBH2 Delta l-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthetase 12 1.53E-03 -1.35 
B7G3A2 Diaminopimelate decarboxylase 6 9.06E-05 1.31 
 Hydrophobic Amino Acid Synthesis    
B7FUP6 2-isopropylmalate synthase 6 5.28E-04 -1.55 
B7FRJ9 3-deoxy-7-phosphoheptulonate synthase 15 1.82E-04 -1.69 
B7FT14 Adenosylhomocysteinasee 18 1.77E-04 -2.36 
B7G2T9 Carboxy-lyase 3 3.39E-03 -1.27 
B7FS76 Chorismate synthasee 2 2.57E-03 1.27 
B7G117 O-acetylhomoserine 8 6.13E-03 -1.22 
 Other Amino Acid Synthesis    
B7FT50 Asparagine synthetasee 4 2.56E-03 1.53 
B7G5Z8 Glycine decarboxylase p-protein 16 4.83E-04 -1.63 
B7FZB0 Synthase of glutamate synthase 18 5.15E-03 1.33 
 Photosynthesis    
A0T0C9 Apocytochrome f 17 6.20E-04 -1.91 
A0T0D1 ATP synthase epsilon chain, chloroplastic 7 1.80E-05 -1.84 
A0T0F1 ATP synthase subunit alpha, chloroplastic 40 6.52E-08 -2.18 
A0T0E9 ATP synthase subunit b, chloroplastic 5 2.99E-04 -2.89 
A0T0E8 ATP synthase subunit b', chloroplastic 2 1.51E-04 -2.80 
A0T0D2 ATP synthase subunit beta, chloroplastic 49 5.75E-07 -2.37 
A0T0F0 ATP synthase subunit delta, chloroplastic 3 1.49E-04 -2.26 
A0T0A3 Cytochrome b559 subunit alpha (PSII reaction 

center subunit V) 
6 1.30E-04 -2.73 

B7FSN7 Delta-aminolevulinic acid dehydratase  8 4.56E-04 -1.27 
B7G3I6 Fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c protein, deviant  9 7.46E-03 -1.71 
Q41093 Fucoxanthin-chlorophyll a-c binding protein 

E, chloroplastic 
11 1.38E-04 -1.65 

A0T0B5 Magnesium-chelatase subunit I 16 4.86E-05 -2.42 
B7FZ96 Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 1 14 1.83E-03 -1.35 
A0T0B9 Photosystem I ferredoxin-binding protein 28 3.34E-04 -1.48 
A0T0M1 Photosystem I protein F 9 6.56E-03 -1.54 
A0T0M6 Photosystem I reaction center subunit XI  4 4.56E-03 -1.78 
A0T096 Photosystem II CP43 chlorophyll apoprotein 15 1.09E-03 -2.49 
A0T0B2 Photosystem II CP47 chlorophyll apoprotein 17 4.01E-04 -3.15 
A0T097 Photosystem II D2 protein  3 2.71E-03 -2.69 
A0T0H5 Photosystem II reaction center psb28 protein  9 1.42E-03 1.78 
A0T0G9 Photosystem Q(B) protein  3 8.84E-03 -1.85 
B7FZL9 Phytoene dehydrogenase 2 1.94E-04 -1.67 
B7FRW2 Protein fucoxanthin chlorophyl a/c protein  24 5.93E-04 -1.53 
B7FQE0 Protein fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c protein 4 9.20E-03 -1.40 
B7FQE1 Protein fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c protein 7 8.36E-03 -1.63 
B7FR60 Protein fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c protein 4 3.86E-04 1.87 
B7FRW4 Protein fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c protein 3 8.07E-03 -1.49 
B7FV42 Protein fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c protein 4 2.37E-03 -1.77 
B7G6Y1 Protein fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c protein 3 4.25E-03 -1.85 
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B7G955 Protein fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c protein 3 4.17E-03 -1.72 
B7GCV9 Protein fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c protein 3 2.26E-05 3.13 
B5Y3F4 Protoporphyrin IX magnesium chelatase, 

subunit H 
6 2.10E-05 -2.14 

B7GDU9 Protoporphyrinogen oxidase 2 4.28E-03 -1.65 
B7FUT6 Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase 10 6.46E-06 -2.19 
B7FUR6 Violaxanthin deepoxidase 4 1.09E-04 1.56 
 Carbon Fixation    
Q9TK52 Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase large chain  38 5.64E-05 -2.33 
A0T0E2 Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate 

carboxylase/oxygenase small subunit 
5 1.19E-05 -1.92 

 Energy Metabolism    
B7FXB6 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, 

decarboxylating  
6 1.73E-04 1.66 

B5Y3C9 Cytochrome b6-f complex iron-sulfur subunit  11 2.19E-03 -1.72 
Q8GTB5 Cytochrome c6 (Precursor cytochrome c6) 4 3.69E-03 1.79 
B5Y578 Cytochrome c6, cytochrome c553 10 3.54E-03 1.43 
B7FRC1 Cytosolic aldolase 8 1.86E-04 1.90 
Q9M7R3 Cytosolic glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase 
18 9.11E-05 1.89 

Q84XB5 Fructose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolase 16 1.30E-03 1.42 
B7GDK9 Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase  7 4.73E-04 1.50 
B7G6T5 Glutamine-fructose-6-phosphate transaminase  4 9.12E-04 1.61 
B7G518 Isocitrate lyase 3 1.16E-04 -1.90 
B7FYD8 Kinase adenylate kinase 3 1.26E-03 -1.53 
B7G0K7 Ligase succinate-coa ligase  3 2.64E-03 1.58 
B7G9G3 Lipoamide dehydrogenase  15 1.13E-03 1.19 
B7FYT9 Malate synthase  6 3.62E-04 -1.41 
B7GCG9 PFP pyrophosphate dependent 

phosphofructokinase 
11 2.98E-03 1.58 

B7GEI2 Phosphoglycerate mutase 4 2.04E-04 1.87 
B7G492 Phosphomannose mutase  5 2.75E-03 1.66 
B7GEF2 Plastidic enolase 17 9.30E-03 1.20 
B7G0M9 Precursor of ATPase ATPase gamma subunit  11 1.82E-04 -1.58 
B7FZE1 Precursor of dehydrogenase pyruvate 

dehydrogenase E1, alpha and beta subunits 
24 3.68E-05 1.62 

F1SXA3 Putative phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 5 7.35E-03 1.54 
B7FZG7 Pyruvate kinase  6 7.22E-03 1.40 
Q2TSW8 Pyruvate kinase  3 6.77E-03 -1.25 
Q2TSW9 Pyruvate kinase  7 4.01E-03 1.37 
Q2TSX0 Pyruvate kinase  5 5.05E-03 1.34 
B5Y5N6 Succinate dehydrogenase flavoprotein  19 7.27E-05 1.66 
B7GA40 Succinate dehydrogenase iron sulfur protein  5 2.04E-04 2.59 
B7FUU0 Transketolase 36 9.69E-04 -1.37 
B7G5R3 Transketolase 10 1.84E-03 1.58 
B7FT67 Triosephosphate isomerase  6 2.01E-03 1.42 
B7G3C1 Triosephosphate isomerase  4 1.12E-03 1.46 
 Fatty Acid Biosynthesis    
B7G1R8 3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier protein  11 8.27E-06 1.71 
B7GCM0 3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier-protein] synthase 10 4.83E-03 1.51 
B7G7H8 3R-hydroxyacyl-[acyl carrier protein] 

dehydrase  
4 5.98E-03 1.41 

A0T0F8 Acyl carrier protein  2 3.23E-03 1.96 
B7FRX6 Acyl carrier protein  3 2.76E-05 2.00 
B7G3D4 Malonyl-CoA:ACP transacylase 2 1.50E-03 1.41 
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Q2TSX2 Mitochondrial glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase 

2 1.55E-03 1.53 

E6Y9B3 Stearoyl-ACP desaturase  2 3.10E-03 1.48 
 Fatty Acid Catabolism    
B5Y4D9 Long chain acyl-CoA synthetase  2 5.83E-03 -1.78 
B7FXX6 Long chain acyl-coa synthetase  7 4.09E-03 -1.31 
B7FW77 Peroxisomal 2,4-dienoyl-CoA reductase  2 6.61E-03 -2.03 
B5Y5R5 Short chain acyl-coenzyme A dehydrogenase  5 2.38E-03 -1.28 
 Nucleotide Biosynthesis    
B7FP55 Inosine-5'-monophosphate dehydrogenase  2 8.23E-04 -1.44 
B7FPE8 Nucleoside diphosphate kinase 1 6 1.35E-03 1.25 
B7FR80 Nucleoside diphosphate kinase 3 6 1.75E-05 1.55 
 Translation    
A0T0J8 30S ribosomal protein S13, chloroplastic 5 5.40E-04 -1.45 
A0T0B3 30S ribosomal protein S14, chloroplastic 2 1.22E-04 -2.04 
B7FU91 30S ribosomal protein S15  3 4.74E-03 -1.82 
Q5D704 30S ribosomal protein S16, chloroplastic 2 8.56E-06 -1.57 
A0T0E0 30S ribosomal protein S2, chloroplastic 3 2.78E-03 -1.71 
A0T0I5 30S ribosomal protein S3, chloroplastic 4 1.33E-04 -1.66 
A0T0J5 30S ribosomal protein S5, chloroplastic 9 2.36E-04 -1.51 
A0T0K5 30S ribosomal protein S7, chloroplastic 3 3.41E-03 -1.43 
A0T0K2 30S ribosomal protein S9, chloroplastic 2 1.05E-05 -2.56 
B7FPA1 40S ribosomal protein S12  7 1.67E-03 -1.66 
B7FPM3 40S ribosomal protein S3a 8 2.61E-04 -1.87 
B5Y4X4 40S ribosomal protein S6 15 1.58E-05 -2.28 
B7FP80 40S ribosomal protein S8 3 8.03E-03 -1.56 
A0T0C1 50S ribosomal protein L1, chloroplastic 7 1.34E-03 -1.66 
A0T0C2 50S ribosomal protein L11, chloroplastic 6 1.55E-05 -1.45 
A0T0C0 50S ribosomal protein L12, chloroplastic 17 3.28E-04 -1.69 
A0T0K1 50S ribosomal protein L13 2 1.70E-04 -1.87 
A0T0I9 50S ribosomal protein L14, chloroplastic 3 6.48E-04 -1.42 
A0T0I6 50S ribosomal protein L16, chloroplastic 4 3.67E-04 -2.17 
A0T0C7 50S ribosomal protein L19, chloroplastic 2 2.73E-03 -1.81 
A0T0I1 50S ribosomal protein L2, chloroplastic 6 2.55E-06 -2.03 
A0T0G3 50S ribosomal protein L21, chloroplastic 2 6.31E-03 -1.60 
A0T0I4 50S ribosomal protein L22, chloroplastic 2 2.46E-05 -1.36 
A0T0H8 50S ribosomal protein L3, chloroplastic 4 3.54E-04 -1.92 
A0T0J3 50S ribosomal protein L6, chloroplastic 2 1.55E-05 -1.91 
B7G9G2 60S ribosomal protein L13  7 6.50E-05 -1.34 
B7G0R5 60S ribosomal protein L18a 10 4.90E-05 -1.77 
B7FTL3 60S ribosomal protein L36 9 1.53E-04 -2.08 
B7FUV3 60S ribosomal protein L6 7 1.36E-03 -1.48 
E9PAI7 Elongation factor Ts, mitochondrial  6 9.82E-04 -1.36 
B7GA11 Elongation factor Tu 10 1.24E-03 -1.62 
B7G0T8 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 

subunit A  
9 9.60E-04 -1.30 

B7GCT6 Glutamyl-trna synthase  4 1.21E-03 -1.52 
B5Y502 Ribosomal protein L15 6 8.86E-04 -1.62 
B7GAA5 Ribosomal protein L19 7 4.02E-04 -1.49 
 Protein Processing    
A0T0H6 60 kDa chaperonin, chloroplastic  11 1.73E-04 -1.33 
B7FUB7 ER luminal binding protein 33 6.09E-05 -1.45 
B7G5I4 Importin subunit alpha 10 2.64E-03 1.54 
B7GE38 Oligosaccharyl transferase 3 2.31E-03 -1.26 
B5Y4H4 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase  9 5.87E-04 1.61 
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B7FQT3 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase  17 4.08E-03 1.63 
B7FSV6 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase  4 1.67E-06 1.59 
B7FPA6 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase  2 2.74E-04 1.88 
B7FZL3 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase  7 1.02E-03 1.50 
B7G5J3 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase  2 1.88E-04 1.55 
B7GB02 T-complex protein 1 subunit delta 3 8.59E-04 -1.28 
 Proteolysis    
B7FU90 Proteasome subunit alpha type  2 8.35E-03 -1.29 
B7G2F7 Regulatory proteasome non-atpase subunit 1 2 3.36E-05 -1.39 
B7FY02 Ubiquitin extension protein 3 18 2.98E-04 1.51 
 Nitrogen Metabolism    
B7G8X8 Aliphatic amidase 2 2.20E-03 2.24 
B7GEG8 CPS III, carbamoyl-phosphate synthase 

mitochindrial 
39 3.53E-06 -2.57 

B7FYS6 Formidase  5 7.27E-06 2.27 
B7G997 Nitrate reductase 22 5.85E-05 -2.33 
B7FZW5 Urea transporter 3 9.77E-04 2.38 
 Cytoskeleton / Cellular Transport    
B7G5C0 Actin/actin like protein 9 3.94E-03 1.70 
B7G878 Actin/actin like protein  23 2.41E-03 1.42 
B7FY56 Coronin 5 3.56E-04 1.31 
B7FTS7 Det3-like protein 7 7.55E-04 1.54 
B7FUJ2 Gelosin/severin like protein 6 7.93E-06 2.42 
 Histone    
B7FR39 Histone H3 8 8.70E-03 1.29 
B7FX68 Histone H4 12 8.90E-04 -2.13 
B7FX66 Histone linker H1 6 6.80E-03 1.51 
B7FTP2 N-terminal histone linker H1 5 1.58E-03 1.66 
 Antioxidant    
B7G384 Ascorbate peroxidase 5 7.59E-03 2.11 
B7GDY5 Glutaredoxin 5 2.14E-04 1.96 
B7GDI2 Glyoxalase  2 2.85E-04 1.80 
B7G1J9 L-ascorbate peroxidase  6 6.76E-03 1.50 
B7G0L6 Superoxide dismutase  4 1.88E-04 2.22 
B7FP57 Thioredoxin 2 1.52E-03 2.00 
B7G0C9 Thioredoxin 5 3.15E-05 2.43 
B7G0P5 Thioredoxin f 3 9.94E-03 1.31 
B7G7L6 Thioredoxin h 3 9.83E-05 2.44 
 Heat Shock Protein    
Q41074 BiP  6 1.44E-06 -1.84 
A0T0H7 Chaperone protein dnaK  33 1.37E-04 -1.40 
B7FXQ8 Heat shock protein Hsp20 2 1.48E-03 1.97 
B7GEF7 Heat shock protein Hsp90 11 5.48E-03 -1.42 
B7GCE9 Protein heat shock protein  10 2.98E-05 -1.42 
 Miscellaneous    
B7G5Y2 14-3-3-like protein  11 5.46E-03 1.64 
B7FV10 1-hydroxy-2-methyl-2- 7 8.09E-05 -1.70 
B7S4B2 Alcohol dehydrogenase 2 4.79E-04 3.30 
A0T0F2 ATP-dependent zinc metalloprotease FtsH  11 8.81E-04 -1.75 
B7FQH4 Calcyclin-binding protein 2 4.43E-03 1.56 
B7FNY6 Early light induced protein 3 2.58E-03 -1.95 
B7FU89 Farnesyltranstransferase 5 1.54E-05 -2.13 
B7GB73 FeS assembly protein suf 5 8.88E-04 -1.36 
B7FUG8 Glycolate oxidase  10 5.07E-03 -1.50 
B7FWY2 Hydroxymethylbilane synthase 22 1.92E-04 -1.84 
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B7FYL2 Iron starvation induced protein 6 2.49E-05 -3.90 
A0T0E5 Iron-sulfur cluster formation ABC transporter 

ATP-binding subunit 
5 6.69E-03 -1.36 

B7G6D3 Metacaspase 5 2.67E-05 1.69 
B7S4C8 Methionine aminopeptidase  2 1.10E-03 -1.39 
Q8LKV0 Microsomal cytochrome b5 3 4.64E-03 -1.81 
B7FQ72 Mitochondria-targeted chaperonin 58 7.43E-03 -1.30 
B7FU88 P2B, P type ATPase 3 8.96E-04 -1.28 
B5Y5C8 Short-chain alcohol dehydrogenase with NAD 

or NADP as acceptor  
7 3.40E-04 1.65 

B5Y3S6 Transaldolase  5 1.27E-05 1.96 
B7GEF3 Translocator of the inner chloroplast envelope 

membrane 110k 
13 3.64E-04 -1.63 

 
Further, from supporting GO and KEGG pathway observations some new 

trends can be commented on using the proteins in Table 7.1p209.  

Given the nature of the stress condition, it is expected that nitrogen 

scavenging would be strongly promoted within the cell. When observing 

nitrogen metabolism, increased proteins included aliphatic amidase and 

formidase, both of which free ammonia from other compounds. Nitrate 

reductase, responsible for converting nitrates to nitrite, an initial step for 

nitrate assimilation was decreased. It is this nitrate which is removed to 

induce stress. This increase in nitrogen scavenging simultaneous to 

reduction in the nitrogen uptake enzyme nitrate reductase suggests a more 

active rather than passive response to the stress. This need for scavenging 

for nitrogen resources is perhaps also demonstrated by the increases in 

proteasome proteins and earlier observations of endocytosis and phagosome. 

Within fatty acid metabolism as suggested by the biochemical analysis 

(Figure 7.3Bp197) the production of fatty acids is increased. This is supported 

by both Table 7.1p209 and to some extent by KEGG analysis (Appendix 7.5p289). 

This perhaps contradicts the transcriptomic analysis conducted by 

Valenzuela et al.365 Such disagreement highlights the inappropriateness of 

using transcriptomic data to infer proteomic changes. The discord between 

these findings could suggest a translational control for fatty acid synthesis 

proteins. 
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In addition to the increased abundance  of fatty acid biosynthesis proteins, 

there was a decrease in fatty acid catabolic related proteins suggesting a 

decrease in degradation of fatty acids maybe a driving factor in their 

accumulation. This is supported by Burrows et al.373 observation of 

preservation of existing TAGs post nitrogen stress. 

Nine proteins with antioxidant properties are observed as increased under 

nitrogen stress. These suggest a change in reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

concentration within the cellular environment. Candan and Tarhan374 

suggest that the increase in ROS is a major source of damage to cells under 

abiotic and biotic stresses in plants. It is therefore suggestive that the 

increase in antioxidant proteins is a mechanism used by the alga to limit this 

damage.  

Also noted in Table 7.1p209 is the ~ 2 fold decrease of both the long and short 

chain of RuBisCO. RuBisCO conducts the first major step in carbon fixation 

suggesting carbon fixation is decreased under nitrogen stress. This is 

logically sound given the reduced photosynthesis observed, but contradicts 

findings of Yang et al.364 transcriptomic investigation. From364 the Burrows 

et al.373  study of de-novo lipid production, it is known that at 72 h post N 

depletion 60% of TAG’s are from post starvation fixation. Hence, it is evident 

that though there is a reduction in this highly abundant RuBisCO, 

considerable carbon fixation must still be occurring. 

7.4.7: Predicted proteins analysis 

Within the 498 significantly identified proteins, 305 were termed predicted 

proteins. To investigate the most significantly identified (top 10 significant) 

of these predicted proteins, the sequences for each was searched using the 

BlastP tool of Uniprot. The top match along with the percentage identity is 

reported in Table 7.2p215. 

From these top ten predicted proteins several observations made previously 

by GO, KEGG and Table 7.1p209 are supported. A notable addition is B7GOY4, 
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which matched the ammonium transporter AMT2a (Q5EXJ7) which further 

demonstrates the cell’s attempt to source nitrogen. 

This demonstrates that within P. tricornutum, effort is still required to 

increase the level of descriptive information linked to proteins within the 

database. However, within this investigation which aims to identify the 

trend changes such matching would derive only limited further 

understanding. Further, due to the reduced confidence of the true function 

of the protein when based on such an inference this may lead to increased 

erroneous conclusions. 

Table 7.2: Top ten most significantly identified protein described as ‘Predicted 
Protein’. For each the highest non-predicted blastp search result is reported. 

 

7.5: Conclusions 

From the biochemical analysis, it is evident that nitrogen stress increases 

energy storage molecules in P. tricornutum. These increases are coupled with 

a decrease in photosynthetic pigments. Through use of an iTRAQ 

methodology, 1,043 proteins were confidently identified, of which 645 were 

shown to be significantly regulated under nitrogen stress. This represents a 

17 fold increase of previous nitrogen stress assessments of P. tricornutum, 

P. tricornutum 

UniProt AC

p- value Fold 

Change

Identity Best Match 

UniProt AC

Description of matched 

Protein

Matched 

Species

B7G4W8 3.51E-08 -3.8378 82% B8C8G5
Thiamin biosynthesis 

protein

Thalassiosira 

pseudonana

B7FP19 1.79E-07 -2.3737 70% D7FRX5
Geranylgeranyl reductase; 

geranylgeranyl diph...

Ectocarpus 

siliculosus

B7FTY3 3.63E-07 2.2649

B7G0Y4 3.72E-07 4.5389 71% Q5EXJ7
Ammonium transporter 

AMT2a

Cylindrothec

a fusiformis 

B7S3I6 5.49E-07 1.62032 76% D8LP22
CDGSH iron sulfur domain-

containing protein

Ectocarpus 

siliculosus 

B7G350 5.61E-07 3.80656

B7GDW4 1.45E-06 3.11038

B7FTR6 1.69E-06 -2.2486 81% B5YP04
Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase-

like protein

Thalassiosira 

pseudonana

B7G5I7 1.69E-06 -1.8885 76% B8BY08
RL17, ribosomal protein 17-

like 60S large rib...

Thalassiosira 

pseudonana

B7GAG0 2.28E-06 -1.6858 83% B5YMU6
RL18, ribosomal protein 18, 

60S large ribosom...

Thalassiosira 

pseudonana
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and as such provides greater understanding of the effects of nitrogen stress 

in this model diatom species.   

The extent to which the proteome changes in response to nitrogen stress has 

been demonstrated at >60%, with over 60% of the confidently identified 

proteins being significantly changed (p < 0.05) in abundance. Rather than a 

consistent reduction across all proteins, a controlled up and down 

regulation was observed. 

Several patterns of response have been identified within the proteome. These 

include increases in central energy pathways, whilst reduced 

photosynthesis, reduction in translation and evidence of nitrogen 

reassignment both for internal stores and exogenous sources by 

phagocytosis and endocytosis. 

Whilst the biochemical analysis of Figure 7.3Ap197 and Figure 7.3Bp197 

demonstrates increases in both carbohydrate and lipid content, the 

proteomics results show a distinction between the pathways for these two 

storage resources. The proteomic investigation suggests active production 

and consumption of the carbohydrate compounds. Conversely for lipids, 

anabolism was increased whilst catabolism was decreased.  

7.6: Future work 

Within this investigation the silicon stress comparison was abandoned. 

Further investigation into the literature suggests that one possible cause of 

this was the glass ware used. Glass contains ~75% silica and the low 

requirement for silica or P. tricornutum could perhaps leach or erode from 

the glass. Though silicon stress studies have been conducted in glass359 they 

are also conducted in polycarbonate375,376 to eliminate such issues.   

The high degree of predicted proteins identified during this investigation 

suggests investigations in P. tricornutum would be aided by an increase in 

proteome annotation. As demonstrated by the BlastP search summarised in 
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Table 7.2p215, this could be achieved in a large part by automated annotation 

algorithms based on homology. Alternatively annotation could be gained 

based on multiple investigations describing expression changes of culture 

under pertubations.355  

This investigation reports an example of the nitrogen trigger from the 

Bacillariophyceae group of algae. It adds to previous studies in Chlorophyta. 

However, these are not the only major branches of microalgae. For a more 

complete observation of the nitrogen trigger in microalgae, we would require 

observations from other species as well as other classes such as Rhodophyta 

and Heterokontophyta. 

This investigation was conducted on the effect of nitrogen stress. Further 

work could therefore focus on other stresses such as phosphorous, 

temperature and irradiance. These may then be assessed for their effect on 

the compositional changes. Changes thus seen under nitrogen stress can 

thus be identified as common to stress conditions or common to stress and 

compositional change induction. 

Within this investigation, 605 proteins were identified as being significantly 

regulated under nitrogen stress. Many of these are therefore candidates for 

further investigation of lipid induced nitrogen stress within the species.  
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Chapter 8 – Thesis Discussion with 
Comparison of Nitrogen Stress 

8.1: Proteomics data pipeline 

Within Chapter 4 an assessment of the proteomic data pipeline was 

conducted. This identified ProteinPilot as the most successful search engine 

given a limit of 0.03 at the peptide FDR level.  During this investigation the 

advantages of using a combinatorial approach were discussed. Such a 

combination improves both identification rates and accuracy of matches as 

questionable matches are more prone to exclusion by disagreement than less 

questionable matches. A merging method was derived which could be 

utilised for the subsequent investigations within this thesis. In such a 

fashion this chapter is directly related to the other three in the way it 

improved identifications made within each. 

8.2: Carbon source effect 

The carbon source investigation highlights the importance of relating the 

laboratory conditions to the ‘real world’ conditions. Identified in this study 

was the effect that carbon availability had on the proteome.  This study’s 

influence on the others is perhaps best demonstrated by the caution it 

suggest on relating nitrogen stress in these two species. For the nitrogen 

stress investigation C. reinhardtii was grown mixotrophically whilst P. 

tricornutum was grown photoautotrophically. However, whilst caution is 

required, the degree of change in the proteome wasn’t as dramatic as that of 

nitrogen stress and such comparative observations should still have a level 

of significance. 
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8.3: Nitrogen stress comparison 

8.3.1: Introduction 

Within this thesis two species were investigated for the effect of nitrogen 

stress induced lipid accumulation. A comparison noting similarities and 

differences between these two species is desirable. It is important however to 

recognise the limitation of such a comparison. 

Firstly, the lack of significant observation is not the same as identification of 

a lack of change. Due to the nature of proteomic analysis there are multiple 

observations which though identified confidently and found to be 

significantly different in one investigation will not be confident in all or 

significant in a repeat of that investigation. The reliability is however 

improved through observation of trend and pathway changes that can be 

interpreted from multiple related protein observations.  Thus comparison is 

best conducted on pathway or group observations. 

Secondly, these investigations were conducted at different time points of 

nitrogen stress. The time points of this investigation were selected due to 

their alignment with active lipid accumulation. As such it is more 

appropriate to compare these different time points than identical time 

points, which would likely be in a different state of stress progression.  This 

is not to say that the duration of stress may still play a significant factor and 

as such further temporal investigation would be needed to assess the 

consistency over stress duration.  

To compare the two investigations two techniques were employed using the 

GO categories (Table 8.1p224) and KEGG pathways (Figure 8.1p228)   

8.3.2: Similarities 

To compare the observations from each investigation in the two species, 

under nitrogen stress the GO categories observed from each were compared. 

The number of assigned proteins within each category was obtained for each 
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species and direction of regulation. These four category lists were then 

merged by category term and reported in Table 8.1p224.  Colour coding 

indicates exclusively up, down or mixed identification for each species. 

Blanks indicate non-identification for that category within that species.  

Taking the GO comparison as a whole it can be seen that the similarity 

between the two species was greater than any differences. This is 

demonstrated by the lack of any category being contradictory between the 

two, though some categories which were exclusively up or down in one 

species did demonstrate a mixed result in the other species.  

The observed decreases in photosynthetic pigments and repeated 

observation of reduction in photosynthetic proteins it could be suggested 

that reduced photosynthesis is a common response of both species. This has 

been previously noted in other investigations332,377 but progression of this 

loss may be more controlled rather than a consistent reduction given the 

increased abundance  of some components in C. reinhardtii suggesting cyclic 

photophosphorylation. This observation based on decreased abundance  of 

photosystem II with increased abundance  of photosystem I, has since been 

further supported in Synechocystis by  Huang et al.378 Further, from the GO 

analysis (Table 8.1p224), the dark reactions can be identified as decreased in C. 

reinhardtii whilst the light reactions associated GO terms were decreased 

within P. tricornutum.  

This controlled regulation was further noted within amino acid metabolism. 

Within both species a mixed response was observed. The arrangement of this 

regulation is difficult to conclude based on proteomic analysis alone, due to 

the limited coverage of such pathways in these general investigations. 

However, the suggestion of consistency within the aromatic and non-

aromatic amino acids has since been supported by Courant et al.379 metabolic 

study.  
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Given the reduction of nitrogen it is logical that the processes which 

synthesis nitrogen compounds would be down regulated. This is most 

evident in the decreased abundance  of translational machinery with 47 and 

95 proteins identified to this GO category during nitrogen stress of C. 

reinhardtii and P. tricornutum respectively.  Within both species, ‘cellular 

protein metabolic processes’ and ‘heterocycle biosynthetic processes’ are 

consistently decreased. Within both species there is a mixed response, as 

within ‘Nitrogen compound biosynthetic processes’ mixed results were 

observed, suggesting the cells were promoting the synthesis of certain 

compounds to the detriment of others. This is evidence of an evolved 

controlled response to nitrogen stress.  

A theme commonly identified in both species is the increased interaction 

between DNA and proteins. This is manifested by increases in ‘Chromatin’ 

‘Nucleosomes assembly’, ‘Nucleosome organization’ and ‘Protein DNA 

complexes’ GO terms (Table 8.1p224). This observation could be a side effect of 

general decrease in protein content. In such a theory, the retention of DNA 

interacting proteins as a per-cell content could remain the same but given a 

relative to total protein content (as within these investigation) appear to be 

increasing. Beyond this however, the induction of cell gametogenesis by 

nitrogen348 stress in C. reinhardtii could also explain such observations. This 

induction of cell gametogenesis has not been previously noted in P. 

tricornutum. An alternative to both these is an induction of dormancy. Such 

nitrogen induced dormancy has been observed in yeast.380 Within algal 

culture the imitation of dormancy could be a survival mechanism, perhaps 

linked to gametogenesis in C. reinhardtii that in effect suspends cell activity 

until return to favourable conditions amenable to proliferation.  This would 

have an evolutionary benefit to the organism allowing survival during times 

of prolonged nitrogen deprivation. 
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Table 8.1: Table showing the GO terms assigned to significant changes identified in 
each investigation. The Category as well as the number of up or down regulated 
proteins observed in each investigation is indicated. Colour coding is used to signal if 
observed changes were decreased abundance  (red) up regulation (blue) or a mix of 
both (yellow). 
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Within both species, despite the decrease in photosynthesis an increase in 

central energy metabolism was noted. Within C. reinhardtii, where cells 

were cultivated mixotrophically, this could be suggested to be a redirection 

to heterotrophic rather than photo autotrophic growth. However, within the 

P. tricornutum investigation, cultures were grown photoautotrophically. A 

better interpretation of this increased abundance could be that it facilitates 

re-direction of energy stores from one source to another. This could be (as 

suggested by Msanne et al.377) to re-direct energy produced from the 

breakdown of proteins. It could also be to facilitate a re-direction of some 

lipid classes in favour of others, as suggested by  Burrows et al.361 Finally, as 

suggested in this thesis it could be to facilitate the re-direction of energy 

stored in carbohydrates, hence the observation of both increased 

carbohydrate metabolism and catabolism (Table 8.1p224). It is likely however 

that all three of these re-directions occur during the nitrogen starvation 

process.  

The understanding of lipid processes within the cell from the various 

investigations within this thesis cannot be described as extensive. This is 

perhaps due in part to the fact that predominantly only the soluble 

proteome has been characterised in the investigations conducted. Given 

their association with lipids it is not uncommon to find lipid metabolic 

proteins within the in-soluble proteome fraction, which were not specifically 

analysed here. Further, the broader nature of our approach precluded 

targeting lipid metabolic proteins and thus their identification within these 

studies is sporadic. Despite this limitation, some common trends could be 

observed and interpreted. The regulation of biosynthetic proteins appears to 

be mixed with some significant increased abundance increased abundance 

observed in addition to some decreased abundance . This has previously 

been noted by Msanne et al.377 in C. reinhardtii. The study into de novo lipid 

synthesis by Burrows et al.373 would however contradict this lack of 

increased synthesis. This could perhaps therefore suggest an increase in the 
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pathway without corresponding increases in pathway proteins. More notable 

within these investigations was the down –regulation of lipid catabolic 

processes. This suggests a significant cause of lipid accumulation may be the 

decreased degradation rather than the increased production. 

8.3.3: Differences  

As discussed in the introduction, several observations were made in one 

species that was not sufficiently captured in the other. However, given the 

nature of the proteomic investigation the lack of observation does not 

necessarily imply a contradictory observation, unless multiple corroborating 

proteomic observations are noticeable by the absence in the other 

investigation. One such situation might be suggested in Table 8.1p224 

regarding ‘Chromatin’ ‘Nucleosomes assembly’, ‘Nucleosome organization’ 

and ‘Protein DNA complexes’. Though, as discussed above, these were 

observed as increased in both species seven times as many proteins were 

identified as increased in C. reinhardtii than in P. tricornutum. However, 

this is possibly due to the increased duration of stress at which C. 

reinhardtii (39h) was assessed compared to P. tricornutum (24h). 

Another contradictory observation is the increase in antioxidant stress 

observed in P. tricornutum. This is seen in the GO analysis Table 8.1p224 as 

well as by comparison of Table 5.2p142 and Table 7.1p209 from Chapter 5 and 

Chapter 7 respectively. 

When considering the contrasts between C. reinhardtii and P. tricornutum, 

two related KEGG pathways stand out as contrasting. These are the ‘Pentose 

phosphate pathway’ and the ‘Reductive pentose phosphate cycle’ otherwise 

known as the Calvin cycle. Both of these are highlighted in Figure 8.1p228 with 

the specific KEGG ‘Pentose phosphate pathway’ reported in Appendix 8.1p298. 

These pathways can be considered mirror images of each other.381 Whilst the 

Calvin cycle uses NADPH and CO2 to produce glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

which then is used to make glucose, Pentose phosphate pathway converts 
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glucose to CO2 to create NADPH and ribulose 5 phosphate. These two 

pathways combine with the light reactions to drive energy from 

photosynthesis to fatty acids. Its increased abundance  in P. tricornutum is 

therefore coherent with the increases in lipid observed. It’s decreased 

abundance  in C. reinhardtii suggests lipid increases must be driven by 

either an alternate energy source such as the heterotrophic conversion of 

acetate or re-tasking of other energy sources in the cell or a reduction in lipid 

degradation rather than an increase in lipid synthesis. 
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Figure 8.1: KEGG’s metabolic map showing identified up and down (blue and red 
respectively) regulation during nitrogen stress of A) C. reinhardtii and B) P. 
tricornutum. To highlight the divergence between the two species, the Calvin cycle 
and Pentose phosphate pathway are ringed on each with a black outline. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and Further Work  

9.1: Thesis conclusions 

The overall aim of this thesis was “To increase understanding of microalgae 

and their potential use as a biofuel feedstock through the use of quantitative 

proteomics.” This was subdivided into three objectives each being discussed 

below. 

Within Chapter 4, Objective 1 was tackled “To optimise the processing of 

mass spectrometry data to maximise proteomic information”. As a result of 

this investigation the processing of proteomic datasets was improved by 

17.2% through rational combination of 6 available search engines. Further, 

due to the removal of conflicting PSM matches the accuracy of the PSMs was 

improved. This provided a reusable R based script which could be utilised 

through-out this thesis for the subsequent proteomic investigations. It 

further demonstrated the value of combining multiple search engines in an 

inclusive but conflict removed fashion. With the insight gained form this 

processing the format of a standardised PSM and the processing of a merging 

algorithm were developed and subsequently utilised.  

Objective 2 was “To assess the proteomic changes in C. reinhardtii when 

grown photoautotrophically and mixotrophically.” This was driven by the 

use of mixotrophic culture for C. reinhardtii in the laboratory to represent 

what will likely be photoautotrophic growth when at productive scale. In 

Chapter 6 four comparable conditions regarding carbon source were 

investigated. These were the photoautotrophic and mixotrophic, as 

mentioned above, as well as CO2 supplementation in each to identify the 

difference due to carbon source and carbon availability. Within this 

investigation, 995 proteins were identified (≥2 peptides)   allowing for several 

comparisons within the 4 conditions. The results of this investigations 

showed that carbon availability had significant impact on the proteome. 
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Whether this source was supplementation by CO2 or acetate did not have a 

significant impact.  

Objective 3 was “To assess the proteomic changes in two divergent 

microalgae species under nitrogen induced lipid accumulation.” This was 

conducted as detailed in Chapter 5 in the Chlorophyta C. reinhardtii and as 

elaborated in Chapter 7 in the diatom P. tricornutum. Several observations 

from both investigations were compared in Chapter 8. These investigations 

contributed significantly to the proteomics based information of nitrogen 

stress in microalgae.  

The regulation of lipid increase through nitrogen stress could have been 

suggested to have been due to a flow of energy to storage when energy can no 

longer be utilised for propagation. The proteomic findings, from this thesis, 

contradict such a suggestion. Many essential components of energy 

production are deteriorated by the lack of nitrogen availability. As such the 

energy productiveness of the cell is co-currently damaged by nitrogen stress 

as lipid is accumulated. It is therefore suggested that a targeted approach 

that induced lipid accumulation without the negative side effect of a crude 

biochemical manipulation has potential to provide superior lipid production 

rates. 

Referring back to the overall aim of this thesis, “To increase understanding 

of microalgae and their potential use as a biofuel feedstock through the use 

of quantitative proteomics.” there are two main paths which this could have 

been achieved. 

One method by which this investigation could have increased the potential 

of microalgae for biofuels is by identifying targets of manipulation. However, 

the ability of proteomics, at the scales conducted in this thesis, to provide 

specific targets for manipulation is limited. Even in a highly studied 

organism the function and pathway involvement of much of the proteome is 

limited. In addition, the key proteins whose regulation affects the productive 
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rate of such pathways is even further limited. This lack of description is even 

more prominent in even the most studied alga C. reinhardtii. Further, 

current proteomics investigations, given their nature, are only able to 

provide a limited coverage. Whether the key regulatory proteins are within 

this coverage is indeterminable. Hence though targets for manipulation can 

be derived from this investigation they remain subjective and need to be 

verified with a more targeted approach.   

The other method to increase microalgae’s potential is to improve 

understanding. Given the functional nature of proteins, investigations at 

this ‘omic’ level provided the greatest cellular insight. Through this thesis 

proteomic level understanding of two variables were further advanced, the 

carbon source and nitrogen availability.  The latter and more industrially 

relevant of which was conducted in two divergent algal models. Through 

these investigations and their respective findings, as well as the comparison 

of Chapter 8 the aim of the thesis has been accomplished. 
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9.2: Further work 

As discussed within the further work section of Chapter 4, the field of 

proteomics would benefit by implementation of a combinatorial approach to 

search engines. Though there is some software available to conduct such 

mergers at present they typically require a level of computer or computer 

language knowledge which is beyond that of common biological users.  As 

presented in Chapter 4, a robust user friendly tool for the merger of 

proteomic search engine results, is desirable for the field of proteomics.  

Such a tool should be designed for wider uptake by the entire field, 

something currently lacking for those tools currently available. The requires 

methodology for such a tool is the essence of Appendices 4.1 and 4.2 but, 

would require r-working to support a more simplistic user interface.  

Within the carbon source investigation, of note was the difficulty in 

identifying statistically significant changes at the replicate level used. 

Despite this difficulty some observations were made. This suggests that a 

larger study is called for with more replicates and more conditions relating 

to the degree of carbon availability.  

As discussed in the literature review 'omic' investigations are best used when 

they are across multiple ‘omic’ levels. Whilst within this investigation we 

have demonstrated insights from the proteomic level other investigations at 

the metabolomics and transcriptomic and post translational modification 

level would be of benefit to complement the proteomics conducted here. 

Further, the conditions investigated here are not the only conditions of 

interest and many more could be useful to increase the knowledge of algae. 

As stated in the conclusions with our global approach to proteomics there is 

difficulty in identifying which proteins could be potential targets of genetic 

manipulation. This could be improved by either organelle restricted 

investigations such as the nucleus. Such an investigation would  plausibly 
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identify transcription factor changes which would then be ideal targets for 

manipulation.  

Knock out methods such as RNA interference (RNAi) could be a potential 

method to assess the significant changes identified here. Using the list of 

highly significant changes, including those currently without description, a 

collection of RNAi molecules could be derived. This could then be 

transfected into culture, perhaps within a 96 well plate. Once allowed to 

incubate this plate could be replicated, with some replicated culture plates 

being used to assess growth curves of the knock downs and others being used 

for Nile red assessment as conducted in a 96 well plate within this 

investigation.  

Within Chapter 8 similarities and differences between the two species under 

nitrogen stress were discussed. There are numerous further investigations 

which could be proposed based on these investigations.  

From Chapter 8 the suggestion that reduced lipid catabolism may be a key 

mode of action for increased lipid is of interest. Further, investigations to 

identify the validity of this suggestion could involve the tracking of carbon 

flux through the alga. By switching the feed to an isotopically heavy source 

upon nitrogen starvation the proportion of each carbon compound freshly 

synthesised rather than pre-existing or re-allocated could be determined.  

Within Chapter 8 the increased condensation of chromatin was suggested. 

This could be tested relatively easily using a commercial dye such as Nuclear-

ID (Enzo Life Sciences, Exeter, U.K.). The fluorescence dye responds more 

intensely when intercalated in condensed chromatin than non-condensed 

chromatin. This degree of condensation of DNA is a common suggestion of 

dormancy. 

A contradicting observation between the C. reinhardtii and P. tricornutum 

discussed in Chapter 8 was the levels of antioxidants within each culture. 
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With the availability of measurement protocols and kits for reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) such as the DCFDA-Cellular Reactive oxygen detection kit 

(abcam, Cambridge, U.K.),  the levels of antioxidants within the cell can be 

tracked. Though not describing the reason for the increase or decrease in 

ROS it would support proteomic observation of increased antioxidant as 

resultant of the cellular ROS levels or not. 

Also contradictory between the two species was the pentose phosphate 

pathway. This suggests a further investigation of the proteins involved in 

this pathway would be informative. Such an investigation could be 

conducted in a variety of ways including western blot with appropriate 

antibodies, or multiple reaction monitoring analysis using the mass 

spectrometer. 

An interesting investigation that could be conducted to further understand 

lipid accumulation in algae would be the induction of nitrogen stress whilst 

supplementing cells with appropriate amino acids. This could provide 

evidence as to whether lipid induction was caused by some sensing of the 

media or was induced as a result of the subsequent consequences of such 

stress, i.e. the reduction in proteins.  
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Chapter 4 Appendices  

 
Appendix 4.1: R script of for the merger of output of ProteinPilot, Phenyx, Peptide 
shaker and Peaks. Script merges the search engine outputs by spectra before 
removing spectra with disagreement between the search engines. The raw iTRAQ 
labels derived from the .mgf is also merged with the spectra before preforming VSN 
on the labels and reformatting the output for uTRAQ. 

########standard starting lines########## 

rm (list=ls()) 
library(calibrate) 
library(XLConnect) 
library(gdata) 
par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 
stringsAsFactors=FALSE 
####################################data 
input############################# 
setwd("C:/Users/Joseph Longworth/Dropbox/Chapter 4 search optimisation/Merger of 
pp,ph,ps/") 
phenyxids <- readWorksheet(loadWorkbook("Cr_ 
CSource_mgf_analyst_0,3_0,1_FDR0,03.xls"),sheet=2)#, 
startRow=1,endRow=200)#,startCol=1,endCol=8) 
# phenyxids<-phenyxids[1,] 
ppilotids<-read.csv("JL_Cr_CSource_77_frac_wiff_PeptideSummary_truncated_v3.csv")   
# ppilotids<-ppilotids[1,] 
pshakerids <- readWorksheet(loadWorkbook("psm export of m,o,x.xlsx"),sheet=1)#, 
startRow=1,endRow=200)#,startCol=1,endCol=2) 
# pshakerids<-pshakerids[1,] 
peaksids <- read.csv("DB search psm.csv") 
# peaksids<-peaksids[1,] 
fileorder<-  readWorksheet(loadWorkbook("filename.xls"),sheet=1,header=FALSE,startCol=1) 
 fileorder<- na.omit(fileorder) 
   Reporterions <-read.delim("MSMSid_24-04-2013_204642_v2.csv",sep=",",header=F) 
colnames(Reporterions)=c("msmsid","i113","i114","i115","i116","i117","i118","i119","i121") 
setwd("C:/Users/Joseph Longworth/Desktop/R/") 
 
##############pshakerids <- read.table("search engine export of 
m,o,x.txt",sep="\t",header=T) 
#######################################################
########################### 
###########Remove low cofidence and non contrib 
psm####################### 
 
ppilotids<-ppilotids[ppilotids$Conf>94.99,] 
ppilotids<-ppilotids[order(ppilotids$Contrib,decreasing=T),] 
ppilotids<-ppilotids[!duplicated(ppilotids$Spectrum),] 
 
ACcol<-as.numeric(which( colnames(ppilotids)=="Accessions" )) 
SEQcol<-as.numeric(which( colnames(ppilotids)=="Sequence" )) 
SEQAC<-c() 
for(i in seq(nrow(ppilotids))){ 
  SEQAC1<-
paste(c(as.character(ppilotids[i,SEQcol]),as.character(ppilotids[i,ACcol])),collapse="|") 
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  SEQAC<-c(SEQAC,SEQAC1) 
} 
ppilotids<-cbind(ppilotids,SEQAC,c(1:nrow(ppilotids))) 
ppilotids2<-ppilotids[!duplicated(ppilotids$SEQAC),] 
ppilotids3<-ppilotids2[ppilotids2$Cont ==0,] 
faulty.spectra<-c() 
SEQACcol<-which( colnames(ppilotids)=="SEQAC") 
for(i in seq(nrow(ppilotids))){ 
  if(ppilotids[i,SEQACcol]%in%ppilotids3$SEQAC) {a<-1}else{a<-0}  
  faulty.spectra<-c(faulty.spectra,a) 
} 
ppilotids<-cbind(ppilotids,faulty.spectra) 
ppilotids<-ppilotids[ppilotids$faulty.spectra==0,] 
ppilotids<-ppilotids[,1:57] 
#######################################################
############## 
####################parse sequence for 
peaks###################### 
SEQpk <- c() 
seqcol<-which( colnames(peaksids)=="Peptide" ) 
for(i in seq(nrow(peaksids))){ 
  seqpk1<-strsplit(as.character(peaksids[i,seqcol]), "[()]") 
  seqpk2<-unlist(seqpk1) 
  seqpk3<-as.list(seqpk2) 
seqpk5<-c() 
for(n in seq(length(seqpk3))){ 
seqpk4<-pmatch(x="+",seqpk3[n],0) 
seqpk5<-c(seqpk5,seqpk4)} 
seqpk6<-seqpk3[!seqpk5==1] 
seqpk7<-paste(seqpk6,collapse="") 
SEQpk<-c(SEQpk,seqpk7)} 
peaksids<-cbind(peaksids,SEQpk) 
#################re-name sequnce 
columns################################# 
colnames(phenyxids) [which(colnames(phenyxids)  == "sequence")] = "SEQph" 
colnames(ppilotids) [which(colnames(ppilotids)  == "Sequence")] = "SEQpp" 
colnames(pshakerids)[which(colnames(pshakerids) == "Sequence")] = "SEQps" 
#######################################################
#################### 
#############re-parse the msmsid for protein pilot############# 
msmsidpp <- c() 
specppcol<-which( colnames(ppilotids)=="Spectrum" ) 
for(i in seq(nrow(ppilotids))){ 
  msmsidpp1<-strsplit(as.character(ppilotids[i,specppcol]), "[.]") 
  msmsidpp2<-unlist(msmsidpp1) 
  msmsidpp3<-paste(msmsidpp2[1],msmsidpp2[4],msmsidpp2[5],sep=".") 
  msmsidpp <- c(msmsidpp, msmsidpp3) 
} 
ppilotids<-cbind(ppilotids,msmsidpp) 
#######################################################
##################### 
################re-parse the msmsid for phenyx###### 
specphcol<-which( colnames(phenyxids)=="spectra.descr." ) 
msmsidph <- c() 
for(i in seq(nrow(phenyxids))){ 
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msmsidph1<-unlist(strsplit(as.character(phenyxids[i,specphcol]), "[,]")) 
msmsidph2<-unlist(strsplit(msmsidph1[5], "[\ ]")) 
msmsidph3<-unlist(strsplit(msmsidph2[5], "[)]")) 
msmsidph4<-fileorder[which(fileorder==msmsidph1[1]),2] 
msmsidph5<-unlist(strsplit(msmsidph2[3],"[-]")) 
msmsidph6<-paste(msmsidph4,msmsidph5[1],msmsidph3,sep=".") 
msmsidph<- c(msmsidph, msmsidph6) 
} 
phenyxids<-cbind(phenyxids,msmsidph)#,stringsAsFactors=FALSE) 
#######################################################
############## 
################re-parse the msmsid for peptide shaker###### 
specpscol<-which( colnames(pshakerids)=="Spectrum.Title" ) 
msmsidps <- c() 
for(i in seq(nrow(pshakerids))){ 
  msmsidps1<-unlist(strsplit(as.character(pshakerids[i,specpscol]), "[,]")) 
  msmsidps2<-unlist(strsplit(msmsidps1[5], "[\ ]")) 
  msmsidps3<-unlist(strsplit(msmsidps2[5], "[)]")) 
  msmsidps4<-fileorder[which(fileorder==msmsidps1[1]),2] 
  msmsidps5<-unlist(strsplit(msmsidps2[3],"[-]")) 
  msmsidps6<-paste(msmsidps4,msmsidps5[1],msmsidps3,sep=".") 
  msmsidps<- c(msmsidps, msmsidps6) 
} 
pshakerids<-cbind(pshakerids,msmsidps)#,stringsAsFactors=FALSE) 
#######################################################
############## 
################re-parse the msmsid for peaks shaker###### 
ms.scan.number <-c(1:nrow(Reporterions)) 
    Reporterions1<-cbind(Reporterions,ms.scan.number) 
Reporterions1<-Reporterions1[,c(1,10)] 
msmsidpk1<-as.data.frame(strsplit(as.character(peaksids$Scan),"[:]")) 
msmsidpk2<-t(msmsidpk1) 
ms.scan.number<-msmsidpk2[,2] 
peaksids<-cbind(peaksids,ms.scan.number) 
peaksids <-peaksids 
[!duplicated(peaksids$ms.scan.number)|duplicated(peaksids$ms.scan.number,fromLast=T),] 
peaksids<- 
merge(peaksids,Reporterions1,by.x="ms.scan.number",by.y="ms.scan.number",all.x=TRUE,all
.y=F) 
colnames(peaksids) [which(colnames(peaksids)  == "msmsid")] = "msmsidpk" 
#######################################################
####### 
##########remove duplicate msmsid assignments########### 
ppilotids <-ppilotids 
[!duplicated(ppilotids$msmsidpp)|duplicated(ppilotids$msmsidpp,fromLast=T),] 
pshakerids<-
pshakerids[!duplicated(pshakerids$msmsidps)|duplicated(pshakerids$msmsidps,fromLast=
T),] 
phenyxids <-phenyxids 
[!duplicated(phenyxids$msmsidph)|duplicated(phenyxids$msmsidph,fromLast=T),] 
peaksids  <-peaksids 
[!duplicated(peaksids$msmsidpk)|duplicated(peaksids$msmsidpk,fromLast=T),] 
###########merge together by msmsid######################## 
mergeddata<- 
merge(phenyxids,ppilotids,by.x="msmsidph",by.y="msmsidpp",all.x=TRUE,all.y=TRUE) 
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colnames(mergeddata)[which(colnames(mergeddata) == "Accessions")] = "ACpp" 
mergeddata<- 
merge(mergeddata,pshakerids,by.x="msmsidph",by.y="msmsidps",all.x=T,all.y=T) 
mergeddata<- merge(mergeddata,peaksids,by.x="msmsidph",by.y="msmsidpk",all.x=T,all.y=T) 
mergeddata<- 
merge(mergeddata,Reporterions,by.x="msmsidph",by.y="msmsid",all.x=T,all.y=F) 
colnames(mergeddata)[which(colnames(mergeddata) == "AC")] = "PHACfull" 
#######################################################
### 
################remove matches with different sequence 
assignment############## 
SEQphcol<-as.numeric(which( colnames(mergeddata)=="SEQph" )) 
SEQppcol<-as.numeric(which( colnames(mergeddata)=="SEQpp" )) 
SEQpscol<-as.numeric(which( colnames(mergeddata)=="SEQps" )) 
SEQpkcol<-as.numeric(which( colnames(mergeddata)=="SEQpk" )) 
 
#FUN1 Returns a binary comparison that two sets of sequenes if present match 
#inputs are FUN1(col#1,col#2) 
FUN1<-function(a,b){ 
  i<-1 
  passed <- c() 
  for(i in seq(nrow(mergeddata))){ 
    if(is.na(mergeddata[i,a])) {passed <- c(passed,1) 
    }    else if(is.na(mergeddata[i,b])){passed <- c(passed,1) 
    }          else if(as.character(mergeddata[i,a])==as.character(mergeddata[i,b])){passed <- 
c(passed,1) 
    }                  else{  passed<-c(passed,0)}} 
  return(passed)} 
 
phvspp<-FUN1(SEQphcol,SEQppcol) 
phvsps<-FUN1(SEQphcol,SEQpscol) 
phvspk<-FUN1(SEQphcol,SEQpkcol) 
 
ppvsps<-FUN1(SEQppcol,SEQpscol) 
ppvspk<-FUN1(SEQppcol,SEQpkcol) 
 
psvspk<-FUN1(SEQpscol,SEQpkcol) 
 
match.seq.pass<- phvspp*phvsps*phvspk*ppvsps*ppvspk* psvspk 
 
mergeddata<-cbind(mergeddata,match.seq.pass) 
mergeddata<-mergeddata[!(mergeddata$match.seq.pass==0),] 
#################merge AC differently################# 
ACphcol<-which( colnames(mergeddata)=="PHACfull" ) 
ACppcol<-which( colnames(mergeddata)=="ACpp" ) 
ACpscol<-which( colnames(mergeddata)=="Protein.s." ) 
ACpkcol<-which( colnames(mergeddata)=="Accession" ) 
 
ACunique<-c() 
AC<-c() 
AC.others<-c() 
for(i in seq(nrow(mergeddata))){ 
  #i<-2172 
 ACph1<-strsplit(mergeddata[i,ACphcol], "[|]") 
 ACph2<-unlist(ACph1) 
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 ACph3<-paste(ACph2[2])  
 ACpp1<-strsplit(as.character(mergeddata[i,ACppcol]), "[|]") 
 ACpp2<-unlist(ACpp1) 
 ACpp3<-paste(ACpp2[2]) 
 ACps1<-strsplit(as.character(mergeddata[i,ACpscol]), "[,]") 
 ACps2<-unlist(ACps1) 
 ACpk1<-strsplit(as.character(mergeddata[i,ACpkcol]), "[|]") 
 ACpk2<-unlist(ACpk1) 
 if(length(ACpk2)==3){ACpk3<-paste(ACpk2[2])}else{ACpk3<-paste(ACpk2[1])} 
 AC1<-trim(c(ACps2,ACph3,ACpp3,ACpk3)) 
 AC2<-na.omit(AC1) 
 AC3<- AC2[AC2!="NA"] 
if(all(AC3[1]==AC3)){ACunique1<-1 
}else{ACunique1<-0} 
  ACunique<-c(ACunique,ACunique1) 
 AC4<-names(which.max(table(AC3))) 
  AC<-c(AC,AC4)  
  if(ACunique1==1){AC.others.1<-"NA"}else{AC.others.1<-
paste(trim(AC3[AC3!=AC4]),collapse="|")} 
   AC.others<-c(AC.others,AC.others.1) 
 } 
AC<-trim(AC) 
 
mergeddata<-cbind(mergeddata,AC,AC.others,ACunique) 
##################################################### 
#####################Find # unique peptides per AC######### 
##########create a combined list of SEQ################# 
SEQ<-c() 
i<-1 
for(i in seq(nrow(mergeddata))){ 
  if(!is.na(mergeddata[i,SEQphcol])) {SEQ <- c(SEQ,as.character(mergeddata[i,SEQphcol])) 
  }    else if(!is.na(mergeddata[i,SEQppcol])){SEQ <- 
c(SEQ,as.character(mergeddata[i,SEQppcol])) 
  }          else if(!is.na(mergeddata[i,SEQpscol])){SEQ <- 
c(SEQ,as.character(mergeddata[i,SEQpscol])) 
  }               else{ SEQ <- c(SEQ,as.character(mergeddata[i,SEQpkcol]))}} 
mergeddata<-cbind(mergeddata,SEQ) 
#######################################################
################## 
##############remove items with non unique AC############ 
mergeddata<-mergeddata[!(mergeddata$ACunique==0),] 
#######################################################
#### 
################remove duplicated SEQ with miss matched 
AC################### 
ACcol<-as.numeric(which( colnames(mergeddata)=="AC" )) 
SEQcol<-as.numeric(which( colnames(mergeddata)=="SEQ" )) 
SEQAC<-c() 
i<-1 
for(i in seq(nrow(mergeddata))){ 
  SEQAC1<-
paste(c(as.character(mergeddata[i,SEQcol]),as.character(mergeddata[i,ACcol])),collapse="|") 
  SEQAC<-c(SEQAC,SEQAC1) 
} 
mergeddata<-cbind(mergeddata,SEQAC) 
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mergeddata4<-mergeddata[!duplicated(mergeddata$SEQAC),]                   
mergeddata5<-
mergeddata4[duplicated(mergeddata4$SEQ)|duplicated(mergeddata4$SEQ,fromLast=TRUE),
] 
if(nrow(mergeddata5)>0){ 
missmatch1<-as.character(mergeddata5$msmsidph) 
missmatch3<- cbind(missmatch1,1) 
mergeddata6<- 
merge(mergeddata,missmatch3,by.x="msmsidph",by.y="missmatch1",all.x=T,all.y=T) 
mergeddata<-mergeddata6[is.na(mergeddata6$V2),]} 
#######################################################
#### 
################remove duplicated SEQ's################### 
mergeddata2<-mergeddata[!duplicated(mergeddata$SEQ),] 
################table of # of instances of each (primary)AC########## 
uPEPtable<-as.data.frame(table(mergeddata2$AC)) 
uPEPtable2<-subset(uPEPtable,uPEPtable$Freq>1) 
###########link unique pep count to table############ 
ACcol<-as.numeric(which( colnames(mergeddata)=="AC" )) 
uPEP<-c() 
i<-1 
for(i in seq(nrow(mergeddata))){ 
  uPEP<-
c(uPEP,as.numeric(uPEPtable[which(uPEPtable==as.character(mergeddata[i,ACcol])),2])) 
} 
mergeddata<-cbind(mergeddata,uPEP) 
#######################################################
####### 
###########fomat for utraq############################### 
utraqcol<-
c("msmsidph","AC","SEQ","uPEP","AC.others","SEQAC","V2","ACunique","SEQps","SEQpp" 
            ,"i113","i114","i115","i116","i117","i118","i119","i121","spectra.descr.","pm.key") 
 
utraqcolnumber<-c() 
for(i in seq(utraqcol)){ 
utraqcolnumber1<-as.numeric(which( colnames(mergeddata)==utraqcol[i] )) 
utraqcolnumber<-c(utraqcolnumber,utraqcolnumber1)} 
utraq.input<-mergeddata[,utraqcolnumber] 
 
#write.csv(uPEPtable2,file="2pep.proteins_nonUAC_ph,pp,ps,pk.csv",row.names=F) 
#write.csv(utraq.input,file="utraqinput_nonUAC_ph,pp,ps,pk.csv",row.names=F) 
########################temp boot from mergeddata######## 
# write.csv(mergeddata,file="mergeddata.csv") 
# rm (list=ls()) 
# mergeddata<-read.csv("mergeddata.csv")  
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Appendix 4.2: R script used to conduct a t-test comparing any given set of iTRAQ 
labels associated to on condition to another given set of iTRAQ labels associated with 
another condition. 

##################################################### 

rm (list=ls()) 
library(calibrate) 
library(XLConnect) 
####################################data 
input############################# 
setwd("C:/Users/Joseph Longworth/Desktop/R/") 
utraq <- readWorksheet(loadWorkbook("utraqinput-quants.xls"),sheet=2, 
startRow=2)#,startCol=1,endCol=8) 
phenyx <- read.csv("mergeddata.csv") 
############## remove "indeteminate" values############# 
ind<-c() 
for(i in seq(nrow(utraq))){ 
if(utraq[i,43]=="Indeterminate"| 
  utraq[i,44]=="Indeterminate"| 
  utraq[i,45]=="Indeterminate"| 
  utraq[i,46]=="Indeterminate"| 
  utraq[i,47]=="Indeterminate"| 
  utraq[i,48]=="Indeterminate"| 
  utraq[i,49]=="Indeterminate"| 
  utraq[i,50]=="Indeterminate"){ind1<-1}else{ind1<-0} 
ind<-c(ind,ind1)} 
  utraq<-cbind(utraq,ind) 
utraq<- utraq[!(utraq$ind==1),] 
#######################################################
#################### 
###############select lable data############ 
log113 <- log(as.numeric(utraq$i113.5),2) 
log114 <- log(as.numeric(utraq$i114.5),2) 
log115 <- log(as.numeric(utraq$i115.5),2) 
log116 <- log(as.numeric(utraq$i116.5),2) 
log117 <- log(as.numeric(utraq$i117.5),2) 
log118 <- log(as.numeric(utraq$i118.5),2) 
log119 <- log(as.numeric(utraq$i119.5),2) 
log121 <- log(as.numeric(utraq$i121.5),2) 
 
allcomparisons<-utraq[,1:2] 
colnames(allcomparisons)[] = c("AC","Unique.Peptides") 
#######################################################
###### 
######################data processing to detemine p-value and fold 
change############ 
comp<-function(comparison.name,base.condition,compared.condition){ 
 
i<-1 
biopval<- c() 
for(i in seq(nrow(base.condition))){ 
  p <- t.test(base.condition[i,],compared.condition[i,],var=TRUE,Paired=FALSE)$p.value 
biopval <- c(biopval,p) 
} 
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allcomparisons<- cbind(allcomparisons,biopval) 
pval.comparison<-paste(c("p-value",as.character(comparison.name)),sep="",collapse="|") 
colnames(allcomparisons)[which(colnames(allcomparisons) == "biopval")] = pval.comparison 
 
basecondition <- rowMeans (base.condition) 
comparedcondition <- rowMeans (compared.condition) 
logfoldchange <- comparedcondition-basecondition 
foldchange <- 2**(abs(logfoldchange))*sign(logfoldchange) 
allcomparisons<- cbind(allcomparisons,foldchange) 
fold.comparison<-paste(c("fold.change",as.character(comparison.name)),sep="",collapse="|") 
colnames(allcomparisons)[which(colnames(allcomparisons) == "foldchange")] = 
fold.comparison 
assign('allcomparisons',allcomparisons,envir=.GlobalEnv) 
} 
###################################################### 
##############described desired comparisons and run################ 
name<- "0.04% vs 2% CO2" 
base<- cbind(log113,log115,log117,log119) 
compared<- cbind(log114,log116,log118,log121) 
comp(name,base,compared) 
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Chapter 5 Appendices  

Appendix 5.1: Raw output from ProtienPilot allowing for separation of SCX and 
HILIC derived PSMs. 

Appendix 5.2: Table of merged PSMs as outputted for the outputted by the script 
developed in Chapter 4 and reported in Appendix 4.1p267. This Appendix is supplied on 
the enclosed CD only due to space. 

Appendix 5.3: Table of protein changes identified as outputted by the script developed 
in Chapter 4 and reported in Appendix 4.2p273. For each identified protein the number 
of unique peptide is reported with several comparisons, each of which reports the 
fold change and p-value for significance of change. This Appendix is supplied on the 
enclosed CD only due to space. 
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Appendix 5.4: Venn diagrams comparing data derived from HILIC fractionation, SCX 
fractionation and data from both sources combined. Comparisons of: A) Identified 
proteins, B) Significant changes (p < 0.05) identified in the lipid comparison, C) 
Significant changes (p < 0.05) identified in the carbohydrate comparison. 
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Appendix 5.5: Significantly observed changes that did not follow a continual trend 
under nitrogen starvation, being increased or decreased at 6 h post-nitrogen 
starvation and showing the opposite trend at 39 h post-nitrogen starvation. Changes 
between 0 h and 6 h are shown in pink and between 6 h and 39 h are shown in yellow. 
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Appendix 5.6: KEGG map of the ribosome with identified proteins changes (0 h vs. 39 
h) coloured based on observed regulation. Increased abundance  in dark green 
outline with blue outline indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). Decreased 
abundance  in purple outline with red out indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). 
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Appendix 5.7: KEGG map of the central energy metabolism showing Glycolysis and 
the TCA cycle with identified proteins changes (0 h vs. 39 h) coloured based on 
observed regulation. Increased abundance  in dark green outline with blue outline 
indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). Decreased abundance  in purple outline with 
red outline indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). 
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Appendix 5.8: KEGG map of the Phagosome with identified proteins changes (0 h vs. 
39 h) coloured based on observed regulation. Increased abundance  in dark green 
outline with blue outline indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). Down-regulation in 
purple outline with red outline indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). 
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Appendix 5.9: KEGG map of proteins changes within fatty acid biosynthesis and 
metabolism when comparing 0 h with 39 h nitrogen stress. Based on observed 
regulation, increased abundance  is in dark green outline with blue outline 
indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). Decreased abundance  in purple outline with 
red outline indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). 
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Chapter 6 Appendices  

Appendix 6.1: Table of merged PSMs as outputted for the outputted by the script 
developed in Chapter 4 and reported in Appendix 4.1p267. This Appendix is supplied on 
the enclosed CD only due to space. 

Appendix 6.2: Table of protein changes identified as outputted by the script developed 
in Chapter 4 and reported in Appendix 4.2p273. For each identified protein the number 
of unique peptide is reported with several comparisons, each of which reports the 
fold change and p-value for significance of change. This Appendix is supplied on the 
enclosed CD only due to space. 

Appendix 6. 3: Fatty acid biosynthesis pathway diagrams from KEGG painted with 
significantly (p < 0.05) regulated proteins. Increased abundance  is shown in blue and 
decreased abundance  shown in red. 
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Chapter 7 Appendices  

Appendix 7.1: Table of merged PSMs as outputted for the outputted by the script 
developed in Chapter 4 and reported in Appendix 4.1p267. This Appendix is supplied on 
the enclosed CD only due to space. 

Appendix 7.2: Table of protein changes identified as outputted by the script developed 
in Chapter 4 and reported in Appendix 4.2p273. For each identified protein the number 
of unique peptide is reported with several comparisons, each of which reports the 
fold change and p-value for significance of change. This Appendix is supplied on the 
enclosed CD only due to space. 

Appendix 7.3: Nitrogen metabolism pathway diagrams from KEGG painted with 
significantly (p < 0.05) regulated proteins. Increased abundance  is shown in blue and 
decreased abundance  shown in red. 
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Appendix 7.4: Amino acid production pathway diagrams from KEGG painted with 
significantly (p < 0.05) regulated proteins. Increased abundance  is shown in blue and 
decreased abundance  shown in red. 
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Appendix 7.5:  Fatty acid pathways diagrams from KEGG painted with significantly 
(p < 0.05) regulated proteins. Increased abundance  is shown in blue and decreased 
abundance  shown in red. 
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Appendix 7.6: Central energy metabolism pathway diagrams from KEGG painted 
with significantly (p < 0.05) regulated proteins. Increased abundance  is shown in 
blue and decreased abundance  shown in red. 
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Appendix 7.7: Photosynthetic apparatus diagram from KEGG painted with 
significantly (p < 0.05) regulated proteins. Increased abundance  is shown in blue and 
decreased abundance  shown in red. 
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Appendix 7.8: Ribosome diagram from KEGG painted with significantly (p < 0.05) 
regulated proteins. Increased abundance  is shown in blue and decreased abundance  
shown in red. 
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Chapter 8 Appendices 

Appendix 8.1: KEGG’s Pentose Phosphate Pathway of A) C. reinhardtii and B) P. 
tricornutum. Increased abundance  is in dark green outline with blue outline 
indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). Decreased abundance  in purple outline with 
red outline indicating significant changes (p < 0.05). 

 

 


